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Nowyoucan tfttake client
from ba.mkruptcy to riches
es
without changing Motu' Pen.
This Bic 4 -color pen has to be the easiest way anyone
ever thought of to take someone from out of the red and into
the black.
And, if you press two more buttons, you can use it to
write anything else you can think of in blue or green.
The price of this little marvel, in medium or fine points,
is $1.19. And for our 2 -color pen is 69 .
©
Which will hardly drive you into Chapter XI.
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that date, all copies will be sold.

HUMAN RESOURCE ACCOUNTING:
PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
By Edwin H. Caplan and Stephen Landekich
A comprehensive survey of human resource accounting to date,
which includes the work of major contributors to the field.
Actual case studies illustrate the implementation of theoretical
concepts in working environments. This work is designed to help
readers decide their companies' roles in this fast - developing area.

LIST PRICE $10.95

Mail to: "Free Book"
National Association of Accountants
919 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

YES, I want the copy of Human Resource Accounting:
Past, Present and Future to which I am entitled as an
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Name (Please Print)
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EDWIN H. CAPLAN is a Professor of Accounting at the University of
New Mexico.
STEPHEN LANDEKICH is Research Director of the National Association
of Accountants.

MAIL TODAY!
To obtain your free copy, simply fill out the
special coupon (or print your name and account number on a separate sheet of paper)
and send it to "Free Book," NAA. Books
will be mailed starting in mid - August; allow
three weeks for delivery. Because address
labels will be created from NAA master membership records by computer, you must furnish your NAA account number (the six -digit
number on your membership card, or the first
6-digit number on the top line of your mailing
label�—on�the�front�cover�of�this�magazine).

(Coupon may be photo- copied if you do not want to cut cover)

PRESIDENT'S PERSPECTIVE

Aspiring to Excellence
Almost all of us have worked on committees in business or in the
Association at one time or another. We know how much study
and discussion go into the development of new programs. They
represent the combined contribution of many minds. Even after
programs are developed and implemented, good business
practice requires that managers constantly review, revise and
revitalize them.
Maintenance and the up- grading of NAA programs is an ongoing responsibility that we cannot neglect. Actors have to make
a special effort to ensure their performance does not deteriorate
after the first night or the first month. To guarantee a long run for
NAA's programs we must not permit any erosion in quality.
Quality is one of the themes I shall be emphasizing during my
term. Our technical and educational programs are very good but
they can be better.
Our nontechnical services are wide - ranging and valuable but
they can be made better.
Our chapter programs are outstanding in comparison with
those of similar groups but they can be better.
Quality is something each one of us can help create. Your
support, your participation, your contribution —all accrue to the
betterment of this organization and its resulting potential for
service.
Please join me in an effort to make NAA the best! Make quality
our Number One objective.

A. P. BARTHOLOMEW, JR.
President, 1974 -75
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A NEW MARKETING INFORMATION SYSTEM
By James C. Stephenson and Harvey Smith

Cover:
A research assistant
at President's
Commission for the
Employment of the
Handicapped. See
page 15.

For a competitive firm, production and financial budgets, and profit planning must
necessarily be built around the amount of sales activity or volume of business that can
be reasonably expected. In order to forecast the amount of business that can be
reasonably expected, this company requires each salesman to classify every sales opportunity in his territory as soon as it becomes known, even if it is only a rumor.
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VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION WORKSHOP COSTS
By William S. Houston, Jr.

Photo Courtesy of
Harrison E. Allen,
U. S. D ep t. o f Labo r

Industry is currently developing a keen awareness to its social conscience. Now it
finds that it must not only contribute to but compete with vocational rehabilitation
workshops. Since the cost element is a common denominator for both private industry
and these social institutions, it is important that we examine whether or not the joint
costs of rehabilitation and production need to be identified and separated.

22

DECISION - MAKING IN MIDDLE MANAGEMENT
By Richard L. Bomblatus
Good decision - making skills are important to everyone, but they are especially so to
the middle -level manager. In this article, the author describes several factors which are
essential to effective decision - making, and how the middle -level manager may be
trained to make good decisions.

27

PRODUCTION DECISIONS FOR NEW PRODUCTS
By Satinder K. Mullick and Donald P. Haussener
The authors discuss a simulation model which has the capability of either computing
risk directly or of rapidly evaluating the effects of errors in estimates. They illustrate
their discussion with a case study involving a Corning Glass Works project in which
the costs of several production plans were accurately estimated with sufficient detail
under varying conditions to provide a strong basis for decision - making.

33

THE IMPACT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS
By Joel E. Ross
Should the accountant broaden his activities? Because of his background, his knowledge, his training, and his broad systems experience, the accountant, according to the
author, is in an excellent position to stand in the forefront of the information systems
explosion that is now upon us.

37

NEW COOKIE DEVELOPMENT
By Dominic F. Pagano

How does one develop a cookie from the prototype stage to the level at which it can
be manufactured in volume, at reasonable cost, and sold at a profit? Some of the things
to be considered are discussed in this article.
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HOW COMPANIES ARE REPORTING SOCIAL PERFORMANCE
By Dennis R. Beresford
A number of companies are experimenting with the reporting of their social performance, but few make any attempt to quantify the costs and benefits.
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Accounting in a State of Flux

0
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If an observer at the Annual International Conference in Detroit
(see pages 45 -49) were looking for the predominant note or theme
of this meeting, he might have quickly come to the conclusion that
accounting is in a state of flux. Speakers left the impression that
the profession is searching for new answers in an era of unprecedented social and economic change.
Chief Accountant John Burton of the Securities & Exchange
Commission pointedly reinforced this impression when he stated
that the present position of the agency is to neither push nor
retard the concept of publication of financial forecasts. According
to Mr. Burton, the agency views the matter as an evolving area in
which corporations must experiment to gain experience.
Speakers who discussed the FASB and the CASB also recognized
that these two new standards boards were venturing into virgin
accounting territory. There were "caution" signals as well as "go"
signals evident during the discussions.
How accounting develops will depend on inputs from government, academia, public accounting and industry. That is why, the
1974 Conference made clear, management accountants must be
aware of what is going on in the field and be prepared to participate
in the rule- making process.

Coming Upin MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
A new twist in accounting (chemical formulas) is offered by Edward
S. Sch wan in hi s a rt i cl e "Pr oce ss Cos ti ng vi a Re a ct i on Acc ou n t i n g"
... How do the buyers and sellers of businesses arrive at m utually
satisfactory prices? Read a b o u t th e acq uis iti on cos ti n g t e c h n i q u e

developed in the article "Acquisition Costing and the Bargaining
Ar ea " b y E d wa r d M . C u r r i e . . . In "Af t er t he F ir e: T h e Insurance

Claim," Jere R. Duke explains how one company established a
management team to get production going and to prepare the
insurance claim.
❑
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defines and executes actual programs.
Score -Audit is a program that makes you
independent of programmers. If you'd like
to know more about it, call Ed Opengart at
212 - 489 -7200, or mail the coupon.
r

I Programming Methods
1 1301 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10019
1 I'm an auditor, not a programmer. Show
1 me how to use Score -Audit to cope with
computers.
Name
I Company
Address

I
I
I
I
j

Title
-

That's what our Score -Audit computer
program is all about.
With it, you can perform computer audits
yourself, without needing a programmer
between you and the computer.
You use an English -like language to
gather information from the computer. It is
reported in any format you wish.
You can extract specific records. Sample
data based on pre- defined parameters.
Merge information from several files.
Perform arithmetic operations to create new
data fields. Sort records into any sequence.
Create reports with meaningful headings,
field editing and control totals. Create summary reports in any format and sequence.
Create new files for audit trial.
It's easy to learn to use Score - Audit.
To help you learn, we provide two full days
of instruction, as well as a workshop which

I
j

City
State
Zip
1 Computer Type
I
L------------------- - - - - -J
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Letters

TO THE EDITOR

We Are Dealing with a Volunteer Organization
As a church treasurer of some 25 years' standing I take
exception to the article, "Internal Control for Churches," by
Orville R. Keister in the January 1974 issue. Mr. Keister's
suggestions are, according to my experience, unrealistic and I
wonder if he has ever really tried to operate a set of church
books. Perhaps he had in mind a major national level organization rather than the local church.
While we do try to apply sound business judgment and
systems to church accounting, we have to remember that we
are dealing with a volunteer organization and things like job
rotation, procedures manuals and other internal control suggestions that he makes are completely impractical in the majority of situations. Of Mr. Keister's 11 points only numbers 1
and 3 appear to me to be valid for the many churches with
which I have been affiliated.
T. L. Sharpe
Vice President
Carvin Corp.
Palm Beach, Fla.

quarter against that pledge, and the remaining balance of total
pledge. If no pledge has been made, the statement shows only
the total amount contributed.
Roger L. Knecht
Harrisburg Area Chapter
Camp Hill, Penn.

When Is the Trade Worth It

In the continuing dialogue concerning environmental problems, economists believe they have something constructive to
say. This is because environmental problems also are economic
problems; they involve decisions as to how to use scarce resources. When we eliminate or reduce pollution, the money
we spend for this purpose represents a diversion of resources
from other uses. We invest in new pollution abatement equipment rather than in new production facilities. This means that
the cost of pollution control will show up in a smaller total
output of consumer goods, probably at a higher price. We have
traded some consumer goods and higher prices for a cleaner
environment.
The question for economics is, when is the trade worth it?
Church Purchases Computer Service
When do the benefits exceed the costs? In our society, such
Since I have served as treasurer and finance chairman of our decisions usually are left to the market and generally the marlocal church for many years, I heartily agree with Dr. Orville ket produces good decisions. In most cases, the market fosters
R. Keister's article entitled, "Internal Control for Churches," innovation and efficient production methods, rewards firms that
January 1974. He touches briefly on the use of mechanical produce what people want and penalizes those that do not.
equipment and mentions that a church with 500 members conBut the market doesn't work where pollution is involved. The
tributing every Sunday, would require 26,000 postings every reason is that pollution has costs, but polluters are not always
year. A similar condition exists at our church where our ac- required to pay them. Industries have to pay for the raw matecounting for member contributions is handled by a computer — rials and labor they use, but not always for the environment
a service we purchase from a local bank. I would, therefore, quality they destroy. If a firm puts junk in the air, everybody
like to share with the readers of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING a living in the area pays the cost. The polluter uses up someprocedure instituted at our church several years ago.
thing scarce (clean environment), but others pay the bill —
Each member is assigned an account number which corre- through the loss of clean air and perhaps through health probsponds to a number on a set of envelopes the member receives lems or cleaning bills. The technical term for these costs is
at the beginning of each year. If a member has not pledged or externalities; sometimes they are called social costs.
does not want to use envelopes, a white card with the assigned
The market system, then, doesn't work in the case of exnumber for that member is used in lieu of the envelope. The ternalities. How do we correct it? We correct it through public
combination of envelopes and white cards are the documents intervention. How do we intervene? The common approach is
used by the local bank for key punching information to be used through government prohibitions: "thou shalt nots." Thou
in the computer.
shalt not emit more than such - and -such an amount of polAfter every Sunday service, one of the counting teams lutants into the air.
counts the collection. We have three teams, each of which
This is the direction that our legislation has taken. Someserves for one month. One man from the finance committee times it is the only way a problem can be handled. But econocoordinates the efforts of all three teams. Each person on the mists have another suggestion as to how to approach many
counting team is assigned a block of numbers (1,000's, 2,000's, pollution problems: that is, to simulate market conditions, to
etc.) and is responsible for tying in the amount on the en- create a market where one is lacking, to put a price tag on
velopes with the total amount of money counted. The amount pollution. This means making polluters pay for damage to the
of money or the amount of the check in the envelope is written environment by means of a charge for polluting. We might say
on the top right -hand corner of the envelope before it is sent to an industry: "For every pound of junk you put in the air,
to the bank.
you must pay so many dollars."
Every month a church journal is prepared which shows the
Some people have called this a "license to pollute." Economember's name, member's account number, weekly transactions, mists don't agree. Under this plan, polluters would have a
weekly totals, and updated quarter- to-date totals. In addition, strong incentive to reduce their total costs by reducing pollua report of contributions statement is mailed to each member tion charges. They might do this by investing in antipollution
quarterly showing the total unified pledge, amount paid by equipment, by building new plants, or by changing their
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1974

service with the introduction of a dynamic new
self -study program. Now available is the first
course in a continuing series that will soon include a wide variety of courses for individually paced learning.
The first course "Management Accounting for
Business Decisions " , is bas ed on sound
economic and financial concepts. Students and
Businessmen taking the course will acquire an
overview of management accounting tools and
techniques and how they may be integrated to
provide better information for more effective decision- making.
The program utilizes a multimedia approach which
includes the following:
• A cassette tape which furnishes over an hour
and a half of clear, concise, professionally -del ivered audio programming, divided into 13 modules
of topic development.
• A 104 -page workbook which is integrated
with the audio - presentation. It is color - illustrated

with over 100 diagrams, how- to -do -it examples,
decision - trees, charts, graphs and tables.
• A separate 30 -page answer book which enables the businessman to complete his calculations and which then may be compared with the
suggested solutions provided for the exercise
problems in the workbook. Space is also provided
for personal note taking and comments about each
successive module, all of which helps in reinforcing the learning process.
a A listing of suggested readings from past
issues of Management Accounting to extend the
learning process into the real world area is included in each of the 13 modules.
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I
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r
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Name

I
1

Address
City
Country

1

State

j
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Member
Account No.
$

Zip

CHECK Personal

Company
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The cost Is low: $40.00 for the complete integrated program which includes the tape, workbook, answer book and reading lists. Extra copies
of the workbook are available at moderate prices.
Also cassette players in three price ranges are
available for those who need them. For company,
library and group usage, a 20% discount for five
or more simultaneous orders is offered.

POSTAGE & SHIPPING
All prepaid orders going to United States addresses will
be surface mailed or shipped prepaid. If special handling involving additional costs is requested, the actual
extra charges will be billed.
Payment in full should accompany all orders from outside the United States, and surface postage or shipping charges on such orders will be paid by NAA.
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Save
2/3 ormore

of the cost of
yournewbuilding.
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Begin with revolutionary computerized 1 % ,
cost segregation. Add
maximized Investment
Tax Credit. Utilize the
additional funds generated
by depreciating components
individually. Ask for the facts.

production process. If they cannot reduce
pollution —and some would not be able
to —they would pay the charges, but
their production costs and prices would
go up and their production and sales
would go down. Some producers might go
out of business.
This policy would treat pollution costs
like any other cost of using up something
scarce. If the charges for pollution were
the right ones, and it might take some
trial and error to determine the correct
amounts, we would get an ideal solution;
abatement would be carried to the point
where further reduction would cost more
than it was worth.
In other words, in striking a balance,
the economist believes that the proper solution is the one that pushes de- pollution
to the point where the costs ( the foregone satisfactions in terms of additional
goods and services) just equal the benefits (the gained satisfactions of clean air,
clean water and pleasing landscapes).
And the economist wants the market system, rather than a government regulator,
to make decisions whenever possible.
Maxine C. Johnson
University of Montana
Missoula, Mont.

Before you merge or acquire, dig for real values.
Know the values and tax consequences before
you consider any business combination.
Special M/S programs can give you the important
hard look before the big leap.

Keepinsurancecostsdown/coverageup.
New, fast, flexible valuation and updating methods
can keep you on top of changing values.
Could save you money. Could save your business.

Use the new M/S Simpraisal to save time and costs.
It's a revolution in simplicity for insurance valuation
of multiple location enterprises. Now at work for
some industries. Check potential in your business.
Call the M/S Revolutionary Valuation Consultant
and say: Show me.

appraisals by
Marshall and Stevens
Atlanta/ Boston / Chicago /Dallas /Detroit /Houston /Los Angeles
Minneapolis /New York /Philadelphia /Pittsburgh /St. Louis /San Francisco

A Umonemerice Cpmpeny

Only the Shadow Knows
I found "The Shadow Organization"
by Robert F. Allen, Colin Park, and Saul
Pilnick, January 1974, to be a concise
discussion of the intangible aspects of
environmental motivation. If the norms
of the shadow organization are positive,
half the battle of motivating employees
to develop and use their individual talents
to the company's benefit has been won.
Since my field is internal auditing, I
can see that the shadow organization has
a tremendous effect on the system of internal control of any department or division of my company. After all, people —
competent and conscientious —are the
basis of any adequate system of internal
control; so if there is a negative shadow
organization how can people be truly
conscientious?
By using the normative - systems approach as part of our examination, I feel
that we would have the two -fold benefit
of obtaining a clearer picture of the operative system of internal control, and further, of enabling us to make the necessary
recommendations for change of the "shadow" which will benefit the company in all
areas of endeavor.
Marilyn C. Noble
New Orleans Chapter
New Orleans, La.
MA N A G E M E N T AC C OU N TIN G / A U GU S T 1974

The Nucleus of Success or Failure
"The Shadow Organization" described
by Robert F. Allen, Colin Park, and Saul
Pilnick in the January 1974 issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING truly is the nucleus of success or failure in any group.
The crux of the article was that most
people — especially new employees—invariably tend to adjust their work habits to
conform with the work group in which
they are placed.
I might add that dominant individual personalities (especially negative ones)
often have dramatic effects on group
norms. Therefore, even though the group
norm clusters may be generally positive,
the dominant negative trait of a single
individual may adversely affect these
norms.
After reading "The Shadow Organization," it was easy to pinpoint the reason
for success or failure in work groups with
which I have come in contact. The more
industrious groups were those made up
of individuals whose common goal was
achievement; the least productive groups
were those whose members exhibited
common traits of insecurity, distrust, anonvmity, lack of direction and general indifference.
I might, in conclusion, suggest that the
officers and directors of NAA chapters
consider seriously their own group norms,
and whether they tend to cluster more toward achievement or toward mediocrity.
Richard F.Asbury, Jr.
Controller
St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital
Memphis, Tenn.

Past, Present, and Future Data
Mr. Reed S. Spiegel presents an interesting review and analysis of a most
significant subject area in his article,
"The Accountant, the Marketing Manager and Profit," in the January 1974
issue. He observes that: "The effective
performance of the marketing manager
will rarely occur without adequate information." He then focuses on the information needs of the marketing manager and on the ways the management
accountant can meet these needs.
Mr. Spiegel asserts that the accountant's task "... is a dynamic concept that
provides information to operating management on past, present, and future
events." It is this dimension of his remarks on which I wish to expand.
Measuring annual or periodic profit, inMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1974

BEFOREYOUBUYAMINI-CALCULATOR,
MAKESURETHEMANUFACTURER
ISSTILLINBUSINESS.
In the last three years, at least 13 brands
of mini - calculators have gone out of business.
Had you bought one of these brands, there
would be no place to go for service.
Before you buy a calculator, take a good
look at the manufacturer.
Toshiba calculators are sold in 120 countries.
Toshiba is the 26th largest company outside
the United States. And next year Toshiba will
be celebrating its 100th anniversary in the
electronics business.
Another thing: we don't sell our calculators
in every store. Only in authorized business
equipment stores. Where you'll deal with
calculator experts, who work with us to give
you the best service possible.
Finally, we have a line of minis with the
features you're looking for. Fixed and floating
decimal settings with automatic round -off.
Accumulating memory. Add -on discount.

eluding inventory costing, pertains mainly
to what has happened in the past; cost
control relates to the present; and planning, pricing, and analyzing data for decision- making are future oriented. These
time- frame - oriented views of cost data intertwine, e.g., (1) inferences may be
drawn from the past as plans and decisions are made about the future and (2 )
cost control should be designed to monitor the accomplishments of plans.
Ranking these time -frame categories as
to their relative importance would certainly place the organization's future at
the head of the list as most important.
This would be followed by what is presently occurring and, finally, by what has
happened in the past. This ranking does

A comfortable, easy -to- operate keyboard. And
• large, easy -to -read display.
Before you invest in a mini - calculator, take
• look at Toshiba's. They're among the finest,
in the world. Built by a company that's been
around for nearly 100 years. And plans on
staying around.

TOSHIBA
To Nm Ame

. Inc. 280 Park Are. New York NY 10017

not mean that data about the past are
unimportant, nor that they should be
neglected, because the past may aid in
improving upon the future. Too often
the accounting information system does
little more than account for the past
without being adequately designed and
utilized to focus on the present and future time- frames.
Optimum attention to the past, present, and future, at a reasonable cost,
should be the primary objectives of the
cost data provided by the information
system.
Milton F. Usry
Regents Professor of Accounting
Oklahoma State University
Stillwater, Okla.
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FASB Will Hold Public Hearing on Objectives of Financial Statements
A public hearing will be held beginning September 23 on the objectives of financial statements and the qualitative characteristics of financial reporting, the Financial Accounting Standards Board announced. In conjunction with the hearing, the Board mailed 12,000 copies of
a discussion memorandum which draws almost exclusively upon the report of the Study Group
on the Objectives of Financial Statements, In other actions, the Board dropped a previously
announced interim step in its project on accounting for business combinations and intangible assets; instead has decided to proceed directly with total reconsideration of two APB
Opinions on the subject—No. 16 on "Business Combinations," and No. 17 on "Intangible
Assets," both of which were issued in 1970. The Board also issued two interpretations related
to inventory cost (APB Opinion No. 20) and to imputing interest on debt arrangements made
under Bankruptcy Act (APB 21).
FTC Receives Setback in Line -of- Business Reporting Plan
The Federal Trade Commission's line -of- business reporting plan which would compel major
businesses to report on profits and sales of different products they manufacture continued to
draw strong opposition. In the latest action, the House Appropriations Committee instructed
the FTC to focus its line of business inquiry on a random sampling of 250 businesses, rather
than the 500 largest industries. The action is subject to reversal in Congress.
Barron's Editor Sees 'Reformation' of Financial Reporting
There is a literal reformation of financial reporting going on today, Barron's Managing Editor
Alan Abelson told the AMR International Conference in San Francisco. He said that there's no
question that the Securities & Exchange Commission is stepping up the pace in disclosure. "In
all of its existence, which dates back 40 years, it averaged about 3' /2 accounting series releases a year. Up until, that is, the middle of '72, when it began to really accelerate. Last year,
for example, no fewer than 17 releases were issued. And now that the agency has got the hang
of it, you can be sure the trend definitely will be up."
Economists See Inflation's Cause in 'Explosion of Expectations'
The real roots of inflation, according to The Conference Board's Economic Forum, lie in "a profound historical shift in the social conditions and value systems of democratic capitalism.
Modern economic systems in the free world are living in an explosion of expectations that
carry the demands for output far beyond their finite resources." According to the Forum's
chairman, Albert T. Sommers, "The enormous problem of accommodating an historically market- oriented economy to a tide of social demands, and the failure of our political system to
contain the growth of social demands within limits tolerable to the free market, is the essential first cause of inflation in this society, as it appears to be in all other democratic societies."
One of the economists on the Forum, Alan Greenspan, president of Townsend - Greenspan and
Co., sees this country "rapidly approaching the crisis threshold of inflationary expectations
which, if pierced, threatens massive economic disruption."
Demand for Financial Executives Up 1417o in First Half
Demand for financial executives jumped 14% in the first half of 1974 as compared to the preceding half year, according to a copyrighted study by Heidrick and Struggles, an international
consulting firm. Discussing the study, Gerard R. Roche, senior vice president of the firm, said
that financial managers with business acumen and the know -how to meet capital requirements
will be aggressively sought after in this period of high cost of capital. The periodic study is
based on an analysis of more than 650,000 top management openings advertised in 11 cities.
Trueblood Elected to Accounting Hall of Fame
Robert M. Trueblood has been elected to the Accounting Hall of Fame at the Ohio State University. Mr. Trueblood, who was chairman of the board of Touche, Ross & Co., prior to his
death earlier this year, served as chairman of the Study Group on Objectives of Financial Statements commissioned by the American Institute of CPAs.
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ANEW MARKETING
INFORMATION SYSTEM
Each sales opportunity, as it develops, is entered into a
salesman's forecast log book which is basically a listing with
identifying log numbers of all sales opportunities already
booked, announced, or rumored.

By James C. Stephenson and Harvey Smith
The planning method described in this article was
implemented in more than 100 producing facilities
located in ten states by a leading producer of construction aggregates (stone, sand, slag, and gravel),
secondary aluminum, and detinned steel scrap. The
company's top management had decided that it
needed to have really reliable sales forecasts and
timely feedback from the field as to changes in the
sales outlook in order to improve coordination and
control over its sales, operations and financial results.
Before the profit planning program was developed
the company had experienced wide variances between budgeted plans and actual results. Its sales
forecasts were being put together by financial and
sales managers at the division level and were based
largely on subjective opinion. These estimates were
then reviewed by corporate management and compared against past performance. From these figures,
production and financial managers then developed
their own budgets for the coming year. Profit and
loss and balance sheet budgets were prepared for
each division and for the consolidated corporation.
Since the forecasts often proved to be unrealistic
predictions of income and demand, they led to inaccurate budgeting and "seat of the pants" decisions. They were of little value for coordination
and control of company operations and sales. In addition, the old method had a number of other
shortcomings. It relied heavily on group opinion or
guessing and on past performance which was frequently a poor indicator of what the business could
do in the future. It required costly executive time,
both in the divisions and in the corporate office.
And it was difficult to make breakdowns by plants,
products, sales units, monthly time intervals, or end use markets which were necessary for production
scheduling and inventory control.
Sales of construction aggregates are, to a great
extent, dependent upon the existence of large,
public works construction projects like highways or
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1974

dams. Geographic shifts of such work will significantly affect the production volumes and profits of
the company's many plants. For example, expansion
in an area where demand will be declining can be
costly as the result of lower- than - expected return on
investment. This could be due to increased competitive pressure, to price cutting and to slower
collection of receivables that usually follows. Actual
production requirements were not always known
with sufficient lead time to make orderly and profitable adjustments.
Another problem was that the forecasting for the
coming year started in June and normally remained
fixed through the year. This was much too long a
period for management not to have up -dated information on changes in market demand. It did
not know how actual company sales and profits
could be expected to vary from the original budgeted
estimates. Such interim sales forecasts as were made
were often nothing more than actual results for the
year -to -date added to what had been budgeted for
the remaining months of the year.
The job of developing a more accurate method
for forecasting construction materials sales and for
measuring the effectiveness of marketing effort under varying demand situations was, therefore, assigned to a team from the marketing research and
financial departments. The team's objective was to
develop a marketing information system which
would generate periodic sales forecast information
for use as a basis for decision - making.

The New Marketing Information System
The new marketing information system that was
developed provides much more realistic information
about the total potential in the market place. It
can measure the share -of -the- market captured by
the company as a result of its marketing activity.
This knowledge is essential to planning marketing
strategy and for the direction of the sales effort.
The share -of -the- market ratio becomes an important
indicator of the effectiveness of marketing effort.
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INITIAL REPORTING

The new forecasting program (See Exhibit 1)
requires a salesman to classify every sales opportunity
in his territory into three classes as soon as it becomes known, even if it is only a rumor. The three
classes of sales opportunities include:
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1. Large one -time projects such as dams or highways which, once completed, do not provide repeat business
2. Large annual repeat customers or contracts
3. Other prospective sales
This last class of sales includes meaningful groupings of small customers. Their demand is easier
predicted in the sum than individually. Also included are the unforeseeable sales opportunities
which are salesmen's estimates of new projects or
new customer demands which are not yet announced
and which could be expected to surface as the budget year progresses.
Each sales opportunity, as it develops, is entered
into a salesman's forecast log book which is basically
a listing with identifying log numbers of all sales
opportunities already booked, announced, or rumored. Revision dates are posted whenever a change
in the status of any sales opportunity is known.
After the initial log book index sheet entries are
completed, a four -part forecast form is filled out
for each entry in the log book. Included on the
forecast form are identifications of product, plant
source, log book number, end -use code, sales expected and the company's expected share of the
total sales opportunity.
For large one -time projects, the form provides
space for:
1. A probability estimate that the award of the
project being forecasted will be made in time for
shipments of materials within the forecast year
2. The company's percentage chance of obtaining
the order
3. The total expected shipments opportunity in
tons for the project
4. The amount of product expected to be supplied
by the company
For repeat customers, or unforeseeable sales opportunities, the information on the forecast form
includes the customers' total annual requirements,
and the percentage of such requirements expected
to be supplied by the company. On each project or
customer forecast form, the salesman also enters
the expected monthly spread of shipments during
the forecast year, the method -of- transport information, the volume of and reasons for lost business,
competitors' prices compared to the company's
prices, and miscellaneous comments on market intelligence.
QUARTERLY UPDATING

Each salesman updates his forecast forms every
quarter and submits them to his area or divisional
sales office. A new expected annual volume for each
12

sales opportunity is computed by adding year -todate- actual deliveries to the forecast of deliveries
that are to be made in the remaining months. Revised forms are also prepared whenever the descrip.
tion of a particular project, customer or opportunity
changes in a manner that will significantly affect
the forecast outlook (probability, share, price, tonnage, value, shipping schedule, etc.) . This procedure provides a rolling revision to the division's
forecasts.
REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

All sales forecast forms are first reviewed by division sales management to ensure that they reflect
the total tentative market potential before they are
entered into the system to form a composite sales
forecast. The composite sales forecast is compared
with the independent forecast made by the sales
analysts at division headquarters using an end -use
forecast approach. This provides insurance against
optimism or pessimism on the part of the salesmen.
The independent forecast is based on studies of expected changes in regional business activity applicable to various end -uses. Of value here are the
available forecasts of construction activity in different areas, announced planned plant and equipment expenditures, the state of construction money
markets, trends in public construction programs, and
other business conditions likely to affect the various
end -use construction markets for products of the
company.
Additional information is also obtained from construction contract award data released by governmental agencies, privately published reports, construction tip sheets, trade magazines, and from field
information. By multiplying such data by a time lag
formula that has also been developed from past
experience, the award data is converted into put -inplace construction activity data. Other information
is obtained from marketing research analysts who
have developed yardsticks concerning the average
content of aggregates opportunity within a given
dollar of various types of construction end -use. For
example, there may be about one -ninth of a ton of
stone for every dollar of road building. By applying
the yardsticks of aggregates content in each building
dollar to these activity dollar amounts, a reasonable
estimate of the magnitude of total market opportunity for aggregates is obtained. These potential demand estimates, when compared to salesmen's estimates, become a guide as to whether there has been
any substantial omission of demand reported in the
original forecasts.
The Annual Forecast, Budget and Profit Plan
The forecasting process, which began with the
salesman making an entry in the log book and preparing the forecast form, culminates in the annual
forecast used in budgeting. Exhibit 1 is a flow
diagram which depicts the forecasting process. Each
step in the process has been reviewed and assisted
by divisional and corporate sales managements and
by corporate market research. Data processing,
which is utilized extensively in the forecasting proMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1974
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Exhibit 1
THE NEW FORECASTING PROGRAM
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"Now...
capital
investment
decisions
cease to be
venturesinto
unexplored
territory."

cess, then provides tabulations which summarize the
information for both annual and quarterly forecasts,
including:
1. Sales forecasts by plant, by salesman, by month,
in units and in plant value
2. Sales unit forecasts by plant and in end -use categories
3. Sales forecasts by month for each salesman and
territory in units and dollar volume
4. Market potential forecast in units by plant in
end -use categories
5. Summary report giving data on each forecast log
number included
6. Sales forecast by plant, by specification, by size,
in units and value
Important form -of- transportation projections are
also possible now since each forecast form indicates
shipping points, tonnages, destinations and the types
of transportation equipment required. This early
information - enables corporate and division transportation departments to support marketing and
production departments in obtaining their needs for
each type of transportation equipment and to avoid
bottlenecks and increased costs.
Although the budgeting and profit planning procedures, which then follow, are still generally the
same as those used previously, management can now
be much more confident that its plans are based on
the solid foundation of a realistic and reliable forecast of sales activity. Through the ,marketing information system, management is further assured
that should localized conditions change significantly,
they will be made aware of the changes in time to
take positive corrective action.
Benefits to Marketing Management
The continuous reporting from field sales personnel to headquarters sales management of emerging sales opportunities, especially new or rumored
projects, enables sales management to make plans
to assist the salesman in capturing such opportunities. Also, sales management gains a greater awareness of obstacles faced by salesmen as they report
their reasons for lost business through the system.
Thus, the new system makes it possible to establish
a sales performance measuring program based on
actual quarterly share -of- the - market performance.
Knowing total market potential gives sales management an insight as to whether it is assigning fair
solicitation quota loads to individual salesmen in
relation to the amount of sales they are expected
to go after.
Once sales targets are established, each salesman
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feels that the target is a personal sales performance
standard which he helped to set and has an obligation to achieve. This feeling of responsibility has
stimulated his interest in the system and noticeably
changed the relationship between sales management
and the field salesmen. A substantial increase in
sales volume is attributed to this interest in the system.
Benefits to Financial Management
Financial management can now forecast more
accurately expected changes in cash positions and
take advantage of short -term cash investment opportunities. The timing of cash receipts, based on reliable plans and forecasts, can be anticipated and
used for estimating the amounts of money that will
be available for short -term investments, expansion
programs, retiring long -term debt, and paying dividends. The new system enables cash forecasting to
be a continuous process which reflects the latest
information.
The cost of developing a sales budget by the new
system has proven to be relatively inexpensive in
view of the improved accuracy and value of the information received. It does not require an extensive
expenditure of time by executives or the sales force
as a substantial portion of the work is now machine
and clerical.
Conclusion
The new system now provides details about the
separate demand for various product sizes, mixes
and processing required. They can now, for the first
time, be assessed and each plant's production and
inventory plans can be related. The provision of
details concerning individual project or customer
forecasts permits specific reassessment of each situation quarterly so that more accurate forecasts can
be obtained. Production rates, costs, inventory
levels, sales pricing and cash flows are easier to
manage under foreseeable conditions and more
meaningful clues as to where corrective action is
needed can be reported to the various levels of
management.
Also, prior to the new system, the decision to
invest or disinvest capital in plant production capacity was based, to a large extent, on the intuitive
judgment of top management. Company executives
would attempt to estimate the probable growth or
decline of the market and the probability and cost
of the company's capturing a larger share. Now,
having more accurate information of the total market potential, growth trends, and the company's
approximate share, capital investment decisions
cease to be ventures into unexplored territory. ❑
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VOCATIONAL
REHABILITATION
WORKSHOP COSTS
In the workshop's production operations the business function of
producing marketable goods and services occurs simultaneously
with the social function of rendering rehabilitation services.

By William S. Houston, Jr.
The vocational rehabilitation workshop is a unique
entity on the American economic scene.' It is a nonprofit organization built around a social goal —the
vocational rehabilitation of human beings. At the
same time, the workshop devotes a part of its
operations to the production and sale of goods and
services, activities most commonly associated with
a profit- making business. Thus, the workshop operates with an explicit duality of purpose which poses
special accounting problems.
As noted on the organization chart in Exhibit 1,
the vocational rehabilitation workshop produces
two end results: (1) rehabilitated people and (2 )
goods and services. This diversity of function seems
to divide workshop operations into two natural
segments about which separate financial information is desirable. On the revenue side, the accumulation of separate data presents no problem. On the
cost side, however, the determination of total costs
(of rehabilitation or production) faces a difficult
yet common problem —how to separate joint costs.
The purpose of this article, therefore, is to describe
an approach which may be useful in solving that
problem .2
The Nature of Vocational Rehabilitation
Vocational rehabilitation is the process employed
for restoring the handicapped individual to his
maximum physical, mental, social, and economic
usefulness.3 Its objective is not limited to finding
a cure, or the complete elimination of the impairment; rather, the objective is amelioration—maximizing a handicapped person's level of performance
within the constraints of a continuing deficiency of
some kind.'
The rehabilitation process may take one or more
of four general forms. One form is through physical
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1974

restoration — trying to eliminate or reduce the
disability. Surgery, for example, can repair a hernia.
The second form is through compensation for the
disability. The example here would be hearing aids
which can aid the deaf. The third form is by
providing the disabled individual with training for
a job in which his handicap is either not critical
or can be compensated for by his remaining abilities. A sightless person, for example, can usually
be taught some rather complex assembly operations.
Finallv, we may modify the job to fit the remaining
capacities of the disabled. We may install foot
levers, for example, which can substitute for hand
levers and work tables can be lowered for use with
wheel chairs. Although the workshop may be involved in some or all of these forms of rehabilitation, it is most directly concerned with the
third —that of providing clients (persons receiving
rehabilitation services) with a sheltered work environment in which they can learn work skills while
receiving rehabilitation services.
The second function which derives from the
rehabilitation process is the production of goods
and services for sale. This second function provides
the workshop with additional resources. Production may take the form of reclaiming donated salvageable materials, manufacturing new goods, or
rendering contract services such as assembly and
packaging for private industry. In the workshop's
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Editor's note: Although this article was developed around the
American economic scene, rehabilitation is a universal obligation
as the photos in this article testify. Our thanks to the United
States Department of Labor, the International Labour Organization, and Rehabilitation International for their cooperation in
supplying the photos.
x The actual allocation of the joint costs of rehabilitation and production for the purpose of determining rehabilitation fees is beyond
the scope of this article.
s John F. McGowan and Thomas L. Porter An Introduction to
the Vocational Rehabilitation Process, Rehabilitation Service Series
No. 68 -32 Washington, D.C. 1967, p. 4.
' Walter
Neff, Work and H uman Behavior, New York, N.Y.
1968, p. 226.
e Ronald W. Conley The Economics of Vocational Rehabilitation,
Baltimore, Md., 1 9 6 , p. 36.
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Photo courtesy of Rehabilitation International.

A blind refugee youth making a carpet in the
Pontifical Mission for Palestine Centre for the
Blind in the Gaza Strip.
production operations the business function of pro ducing marketable goods and services occurs simultaneously with the social function of rendering
rehabilitation services. Indeed, the business function
is viewed as the central core of the rehabilitation
process itself.
Workshop Production Costs
Workshop production costs include certain factors of production which are not present in competitive industry. These costs exist because of the
workshop's specialized structure, its operations, and
its philosophy.
A workshop client, working in the production
area of the workshop, does not produce at the same
rate as a nonhandicapped worker. Periodically, a
client will attend formal training, counseling, and
testing sessions. At other times he will receive onthe -spot, informal counseling, instruction, or perhaps, disciplinary action. Even when he is engaged
in a productive activity, a client may produce more
slowly than normal. His physical or mental handicap, his needs to adjust his work habits, his attitude
toward work or persons with whom he must work —
all of those factors which prevent his securing and
keeping regular employment —will partially impair
his effectiveness as a worker.
For this reason, a portion of all the costs associated with the client's productive efforts are actually
16

rehabilitation costs. They are the result of (1) high
labor turnover, (2) inefficiency of labor due to
mental or physical handicaps, (3) use of labor
resources for evaluation, counseling, and training,
(4) poor equipment, and (5) use of rehabilitative
or therapeutic methods and techniques as a part of
the production process. Thus, very simply put, these
extra costs are the result of the workshop's social
goals. Their recognition is not to criticize their
existence; it is in fact, recognition of the workshop's
adherence to its social goals.e
Because production operations are a necessary
and integral part of the rehabilitation process, some
persons have argued that all costs ultimately are
rehabilitation costs. Conceptually, the argument has
merit. However, such an argument should not be a
rationale for avoiding the separation of identifiable
joint costs. Too, that argument can and does become a rationale for not analyzing any of the costs
of the workshop functions. Without such analyses
and the accompanying use of cost controls, it is easy
for the workshop to develop a bottomless pit,
through inefficient production operations, into
which funds can be poured needlessly. Such a situation does not make for efficient use of resources.
A second argument holds that the rehabilitation
element of the joint costs is associated with that
part of client -time that is diverted away from productive activity. Thus, some observers argue that
the identification of the rehabilitation element becomes a question of over - costing from a production
point of view. Proponents of this view argue that
all workshop production costs in excess of the costs
which would have been incurred if the work had
been performed by competitive industry should be
charged to rehabilitation. This argument is based
on the notion that workshop production costs
should be equivalent to those of normal industry
and that all inefficiencies in excess of those found
in competitive industry should be charged to rehabilitation.
The result of such an assignment of costs is
contrived and contrary to the philosophy which
establishes the need for the workshop. If a workshop uses handicapped workers in its production
operations, there is no reason to expect its production costs to be comparable with those of competitive industry. If a disabled worker's inefficiency,
whatever the reason, could be measured on a continuum, the costs, both effective and ineffective, of
bringing the handicapped worker from his initial
level of productivity to his maximum potential
should be a part of the rehabilitation costs. Any
additional costs that relate to the difference between
a disabled worker's maximum potential and that of
a normal worker would be production costs attributable to the nature of a workshop's operations.
Ideally, therefore, only the extra costs associated
with the efforts of bringing handicapped workers
to their maximum level of efficiency should be considered rehabilitation costs. Such an approach, however, lacks reliable and practical measurement tech6 Michael M. Dolnick,
Contract Procurement Practices of Sheltered
Workshops, Chicago, Ill., 1963, pp. 33 -34.
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niques. As a result, workshop production costs still
include an element of the rehabilitation cost that
as vet remains unidentified and acts as a barrier to
a determination of the workshop's total pure costs
of either rehabilitation or production.

for private industry and (2) setting fees which the
workshop charges the clients' sponsors for its rehabilitation services. These subobjectives are the
operational level of dealing with the joint cost
problem.

An Approach to Cost Separation

Objectives of Cost Allocation

The solution most frequently offered to the problem of separating joint costs is allocation. If allocation is the answer, then the choice of a basis for
that allocation is critical. The basis selected must
be defended as the most logical one in the light of
(1) information available for the allocation decision and (2) other possible bases for allocation
that might exist.
Th e use of any base for allocating joint costs
involves some assumptions which cannot be verified
objectively. For this reason, an allocation basis is
usually selected for the reasonableness of its underlying assumptions. The most important test for
reasonableness of underlying assumptions is whether
or not those assumptions are compatible with the
desired objectives. With an array of allocation bases
available for use, and the necessity of making assumptions whenever any basis is selected, the only
way in which a particular basis for allocation can
be defended is by comparing that basis and its
assumptions to the results which the allocation
produces. It is, therefore, necessary to delineate the
objectives which the workshop hopes to attain before looking for a separation of joint costs. In most
instances, workshop accounting and management
techniques are not refined to the poin t of having
formal statements of objectives for joint cost separation. Therefore, the means of assembling a statement of objectives would be to analyze workshop
management decisions that appear to require separated costs.
The objectives of joint cost separation actually
encompass a hierarchy of objectives which begins
with the general reasons for workshop existence.
The first level of the hierarchy, as illustrated in Exhibit 2, includes such reasons as the rehabilitation,
employment of the handicapped, and distribution
of goods to the disadvantaged. These are the common denominators of workshop operations and are
sources of the more specific objectives. Two additional objectives make up a second level of objectives beneath the first. One of these is making efficient and effective use of workshop resources. The
other is effecting a fair distribution of cost burden
between consumers of workshop services and contributors to workshop resources.
A third level of objectives focuses directly on
management decisions which seem to require separate costs. Th e objective of making efficient and
effective use of resources has two subobjectives: (1)
judging performance of a workshop as a whole and
performance of its segments and (2) allocating resources among workshops and, within a workshop,
among segments of operations which compete for
workshop funds. The objective for a fair distribution
of cost burden likewise has two subobjectives: (1)
pricing contract work which a workshop performs

If a workshop's joint costs of rehabilitation and
production are separated into their components, the
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cost allocation in turn and then considers the
relevance of pure and, therefore, separated costs
to each of those objectives.
PERFORMANCE JUDGMENTS

One means of implementing the objective of
efficient and effective use of workshop resources is
in making performance judgments. Performance
must be judged of the workshop as a whole, of individuals within the workshop in the discharge of
their managerial or supervisory duties, and of other
segments of workshop activity. For example, if the
costs to perform compare well with the results obtained it indicates an efficient operation and the
workshop director is judged to have performed well.
This same type of ju dgment may be ma de at all
levels within workshop operations. Throughout the
workshop, the quality of performance is judged at
least partially on the basis of costs incurred. But, if
workshop administrators are to evaluate performance in terms of separately stated rehabilitation or
production achievements, they must have separate
rehabilitation and production costs to complete
their performance judgments.
Exhibit 1
ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
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Inherent in any judgment of performance is a
comparison between the performance being judged
and some kind of standard. That standard may be
performance in some prior period, an average of
prior period performances, performance by a comparable unit or an analytically developed standard
based on time studies, engineering estimates, or
other such means.
The pure costs of rehabilitation and of production also seem to be necessary because most standards with which workshop costs are compared are
stated in terms of pure costs. However, the use of
pure cost standards in performance judgments is
more subtle on the rehabilitation side than on the
production side. In the vocational rehabilitation
field, the development of sophisticated financial
management techniques, if it exists at all, is still in
its infancy. This all means that there are no explicit
pure rehabilitation cost standards available for judging performance.
At the present time, little is known and there
has been little study of the nature and amount of
rehabilitation costs, particularly the differential costs
of servicing different kinds of handicaps. The need
for appropriate rehabilitation cost standards is acute.
Even working intuitively, however, without explicit
rehabilitation cost standards, workshop decision makers are so disconcerted by the presence of joint
costs that they grope to separate the costs without
considering whether or not they could use them.
On the production side of workshop operations,
there are obvious opportunities to use pure standards against which to measure workshop production costs. Traditionally, competitive industry and
its production costs, free of the inefficiencies of rehabilitation efforts, have been considered the standard with which workshop operations should be
compared. The use of competitive industry as a

Exhibit 2
HIERARCHY OF OBJECTIVES
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standard is probably the result of a workshop's desire to provide its clients with as realistic a work
environment, i.e., a work setting as closely resembling that of competitive industry as possible.
It is inappropriate, however, to use production
costs of competitive industry as a standard for comparison. A workshop always will operate with
workers who, because of their handicaps, may be
less productive than a nonhandicapped workforce.
As noted earlier, the rehabilitation portion of any
joint cost is the cost of moving a worker from his
initial level to his maximum level of productivity.
The costs to a workshop represented by the difference between a handicapped worker's maximum
productive capacity and a nonhandicapped worker's
productive capacity are unavoidable inefficiencies.
These inefficiencies result from each worker's own
handicap, from the necessity of handicapped workers to work in conjunction with each other, and
from methods of production that are less efficient
than those used in competitive industry. These additional costs resulting from expected inefficiencies
preclude the use of competitive industry costs as
standards for measuring workshop performance.
A second argument against the use of pure costs
in making workshop performance judgments lies in
the workshop's inability to separate joint costs
except through allocation. To demand a separation
of the workshop's joint costs will only force an
arbitrary allocation of those costs. Costs based on
arbitrary allocation always will be subject to dispute
and, therefore, will be ineffective as bases for performance judgments.
A better solution to this problem would be the
development of specific standards of performance
for workshops themselves. These workshop standards would have built into them the costs of the
inefficiencies arising from use of less than fully
productive workers. Such standards would include
joint costs of production and rehabilitation and
would eliminate the need for cost separation as far
as performance judgments are concerned.
This is not to say that the development of workshop standards is an easy matter. There are two
variables of workshop operations which would have
to be considered in any development of standards —
the extent of a workshop's production operations
and the kinds and extent of handicaps which a
workshop attempts to rehabilitate. But particularly
with the use of workshop standard accounting systems that are beginning to appear across the nation
and the cost information which such systems produce, it should be possible to develop standards
which would be adaptable to almost any workshop.
The development of standards for use in making
performance judgments, internal and external to a
vocational rehabilitation workshop, is an area much
in need of additional research.
RESOURCE ALLOCATION DECISIONS

Performance
judgments
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Resource
allocation
decisions

Pricing
contract
services

P

In addition to performance judgments, another
objective of joint cost separation is to facilitate the
careful allocation of resources. Efficient resource allocation decisions require a matching of costs
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against benefits derived from those costs. Because
the benefits of workshop activities are usually stated
in terms of rehabilitation accomplishments for the
rehabilitation function, and are stated in terms of
sales of products for the production function, it
appears a priori that their costs must be separated
before a reliable matching of costs and benefits is
possible.
One kind of decision which derives from the
resource - allocation objective is the selection of the
individual workshops which will be given the resources. If one workshop can produce more rehabilitation (measured on some acceptable basis
such as number of clients served, number of job
placements, etc.) per rehabilitation dollar spent
than can some other workshop, that first workshop
is operating more efficiently and obtaining a higher
return (social) from its resources. That kind of
workshop will earn the support of the administrators
of public resources and the contributors of private
funds.
A second type of decision associated with the
resource- allocation objective is the matching of
costs and benefits within a particular workshop. One
such decision might be whether or not to undertake
or to continue a given program or type of operation.
If a workshop administrator presents his board of
directors with a proposal to undertake a certain rehabilitation program, for example, that proposal
must include a complete budget of costs and benefits for that proposed program. A board cannot
make an enlightened decision about the proposal
without a balancing of results obtained against the
costs of those results. Without a separation of joint
costs, the appropriate costs cannot be applied to
benefits that are measured in terms of either rehabilitation or production.
Does a matching of pure costs of rehabilitation
and of production produce a meaningful tool for
resource - allocation decisions? To answer that question, consider first the ideal situation. If a method
could be developed for measuring social benefits of
workshop efforts in the same financial terms as their
economic benefits, such matchings would be most
beneficial. Without the ability to quantify social
benefits, anv matchings in financial terms are incomplete. They will have to be supplemented with
intuitive measurements of the social benefits of rehabilitation which result from employing the handicapped and selling goods to underprivileged people
at favorable prices.
Of course, one can make the argument that even
if costs and benefits cannot be matched on equivalent terms, it still is useful, for both internal and
external decision - making, to know the pure costs
of workshop endeavors. One can identify the pure
costs, match them against the results obtained, however measured, and use them as bases for decisions.
Even without a measurement of benefits in financial
terms, trends in cost per client and other cost behavior patterns of benefits received could be observed and compared to other time periods or other
workshops.
The argument has some truth, but several probMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1974

Photo courtesy of International Labour Organization.

A disabled person studies printing techniques at
the National Rehabilitation Centre at Pusan,
Korea.
lems remain. If the essence of the vocational rehabilitation workshop is to provide a work environment in which to render rehabilitation services,
then the two functions are interdependent and it is
impossible to make rehabilitation decisions separate
from production ones (or vice versa) . Second, if
the only way to obtain pure costs is through allocation, then the costs which that allocation produces
will be contested whenever their use involves opposing positions. The effective use of cost allocations requires that all parties to that use agree on
the assumptions inherent in those allocations.
The last problem related to pure costs of rehabilitation and production exists outside the joint cost
area. Assuming that one can separate joint costs
satisfactorily, a problem with matching workshop
pure costs against benefits received is that there are
buried within those pure costs the costs of avoidable inefficiencies. 7 In workshop operations, attaining social objectives is more important than the
strict matching of dollar benefits against dollar
costs. However, without that matching, inefficiencies creep into the operations. The problem of
inefficiencies is particularly acute and the inability
to make a precise accounting of efforts and accomplishments becomes a valve through which increased
costs of avoidably inefficient operations are allowed
to pass. Still, the inefficiencies buried in the increased costs do not destroy the usefulness of workshop cost data. Measurements may be useful even
if they are not perfect. But the presence of inefficiencies will compromise the effectiveness of the
data as a measure of efforts expended, and users
I

The term "avoidable inefficiency" is used here to distinguish:
(1) the kind of inefficiency, in both the rehabilitation and Qroduction operations, which could be eliminated, and (2) the ` unavoidable inefficiency," noted earlier, which arises from the use of
handicapped workers.
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„. . . a
workshop
should recover
at least the full
production
cost of
contract work
undertaken
for private
industry.”

of workshop data need to be aware of the problem.
A solution to the problem of inefficiencies buried
in costs could be obtained through the development
and use of cost standards. Standards would serve
as a guide as to what costs should be. They would
identify inefficient operations which could then be
reconsidered and possibly eliminated.
PRICING CONTRACTSERVICES
Because a workshop is a nonprofit organization,
partially supported by donations of both public and
private funds, workshop administrators contend that
the effect of a workshop's performing contract work
for private industry at less than its full production
cost is actually a subsidy to private industry. Such
use of workshop funds certainly would not conform
to the intent of contributors in making their donations. Therefore, a workshop should recover at least
the full production cost of contract work undertaken for private industry.
However, would it be appropriate for industry
to pay a workshop's full costs of production? The
answer to that question is affirmative only if: (1) a
workshop's costs of production are the same as
those which private industry would normally have
to pay for the contract services, or (2) private industry is willing to pay a workshop its full production cost for the social purposes of employing the
handicapped and providing them an environment
for rehabilitation.
While there has been some evidence of a developing social conscience on ,the part of private enterprise, the usual assumption of workshop contract
pricing is that its prices must be competitive with
those of private industry. Generally, industry is not
willing to pay a workshop any more for a contract

than it otherwise would have to pay. The problem
with this situation is that, as noted before, a workshop's production costs are not comparable to those
of private industry. Because a workshop is using
workers who may be less productive than nonhandicapped workers, its production costs would include
costs of unavoidable inefficiencies resulting from
those workers' handicaps. There is no reason to
believe, therefore, that a workshop is subsidizing
private industry if it does not recover its full production costs on contract services. Rather, the
workshop is using contributors' funds to subsidize
its additional costs of production which are the
result of employing handicapped persons. This use
of contributors' funds is consistent with their intentions.
What a workshop should be concerned about is
that contract work is not performed for less than
a customer would pay alternate sources of supply.
That situation would amount to use of contributors'
funds to subsidize private industry. The appropriate
analysis here, however, is not an allocation of joint
costs but a comparison of workshop production
costs to those which private industry would have
incurred on the particular job. These industry costs
are usually compiled for the bidding of the contract
anyway. They should be available from industry
standards, engineering estimates, and prior experience. Private industry production costs are a better
index of what contract prices should be than are
workshop production costs.
PRICING REHABILITATIONSERVICES
The fourth of the objectives of separating the
workshop's joint costs is setting the rehabilitation
fee which a workshop charges sponsors of clients

Photo courtesy of Rehabilitation International.

A coil winding operation with facilities designed to increase worker convenience at Sun Industries,
Japan.
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for its rehabilitation services. In any pricing decision, the cost of a product is an extremely important
factor. For the workshop, the cost of its rehabilitation services is particularly significant. Workshop
clients, or parties who sponsor them, usually are
charged a fee for rehabilitation services. That fee
is either set by the workshop or, if a sponsor has
many clients in the workshop, negotiated between
workshop and sponsor. The most relevant factor to
those negotiations is the cost of the rehabilitation
services.
In most cases, a client's sponsor is a state office
of vocational rehabilitation. In negotiations with
workshops, these state offices have indicated their
willingness to reimburse workshops for the full cost
of their rehabilitation services. A determination of
the full costs necessitates a separation of the joint
costs. Repeatedly, though, states reject attempts to
allocate joint costs. Workshop administrators believe that setting rehabilitation fees is their most
significant cost separation problem. Many workshops state that they are losing significant amounts
of resources because they are not able to include in
total costs the rehabilitation elements of costs that
are buried in production costs.
For setting rehabilitation fees, it seems that an
actual separation of rehabilitation from production
costs is necessary. However, the use of a cost allocation to effect that separation must be feasible. One
objective of that allocation must be the best possible determination of pure rehabilitation costs as
a basis for setting rehabilitation fees. Another con-

cerns the parties using the allocation —the workshop
administrators and the representatives of state
offices of vocational rehabilitation who should be
available to agree on any allocation assumptions or
definitions of cost. A cost separation for the purpose of setting rehabilitation fees does not call for
an omniscient, "true" cost separation which is acceptable by all persons for all purposes. Instead,
what is necessary is a meeting of the minds of the
parties involved about what costs the rehabilitation
fee shall reimburse. The state offices must recognize
that because of the joint cost problem there is no
"true" rehabilitation cost available as a basis for
fees. Then the two parties can arbitrate a point by
point separation that is acceptable to both.

"Workshop
sales prices .. .
do not
include a
measurement
of social
revenues."

Conclusion
The need for separate production costs has been
attributed to the fact that the benefits against which
costs are matched are separately stated. As noted
above, the sales volume of goods and services does
not tell the whole story of benefits. Workshop sales
prices are not based on dollar production costs, and
sales do not include a measurement of social revenues. Thus, the matching of production costs with
production sales is a reliable measure of neither
efforts nor accomplishments; rather, it simply shows
the net costs of achieving social objectives.
Recall that the production function of s u p p l y i n g
clients with work and having them process it is
viewed as an integral part of the rehabilitation pro Continued on page 39

Photo courtesy of International Labour Organization.

A disabled worker in Colombia, South America, becomes productive when provided with suitable
working facilities.
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DECISION - MAKING IN
MIDDLE MANAGEMENT
Middle managers are rarely taught decision - making skills
effectively, or even given the opportunity to learn how to make
good decisions. Consequently, when they become top managers,
they have to learn their decision - making on the job.

By Richard L. Bomblatus
If a manager can make good decisions, he will be
a good manager. If a manager cannot make good
decisions, he will not be a good manager. Success
in management depends on many factors and requires a wide range of skills. The most important
of the skills that a manager must have, if he is
R. L. BOMBLATUS going to make the right things happen, is decision making skill.
Minneapolis- Viking
The lack of decision - making skill presents a
Chapter (Pittsburgh
problem
to all levels of managers. But it is a par1959), is Partner in
Charge of ticularly acute problem for middle managers. MidManagement dle managers are rarely taught decision- making skills
Consulting Services effectively, or even given the opportunity to learn
for Minneapolis
Office, Ernst & Ernst. how to make good decisions. Consequently, when
Mr. Bomblatus holds a they become top managers, they have to learn their
B.A. degree in decision - making on the job. Some, otherwise good
Economics from middle managers, lose the opportunity to become
Stanford University.
He was awarded a top managers because they make costly mistakes
Certificate of Merit while they are learning or they snake decisions
for this article which embarrass top management.
(1973 -74).
The curve in Exhibit 1 shows that for top
management, there are relatively few decisions to
This article was make, but relatively large amounts of money are
submitted through the involved. Since so much money is often involved
Minneapolis- Viking in top management decisions, a great deal of reChapter. search is often done before the decisions are made.
At the other end of the curve are the operational
decisions that occur daily and in great numbers,
but very small amounts of money are involved.
Decisions in the operations area are often very
tightly controlled by very precise procedures, instructions, and specific policies.
In the middle area, where the decisions are
made by middle management, the number of decisions and the amount of money involved varies
between the two extremes. The cost of being
wrong is sometimes not so high and does not
merit the formal investigation that careful top
managers make. Consequently, the middle manager
may be left to flounder. His decisions are not con22

trolled by precise policies and procedures available
to the operational manager, nor does he have the
research resources that are helpful to top -level
decision- makers. Although survival of the fittest
seems to be the rule, this situation does not have
to hurt the middle manager. There are a relatively
high number of decisions to be made which could
provide him with the opportunity to practice his
decision- making since the cost of being wrong in
any one decision is not so high that it would be
disastrous to the company. Thus, the middle management level can be used to train potential top level managers in decision - making by giving them
the practice they need.
If you have never been trained to be a decision maker what can you do to train yourself? Exhibit
2 shows that there are several factors in good decision- making performance. Good decisions are the
result of having the required skill, attitude, organizational support, and knowledge. Each of these
factors is essential to effective decision - making.
Skill
Skill can be developed by observing a good decision -maker in action and by getting coaching from
a good decision- maker. Skill can be developed by
making decisions. But this includes making some
mistakes. Skill can also be developed by using simulation to practice making decisions. A model of the
company or process is made and is usually programmed on a computer. The decision -maker asks,
"What if I made this decision ?" The computer
simulates the factors which will control the results
and shows what the expected results would be. By
whatever means it is accomplished, it takes practice
to develop decision - making skills.
Attitude
In addition to skill, the proper attitude toward
decision- making is also required. A person who attempts to "ride the fence" and timidly avoids
making decisions in the hope that he will not make
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1974

Exhibit 1
THE DECISION - MAKING HIERARCHY

Operational
management

N

y

a mistake does not learn to make decisions. His
education should start with the realization that this
doesn't work. It is impossible to avoid making a
decision. If a business situation requires a decision
and a "fence rider" decides not to make a decision,
he has, in effect, made a decision —the decision is
to do nothing. Similarly, if a decision -maker does
not recognize the need for decision, he has likewise
made a decision — again, to do nothing. It is far
better to snake a conscious decision having carefully
weighed the alternatives than to make decisions by
default. Hopefully, the wise top manager will reward the middle manager for good performance and
will thus develop the proper attitude for decision making. A feeling of accomplishment recognized can
make a middle manager more confident and more
effective in his decision- making. Attitudes and
motivation can often be improved, for example,
through results- oriented management programs. Attitude improvements can also be made by helping
decision - makers become more proficient. We like
to do —what we do well.
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management

Cost of being wrong
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Organizational Support

The nature of the organizational support required
for the decision -maker depends on his level within
the company. At the top levels, the stockholders
provide capital and the top manager has at his disposal all the other organizational support required
to make and implement his decision. However, we
often forget that at lower levels the need is just as
great for organizational support of individuals making decisions. They need an appropriate allocation
of company resources and sound systems and procedures. Often, what is thought of as a poor decision could be more accurately described as a poor
system. For example, should the personnel manager
be responsible for a poor decision in the selection
of personnel if he has been prevented from establishing an appropriate applicant screening system?
Knowledge

We have looked at all but one of the factors
crucial to good decision - making. Skill can be improved with practice, proper attitudes toward 8ecision- making can be encouraged, and organizational
support can be assured. In the remaining area,
knowledge of decision - making, the decision -maker
will need more specific information. He will need to
know which tools to use and how to enhance his
aptitudes. In the following sections we will discuss
some specific things a decision -maker needs to know.
MEASUREMENT OF DECISIONS

Decisions are measured by results. For example,
in the business situation, earnings per share, share
of the market, return on net worth, and social good
in such areas as environment and nondiscrimination
would be used to measure the results of various
decisions. Consequently, it is desirable to build a
feedback mechanism into each decision so that the
results of the decision can be measured properly.
In business situations also many criteria for measurement must be considered. The major criteria
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1974

are usually expressed in financial terms. It is hardly
profound to say that business decisions will be
measured in terms of the company's financial statement.
The middle management decision -maker often
seems to lose sight of company goals and makes
decisions which are not in the company's overall
best interests. The problem may be that he often
does not know what the company's goals are and,
more often, does not relate attainment of the known
company goals to his decisions. He does not see
how the decisions of an individual decision -maker
in middle management relate to overall company
goals. Because the results of his decision will not
be measured directly in terms of return on net
worth, a middle manager often feels that he cannot directly control what happens to return on net
worth. The wise top - management coach will, therefore, show the middle manager how the decisions
that he makes do relate to the overall results of the
company. If the middle manager is not given this
information, he should ferret it out for himself.
23

"The decisionmaker should
realize that
decisionmaking is a
process of
selecting
from among
alternatives."

Exhibit 3
EFFECT OF MIDDLE - MANAGEMENT DECISIONS ON RETURN -ON- NET -WORTH
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Exhibit 3 illustrates how the overall company performan ce in terms of ret urn on net worth can be
affected by middle management decisions. Th e
credit manager affects asset turnover by his control
of the number of days the receivables have been
outstanding, and the sales manager affects profit on
sales by his control of gross profit. The wise top
manager will attempt to get the best mix of individual middle- management performance. He will
try to get the best decisions possible from all of his
middle managers which will lead to the best possible result in terms of overall return on net worth.
In this way, if all middle managers make decisions
about factors under their control in such a way as
to achieve the company's goals, the top manager
can have the confidence that those goals will be met.
IDENTIFY ALTERNATIVES

The decision -maker should realize that decision making is a process of selecting from among alternatives. The key is to assure that all the alternatives have been properly identified and that at least
a cursory review has been made as to whether or
not they are at all feasible. For example, if a small
plant has reached the limits of its production capacity, what are the alternatives? Expand the plant?
Build a new plant? Sub - contract the work to outsiders? Cull unprofitable products from the product
line? Arrange the plant more efficiently? Purchase
24

more efficient equipment? Run two or three shifts
instead of one? Work overtime? Improve the efficiency of the plant operation? Or —and there are
many alternatives. The point is, all of the alternatives should be listed. Then the list should be reviewed to ascertain which are most feasible.
CRITERIA FOR SELECTION FROM ALTERNATIVES

We now come to the hard part. We know which
alternatives appear to be most feasible. Now we
must choose. We must do so by examining each
of the alternatives using the proper criteria. The
important thing to realize about these criteria is
that they are not optional. Every one of these
criteria must be considered. The alternatives must
be judged in the light of all relative criteria, and
as a consequence, the decision -maker should take
them into consideration at the time he is making
the decision. The decision - maker's only option is
whether he does a proper job of considering each
criterion. These criteria are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Benefit
Costs
Timing
Probability
Risk
Compromise
Politics
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Exhibit 4
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF EFFECTIVE FORECASTING
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To apply this criterion effectively, we
must specify exactly what benefit we will derive by
choosing any given alternative. We must ask: What
kind of revenues are going to accrue to the company? Is the turnover of the inventory going to be
improved? Will expenses be reduced? Will pollution be reduced? Is the discrimination problem to
be overcome? The kinds of questions the decision maker should ask himself here tend to be rather
obvious. However, because they are so obvious, the
exact benefit that is expected is often not specified
carefully. The decision -maker should, therefore,
write down exactly what it is that he expects the
benefit to be. If possible, he should specify it in
numerical terms. For example, we may say that we
will be able to increase plant capacity. But that is
vague. It would be far better, for purposes of evaluation, to sav plant capacity (for one shift) in the
Milling Department will be increased by 20,000
machine hours per year.
BENEFIT.

C O S T . Like benefit, the cost criterion must be
specified exactly. How much are we going to have
to pay for this planned expansion? What are the
capital costs going to be? What are the operating
costs going to be? What is it going to cost to purify
the additional waste water? What are the selection,
training, and recruitment costs to staff the added
equipment? Again, these are some of the questions
that must be answered, because costs like benefits
also tend to be obvious. The important point is
that the decision -maker must think about them
carefully. He must be sure that he has determined
all of the types of costs for every alternative and
that he can estimate the amount of each cost.
The cost of making good forecasts has to be
weighed against the possible cost of a bad decision.
Therefore, the good decision -maker must also consider the cost of being right versus the cost of being
wrong. The forecaster should determine which elements of the forecast are critical and therefore require emphasis. By concentrating on the critical
elements the total cost of forecasting can be reduced. The decision -maker should not spend a great
amount of time and work on those elements which
are not really critical to the decision. How often
have you seen a decision -maker estimate the last
penny of a fringe benefit or municipal tax forecast
MA N A G E M E N T AC C OU N TIN G / AU G US T 1974

"The cost of
making good
forecasts
has to be
weighed
against the
possible cost
of a bad
decision."

that has very little effect on the overall forecast,
when the critical elements might be how much to
advertise and what shall be the price of the product? The decision -maker must look at the total
situation. He must determine which elements will
have the greatest impact on his decision.
The next factor to consider is timing.
When are we going to realize the benefits? When
are we going to have to pay the cost? Is the cost
to be incurred in the present period and the benefit
to be derived in some future period? It makes a
lot of difference whether we get a dollar n o w or
ten years from now. The effect of time on the
amounts of the benefits and the costs should be
clearly understood by the decision- maker. Also, interest must be taken into consideration as well as
asset depreciation and obsolescence.
The decision -maker must be sure that he is comparing all of the alternatives which he considers to
be feasible in the same time frame and that the
benefits and costs are also considered in the same
time frame for each alternative. The decision maker should, therefore, have an appreciation of
present value concepts so that he is properly recognizing the effect of time.
The decision -maker must be aware that the results of a decision made today will come to pass
at some time in the future. Consequently, the data
on benefits and the costs of each alternative need
to be forecasted into the period when it is expected
that those anticipated benefits and/or costs will
probably occur. Making decisions based on historical information only is not unlike driving along a
freeway at 60 mph using only a rearview mirror.
Exhibit 4 is a simplified schematic diagram of
effective forecasting. There are two important
points to be considered: First, a careful study must
be made of what happened in the past to assure
that all factors are consistent, and to gain an understanding of cause and effect. There are many
ways of analyzing historical data, ranging from the
cursory examination to the mathematically rigorous.
If good forecasts are to be made, they should be
conclusive. Models can be constructed for any
company at relatively little cost which will permit
decision - makers to test the expected results of alternative decisions. Second, the forecast should be
TINIING.
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expressed in the same format and use the same
accounting principles as the company's actual financial statements for the period covered by the decision.
We rarely know anything about the
future with complete certainty. We have to consider the chances or probabilities. The chances that
the demand for the product will be high or be low
can affect a decision. Although the mathematics of
probabilities may be complex, the concept is not.
Having decided upon feasible alternatives, the decision -maker should estimate the expected values
of the results of each alternative. He should certainly understand the concept of probability and
take it into consideration.

Exhibit 5
MANAGER'S UTILITY CURVE

UTILES

PROBABILITY.

All of us do not have the same attitudes towards risk. What a dollar is worth depends on
which dollar it is. A beggar's first (or last) dollar
is worth a lot more to him than the one millionth
dollar is to a millionaire. Within a company, each
individual must decide how much risk to take in
his area of responsibility. Decisions are not made
on a uniform basis throughout the company. Therefore, the decision -maker should have a good idea
about his own attitude toward risk.
Exhibit 5 is a representation of a way of thinking about attitudes on risk called utility theory."
In applications of utility theory, a relative measure
called a utile is established. For example, assume
a point, A, on the chart to represent the decision maker's utility for $300,000 of (plus) fifteen utiles.
The remainder of the utile scale is determined
relative to the first point established. In other
words, the utile values of points B and C are determined relative to the fifteen - utile point that was
established at Point A. In this example, point B
indicates that the decision- maker's utility for
$ 500,000 is approximately twenty utiles, or only
33 percent more, although the dollar amount is 66
percent more. Also, notice that the utility for large
positive amounts tapers off. This indicates that
the decision -maker whose chart this is thinks a
$1,000,000 would be all the money for which he
would ever have utility. What is suggested is that
the decision -maker ought to make a conscious effort
to analyze his attitude toward risk, and attempt to
assure that his attitude is appropriate relative to
the attitudes of those who will judge his decisions.
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RISK.

Every decision -maker realizes that at
times he has to compromise with the decision he
would like to make. Perhaps, for example, he thinks
that the best alternative, everything else considered,
is to automate the plant. However, he is aware from
past experiences that the union would be very
opposed to this and as a consequence he decides
to compromise. Compromise is a way of life for
COMPROMISE.

" It could also be one way of looking at risk for an entire company,
so that all the risks taken in the company are within the same
frame of reference.
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good decision- makers. However, a decision -maker
should realize before he begins to compromise, what
the acceptable limits of compromise are. The decision -maker must know what the limits are before
he begins to subvert his company's objectives, because it is certain that after the fact those who will
judge his decisions will decide for themselves
whether or not he has exceeded the limits.
POLITICS. The last criterion that I would suggest
the decision -maker consider is the comparative
politics of various alternatives. Company politics,
like compromise, is a way of life. Ignoring politics
will not make the decision easier. People's feelings
and attitudes must be considered. Therefore, the
decision -maker should always recognize the politics
of his decisions. He should analyze how each of
the people who are interested in the decision, and
the selection of the alternative, feel about the
matter. He should weigh their positions in making
his decision. It is far better to consider people's
attitudes and feelings and to take them into account
in decision- making than to run rough -shod over
their feelings without recognizing them.

Conclusion
Good decision - making skills are important to
everyone, but they are especially so to the middle level manager. He is faced with a relatively large
number of decisions, yet has neither the guidelines
prescribed by procedures and policies affecting the
myriad operational level decisions, nor the extensive research resources available to the top -level
manager for his relatively few but costly decisions.
Thus the middle manager needs training and practice to develop his skills, attitudes and knowledge
and he needs the organizational support to put his
decisions into effect.
❑
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PRODUCTION
DECISIONS FOR
NEW PRODUCTS
Because of low yields and machine utilization rates, the standard
variable costs were higher than the selling price, and in the first
year, we lost more as we produced more.

By Satinder K. Mullick and
Donald P. Haussener
Evaluations for an overall new - product strategy will
usually include relatively little manufacturing detail. Computations for more than one strategy for
each area concerned are time- consuming, and it is
unlikely there will be consistency in the assumptions or in the estimates used by each of the functional areas due to communications problems. Also,
quantitative techniques if used at all will be used
sparingly in the total analytical effort. The end
result of such a situation is that profits are significantly less than planned, with a possibility of negative gross margins occurring for a number of years
after the product is introduced. The post mortems
rarely point to the production plan and attempts
to correct the negative profit condition will usually
center around raising prices, increasing volume, or
striving for better manufacturing yields. However,
these tactics are difficult to achieve or to successfully
implement in a competitive environment.

Team Concept
The first important step in developing a new product strategy is to form a team that consists
of representatives from all major functional areas
involved in the new - product planning, such as
marketing, engineering, manufacturing, financial
controllers, and production planners. These team
members will have the responsibility for: (1) compiling a list of the important factors that must be
considered in strategy evaluation, indicating how
they relate to each other and affect profits; (2 )
identifying alternatives; (3) communicating to
each other all relevant information (constraints,
bases for estimates, assumptions that must be made
or are implied, etc.); and (4) selecting the best
strategy.' In most instances, the team should utilize, either as a team member or as a staff support,
a person skilled in quantitative methods who will
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1974

assist in structuring the problem and in suggesting
and providing assistance in the use of quantitative
methods.
It is essential that the participants learn to function as a team. This will usually require the services
of a coordinator. The coordinator, by interviews
with each participant and through group meetings,
will help the team to face and resolve major issues,
to generate new alternatives as new information is
obtained or as the total situation is better defined,
and to collectively specify the model or technique
to be used in performing evaluations. The quantitative techniques that are utilized can often serve
as a coordinating vehicle, especially if the design
and implementation of a simulation model is required.

Simulation Models
A simulation model will enable the team to
quantify many difficult inter - relationships for different assumptions and alternatives and thus obtain
profit measures for the business. In one sense, a
simulation model is a detailed computational technique that translates production, sales, and other
variables into commonly understood accounting
variables. It is basically a mathematical model that
includes all of the computations that could be done
manually, but which are not done due to limitations
of time or prohibitive cost.
It is also important to include considerable manufacturing detail in the simulation model and even
to design it so that production planning can be
performed by means of simulation.2 In this case,
the model must be capable of showing how alternative production plans will affect the overall product strategy. The integrated, production and cost
simulation, model would permit the derivation of
an optimum production plan that would avoid or
minimize idle time, reduce unnecessary flexibility
in facilities, and equipment, and establish the best
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inventory levels. The by- products of such a model
would be beneficial in improving the budgeting
and planning efforts. Also, the sensitivity of various
marketing and /or engineering proposals can then
be studied under simulated, more realistic conditions, thereby improving the credibility of the results.
The model would be designed by the team member whose specialty is quantitative methods and he
would be working closely with each team member
in identifying all relevant factors, their relationships
and their effects on profits. Basically, he must incorporate the team participants' best understanding
of the business into the model.
A simulation model, depending upon how it is
developed, has the capability of either computing
risk directly or of rapidly evaluating the effects of
errors in the estimates. It is therefore critical that
Exhibit 1
SIMULATION MODEL FLOW CHART

Type of report
headings and
planning horizon

Read
production
data "

Calculate
production
and
inventory
levels

re po rt

No

Revise
shifts
scheduled

Yes

End

'Process yields, utilization, cycle time & starting inventories
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1. Organize a team consisting of persons intimately
involved in planning;
2. Create an environment where there is free interchange and where all alternatives can be object
tivelv considered; and
3. Utilize quantitative methods, and in a particular
simulation, to permit incorporation of sufficient
detail and rapidity in the calculations so that
the evaluation of alternative strategies will adequately take into account all system interactions.
Case Study
The new product described in this case study is
a component part, which is sold to an original
equipment manufacturer (OEM), who puts it into
a new consumer product. This new product contains many innovations, including the component
part manufactured by Corning Glass Works. Before
going into production a number of uncertainties
had to be resolved, such as the quantities that
would be required by the OEM in the next few
years, the actual manufacturing costs (which were
determined to a large extent by the process used),
and the ultimate or peak sales level. There were
also considerable fixed costs, so that the unit manufacturing cost was highly volume - dependent. The
overall profitability was determined by the interactions or relationships between the relevant factors
associated with a number of different functional
areas.

Print

and
inventory
optimized 7

there be objectivity not only in eliciting best estimates from knowledgeable personnel, but in obtaining probabilities of different estimates occurring.
This requires someone who is skilled in the questioning of qualified persons so that accurate ranges
and associated probabilities of estimates can be
obtained.3 In summary, the objective of the team
approach is to:

All the computational steps were incorporated
into the computer simulation model as shown in
Exhibit 1. The model was programmed on a timesharing computer system using F ORT RAN IV.
There were several reasons for using time - sharing,
the primary ones being the need for quick turnaround and for the flexibility of using the model
at the plant location or at corporate headquarters.
The computer program required approximately one
man month to develop and debug, and the cost of
running a simulation varied with the number of
days in the planning horizon and the amount of
output generated.
Th e manufacturing responsibility at Corning
Glass Works involved a multi - operational processing
of various parts which were then assembled to produ ce th e comp one n t p ar t s old to th e OE M. Th e
manufacturing process utilized a number of complex and expensive machines with considerable automation of the assembly operation. Exhibit 2 shows
the process steps for this new product. Each operation was performed on machines which were subject to breakage and in the early years of production,
each operation had wide fluctuations in workshifts
or daily process yields. Another problem was that
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1974

part A after operation 1 and before operation 4
could not be kept for more than 20 days because of
a deterioration problem.' This was also true of part
D which had the same type of restriction. However,
over the next four years each operation showed an
upward trend in yield and each machine had an upward trend in utilizations. The variability was
greatest in the first year but decreased over time.
For each of four machines, an operator (direct
labor) was needed, backed by one indirect person.
A manning chart, summarizing this type of information, was estimated for the overall process and
the salary classification number of the various persons was identified to reflect the variation in wage
rates. The material cost for each part was also
available and in combination with the production
variables, such as speeds, process yields, machine
utilizations, manpower and wage rates, it provided
the information for generating a standard variable
cost matrix for each accounting period (four weeks).
Also, provided was the detailed production history
for each day, summarized for each period and year.
The available capacity for an operation center
was defined as the theoretical capacity, based on
shifts and days per week assumption, multiplied
by machine utilization on a particular day selected
randomly from the assumed probability distribution.
The number of parts made at that operation center
was determined by examining the available inventory of incoming parts and the available capacity.
The lower number between these two, multiplied
by the yield for that day (selected randomly from
the assumed probability distribution) gave the
number that were made. Since we were dealing with
parts and manufacturing centers with different
process yields and utilization rates, the demand
at each operation center was difficult to define. We
were interested in determining the production levels
that would enable us to meet the demand for the
final product in the most efficient and economical
manner. A few iterations were generally found to be
sufficient in establishing the optimum capacity
level which would meet the required demand. For
example, the inventory at the end of a shift was
equal to the amount made in that shift, plus inventory remaining from the last shift, minus the
amount that was moved out to the next operation
during the shift, minus the inventory that was
thrown out because it was more than 20 days old.
The average time between operations was estimated
by accounting for the time the part took to be
processed and the time it waited in inventory for
release to the next operation. The scheduling of
shifts for a given operation was the production
variable that we were interested in optimizing to
get the maximum output at least cost.

Computational Results
There were a number of inputs for each set of
assumptions and each alternative, and several types
of information were obtained in the computer outputs for each given alternative or strategy. The
detailed outputs permitted the decision - makers to
understand not only the overall implication of the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1974

"The

strategy, but how individual segments of the system affected the overall outcome. This provided
management with a good fix on where money was
being spent. Exhibit 3 summarizes the yearly production plan for all operations running on a four shift, seven -day basis. The maximum output of this
plan was 4.49 million units. Exhibit 4 summarizes
the yearly production plan where only seven operations would be running on a four - shift, seven -day
basis and the rest would be running less, depending
upon the need to produce an amount close to the
4.49 million -unit capacity. The maximum output of
this optimized plan was 4.42 million units. Another
variation is shown in Exhibit 5 which summarizes
the yearly production plan for all operations running
on a three - shift, five -day basis. The maximum output of this plan was 3.38 million units. Exhibit 6
summarizes the yearly production plan where only
ten operations would be running on a three - shift,
five -day basis and the rest would be running less, de-

variability
was greatest in
the first year
but decreased
over time."

Exhibit 2
PRODUCTION PROCESS

Part A

Part B

Part C

Part D

Operation

1

6

11

17

Operation

2

Operation
Operation
Operation
Operation

I
I
I
3

4

5

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
1

i
I
I

7

12

18

8

13

19

14

20

8

10

11

/ 1 5
16

Part E

Operation

23

Part G

Operation

24

Operation

25

Operation

I

Finished
Part H

29

Exhibits 3 and
4 summarize
variations of
the four - shift,

SUMMARY PRODUCTION REPORT
ALL OPERATIONS ON A FOUR- SHIFT, SEVEN -DAY BASIS
Operation

Capacity

Made

Inventory
lost

Inventory

Throughput
time (days)

1
10173
9485
33
0
1.3
2
14684
8473
1489
1169
21.6
3
7090
6437
450
306
13.4
4
6012
5099
18
0
1.0
5
10777
4686
15
0
1.0
6
11100
10556
34
0
1.1
7
14993
9604
2461
0
24.2
8
7170
6549
37
0
1.2
9
7023
6040
23
0
1.1
10
6255
5884
781
0
19.9
11
11511
11011
38
0
1.1
12
15472
10049
3801
0
26.4
13
6332
5795
29
0
1.1
14
6892
5320
23
0
1.1
15
6214
5134
17
0
1.0
16
10718
4676
5
0
1.7
17
14825
14008
79
0
1.2
18
14902
12821
5957
5606
27.2
19
6936
6360
21
20
1.1
20
7195
5350
19
0
1.0
21
10714
4863
229
0
8.6
22
0
0
0
0
0.0
23
0
0
0
0
0.0
24
8246
4428
12
0
1.0
25
10595
4488
0
0
0. 0
Note:
All quantities in thousands
T otal throughput ti me part A 40.3 days, part B 51.3 days, part C 34.3 days , part D 41.0 days
-

seven -day
plan.

Exhibit 3

Shifts
4. 000
4.000
4.000
4.000
4.000
4.000
4.000
4.000
4.000
4. 000
4.000
4.000
4.000
4.000
4.000
4.000
4.000
4.000
4.000
4.000
4. 000
0.000
0.000
4.000
4. 000

Exhibit 4
SUMMARY PRODUCTION REPORT
SEVEN OPERATIONS ON A FOUR- SHIFT, SEVEN -DAY BASIS
Throughput
time (days)

Capacity

Made

1
2
3
4
5
6

8223
7753
7090
6012
5782
8353

7665
6764
6153
5039
4626
7938

150
99
240
18
32
155

0
0
0
0
0
0

3. 1
2.5
1.6
1.3
1.9
1.6

7

8045

7109

147

0

1.8

92
219
467
127
103
29
23
17
2
139
284
30
21
214
0
0
15
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1.5
1.4
2.1
1.6
2.7
1.5
1.1
1.3
1.5
1.6
2.8
1.5
1.3
3. 1
0.0
0.0
1.6
0.0

Inventory

8
7170
6380
9
6356
5836
10
5662
5490
11
7250
6941
12
7020
6252
13
6331
5703
14
6892
5238
15
6214
5055
16
5770
4596
17
8195
7733
18
7733
7036
19
6936
6259
20
6532
5244
21
5788
4770
22
0
0
23
0
0
24
5196
4356
25
5696
4424
Note:
All quantities in thousands
Total throughput time part A 13.3 days, part B 12.8 days,
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Inventory
lost

Operation

Shifts
3.100
2.100
4.000
4.000
2.000
3.000
2.000
4.000
3.300
3.300
2.500
1.700
4.000
4.000
4.000
2.000
2.200
1.900
4.000
3.500
2.000
0.000
0.000
2.500
2. 000

part C 12.7 days, part D 13.2 days
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Exhibit 5
SUMMARY PRODUCTION REPORT
ALL OPERATIONS ON A THREE - SHIFT, FIVE -DAY BASIS
Operation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Note:

Capacity

Made

Inventory

Inventory
lost

Throughout
time (days)

Shifts

7690
11076
5353
4515
8162
8353
11358
5451
5309
4745
8700
11660
4844
5187
4743
8146
11175
11492
5325
5480
8172
0
0
6235
8041

7249
6417
4866
3823
3510
7938
7217
4965
4582
4462
8330
7601
4437
4079
3935
3582
10545
9675
4893
4107
3730
0
0
3317
3378

33
1171
382
18
15
34
1794
34
22
558
38
2840
29
23
17
88
79
4423
21
19
272
0
0
12
0

0
1023
361
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4202
10
0
0
0
0
0
0

1.6
21.2
14.8
1.3
1.3
1.4
23.6
1.6
1.5
19.5
1.4
26.2
1.4
1.3
1.4
4.7
1.6
26.9
1.4
1.3
13.0
0.0
0.0
1.3
0.0

3.000
3.000
3.000
3.000
3.000
3.000
3.000
3.000
3.000
3.000
3.000
3.000
3.000
3.000
3.000
3.000
3.000
3.000
3.000
3.000
3.000
0.000
0.000
3.000
3.000

Exhibits 5 and
6 summarize
variations of
the three - shift,
five -day plan.

All quantities in t hous ands
To t a l t h r o u g h p u t t i m e p a r t A 4 3 . 0 d a y s , p a r t B 5 4 . 9 d a y s , p a r t C 3 9 . 1 da y s , p a r t D 4 6 . 9 d a y s

Exhibit 6
SUMMARY PRODUCTION REPORT
TEN OPERATIONS ON A THREE - SHIFT, FIVE -DAY BASIS
Operation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Note:

Capacity

Made

6409
5884
5353
4514
4336
5916
6034
5451
5309
4745
5854
5782
4844
5187
4743
4327
5937
6105
5325
5480
4341
0
0
4416
4272

5973
5224
4739
3800
3487
5623
5075
4565
4209
4099
5605
5090
4437
4079
3935
3578
5602
5163
4700
3948
3588
0
0
3296
3356

Inventory
195
117
282
18
15
70
85
34
22
196
64
329
29
23
17
106
42
121
21
23
153
0
0
12
0

Inventory
lost

Throughput
time (days)

Shifts

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3.9
3. 1
2.0
1.3
1.8
1.5
1.7
1.4
1.5
2.5
1.7
3.0
2.1
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.6
2.8
1.7
1.7
3.6
0.0
0.0
2.3
0.0

2.500
1.500
3.000
3.000
1.500
2.000
1.500
3.000
3.000
3.000
1.900
1.400
3.000
3.000
3.000
1.500
1.500
1.500
3.000
3.000
1.500
0.000
0.000
2.000
1.500

All quantities in thousands
To t a l t h r o u g h p u t t i m e p a r t A 15.8 days, part B 13.6 days, part C 14.7 days, par t D 14.9 days
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more
specialized
knowledge
than an
individual."
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STANDARD COSTS FOR ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTION PLANS
Maximum
expected output
in 1972
4,490,000
4,420,000
3,380,000
3,350,000

Standard
variable
cost /unit
9.60
6.02
$11.71
7.64
$

What If:
1. We run all operations on 4 -shift, 7 -day basis
2. We run 7 operations on 4 -shift, 7 -day basis
3. We run all operations on 3 -shift, 5 -day basis
4. We run 10 operations on 3 -shift, 5 -day basis

$

group can, in
general,
embrace more
expertise and

Exhibit 7

$

"A properly
organized

Standard
total
cost /unit
$16.08
$12.54
$20.24
$16.25

pending upon the need to produce an amount close made in the Corning manufacturing situation or the
to 3.38 million units. The maximum output of this OEM contract arrangements were revised (timing,
optimized plan was 3.35 million units.
price - demand conditions, etc.) . Furthermore, the
A close examination of the outputs indicates engineering department recognized that it would
that it does not make sense to run all of the opera- have to make certain changes in the manufacturing
tions on the same number of shifts. This is an process due to revised timing and quantities. The
obvious intuitive conclusion. However, the com- model was used to determine the sensitivity of
puter simulation model provides the extra pre- profit to different factors and, as possibilities of
cision and associated savings so that there can be changes in these factors arose, new runs of the
confidence that the conclusion is true. The simula- model were made to determine the implications of
tion model considered the machine breakdowns potential changes. The simulation model also
and many other bottlenecks that might occur in a proved to be a vehicle that enabled individuals from
real environment.
various functional areas to have productive discusExhibit 7 summarizes the cost information for sions without getting bogged down on trivialities
each of these alternatives. The four - shift, seven - that would not have any significant impact on
day production plan is more economical than the profits.
three - shift, five -day production plan because of
the high fixed costs. The equipment is there whether Conclusion
you use it for five days or seven days; however,
Planning teams are an extremely important part
this was not true until 1972. In 1970, the conclu- of our management style. A properly organized
sions were quite different. Because of low yields group can, in general, embrace more expertise and
and machine utilization rates, the standard variable more specialized knowledge than an individual.
costs were higher than the selling price and in the When this human resource is combined with modfirst vear, we lost more as we produced more. Hence, ern computer technology it is possible for the group
it made sense to produce less in the early years of to develop dynamic simulation models with suffithe production until the yields and machine utiliza- cient detail to accurately estimate costs under varytions were significantly improved. When presented ing conditions. The simulation model, in turn, bewith these findings, the marketing personnel re- comes an extremely useful tool that provides manvised their sales estimates downward to become agement with a strong basis for decision- making.
more consistent with OEM demand. They had At Corning Glass Works, the overall approach deinitially been insistent on production being equal to scribed in this article has proven to be extremely
their original commitments, because they had been useful. The team members who participate in the
getting agreements with the OEM to build up OEM projects go away with a feeling that they have
inventories in anticipation of future assembly re- played an important role in the planning process
quirements. However, the OEM was also experi- and have a better understanding of the overall
encing some problems and found that their re- project. The implementation of results, therefore,
quirements during the early years would be less than usually takes place quite smoothly and efficiently. O
previously stated. When presented with requests
by Corning to reduce component part shipments, t
There are several methods for creating an environment so that the
the OEM agreed to decrease the inventory build -up. team will function effectively and converge on a best strategy. See
John C. Chambers, Satinder K. Mullick, and David A. Goodman,
Prior to the development of the model, only "Catalytic Agent for Effective Planning," Harvard Business Review,
February 1971.
one set of computations, based on "best" estimates, JanuaryBecause of the need to consider many alternatives and to deterhow sensitive the decision - solution is to variations in the estiwas performed (which indicated an acceptable mine
mates, it is desirable to develop a program where the model can be
profit picture). As computations for various condi- run on a time - sharing computer. his is not essential, but greatly
facilitates the evaluation process.
tions and levels of risk were made with the simula- method,
r There are various techniques for doing this such as the Delphi
and the probability encoding methodolosy employed by the
tion model, it became apparent that there was not Stanford Research Institute in rforming decision-analysis studies.
In the early stages of the product life, parts deteriorated in their
a high probability that the profits would be as large dimensional
stability if they were kept too long in certain operations
in a waiting line. This problem was subsequently reduced
as initially expected, unless either changes were by theordevelopment
and use of new glass for those parts.
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THE IMPACT OF
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
The time has come for the accountant to ask:
"What are the decisions that must be made?"
"How will they affect the overall results ?" And,
"What information is pertinent to these decisions ?"

Perhaps he should go a step further and expand
his role into the gathering and interpretation of
The art of management has been defined as the external information as well. If this latter activity is
making of irrevocable decisions based on incomplete, considered a natural and proper one, it follows that
inaccurate, and obsolete information. It is probably his job should include not only the gathering of
not too unfair to say that this lack of complete, data for management, but the considerably broadaccurate, and current information was due in part ened responsibility of participation with manageto the failure of the accountant to provide it. In ment in the making of business decisions.
The answers to these questions open up a whole
the past, the commonly accepted view of the activities that were performed by the accountant new range of challenges as well as opportunities for
pretty well stopped at the point where he was the accountant and the potential accountant. Beinvolved with record keeping and such related tasks cause no other information system is as pervasive
as recording of costs and preparation of budgets. as accounting, the implications are of vital imporToday, his job involves more —much more. Be- tance not only for accounting and financial mancause of his background, his knowledge, his training, agers, but for functional ( i.e., marketing, operations,
and his broad systems experience, the accountant is personnel, etc.) managers, and for users of informain an excellent position to stand in the forefront tion systems at all levels in the organization.
of the information systems explosion that is now
Information and Accounting
upon us.
Of all the functional specializations or profesIt has become increasingly clear to those inside
and outside of the profession that the techno- sions, accounting may be affected the most by the
logical and economic developments of the last de- emerging discipline of information systems. Cercade have placed the accountant at a crossroads. tainly information is at the very core of the accountIndeed, for the management accountant, events of ing profession. This conclusion was reached by the
the last few years may eventually have an impact American Accounting Association's Committee to
greater than all the cumulative events of the past. Prepare a Statement of Basic Accounting Theory:
Foremost among these developments has been the
"Essentially, accounting is an information
emergence of the electronic computer and its natsystem.
More precisely, it is an application of
ural offspring — computer based information systems.
general theory of information to the problem
Should the Accountant Broaden His Activities?
of efficient economic operations. It also makes
up a large part of the general information
These developments raise a number of questions
expressed in quantitative terms. In this confor the accounting profession. Should the accountant
text accounting is both a part of the general
broaden his activities to take advantage of informainformation system of an operating entity and
tion systems; or should he rest comfortably in his
a part of the basic field bounded by the contraditional role? If your answer argues for a
cept of information." '
broadened role for the accountant, then other questions follow: What will be the logical scope of his
This concept is not new, but it has been expanded
involvement in information systems now and in the
significantly.
Information, or data, has always been
future? Moreover, should he restrict himself to the
traditional role of gathering data for accounting
I
Committee to Prepare a Statement of Basic Accounting Theory,
purposes only, or should he expand his activities to Statement
of Basic Accounting Theory, American Accounting
include the processing of all internal data?
Association, 1966, p. 64.

By Joel E. Ross
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"We can see
that t he audit
trail go es t o
the computer
rather t han
through it."

the raw material of accounting, and accounting has
been the "language of business" for centuries. However, the data and figures generated by the accountant have by and large been viewed as an historical
representation of past events. In other words, we
need to distinguish between data and information:
Data consists of facts, figures, and representations
of an historical nature that are usually recorded
and filed without immediate intent to retrieve or
process for decision - making. An example would
be any one of the supporting documents, ledgers,
etc., that comprise the source material for the
profit and loss statement. Such material would
only be of historical interest to an external
auditor.
Information consists of data that have been retrieved, processed or otherwise used for informative or inference purposes, argument, or as a
basis for forecasting or decision- making. An
example here would also be anyone of the supporting documents mentioned above, but in this
case the data could be used by an internal
auditor, the management services department of
an external auditor, or by internal management
for profit planning and control, or other decision making purposes.
What we are now witnessing in the accounting
profession is a trend away from data and into information. Traditionally, accounting measurement
has been made in terms of money — dollars and
cents. When a significant event occurs (e.g., sales,
inventory receipts, administrative expenses, etc.) it
has only been recorded in the accounting records if
it could be expressed in monetary terms. However

—and this is important —many significant events
and a large number of managerial problems are not
expressed, nor are they measurable in terms of dollars. Moreover, some events cannot be quantified.
To illustrate the "non - dollar" type of problem,
consider some of those surrounding labor productivity, number of lost sales, or optimum assignment
of maintenance crews. For the "non- quantifiable"
event we have only to turn to those connected with

What does this distinction between data and
information mean to the accountant? It means two
things: First, accountants should broaden the scope
of their thinking. In addition to the traditional
function of recording historical data, they should
convert this data into information so that it can
be utilized to improve decision - making and the
management process. Second, accountants should
extend the dimension of accounting by utilizing
additional units of measurement. To illustrate how
this may be done, we can take the example of the
sales report which has historically been measured in
units of product sold and prices of the sales. It
doesn't take much imagination to see how the data
on this report can be modified or converted to an
item analysis by customer, territory and salesman.
Such conversion to "non - dollar" units can provide
a useful managerial or decision- making tool.
Impact of Information Systems on Accounting
Generally speaking, the effects of electronic data
processing ( EDP) and computer based information
systems on accounting can be summarized under
three functional areas:
Traditional functions —These include the major
areas of auditing, taxes, internal control and financial planning (stewardship).
Management accounting functions —These include those areas in which the management
accounting information system can be upgraded
to facilitate decision - making and the managerial
processes of planning, organizing and controlling.
Maintaining the audit trail and performing the
auditing function in a manual system is a traditional
and clearly understood procedure. However, since
the advent of EDP, the process has become increasingly difficult depending upon the degree of
sophistication of the design of the system being
audited. To illustrate, let us identify and consider
two types of applications: (1) the automation of a
clerical system, and (2) the integrated or management information system (MIS).

la b o r t u r n o v e r , mo r a l e , a n d p u b l i c r e l a t i o n s.
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In this type of system (e.g., payroll, inventory
accounting, accounts receivable) the computer is
used for the most part as a piece of h igh speed
tabulating equipment. Despite the fact that this
"clerical automation" approach yields minimum
benefit in terms of information usage for managerial purposes, it remains the most frequent type
of accounting application. In this kind of system
the audit trail parallels the information trail and
exists as an appendage relatively separate from the
computer system itself.
Exhibit 1 illustrates how the audit trail might
exist in this type of s ystem. We can see th at the
audit trail goes to the computer rather than through
it. Th e input data are processed sequentially in
batches and sequential files are accumulated after
each step. In this system the files (tapes, disks,
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1974

punched cards, etc.) provide a well- documented and
easily - followed (sequential) information and audit
trail from input to output. Auditing is not too much
of a problem.
INTEGRATED INFORMATION SYSTEM

As EDP systems become more sophisticated and
as integrated management information systems are
designed with common data banks, the auditing
function becomes increasingly complex. The audit
trail is no longer a separable appendage but must
become an integral part of the system. In other
words —it is necessary to audit through the computer. (See Exhibit 2.)
In this case, input data, regardless of how introduced, updates several files. Moreover, a variety of
outputs may be obtained in random fashion from
the data bank. These outputs may not be in hard copy form. The audit trail becomes an interwoven
tangle of programmed relationships and while it
still exists, it literally goes through the computer.
Hence, the auditing function becomes considerably
more complex and the accountant is required to
understand the operation of the computer. Indeed,
in more complex systems he may be required} to be
a systems designer himself; at the very least, he
should be prepared to address the systems designer
concerning systems considerations surrounding
audit.
SOURCE DOCUMENTS IN ELECTRONIC FORM

Prior to the advent of computer based systems,
the auditor was accustomed to examining paper
documents that contained information and transaction authorizations in "man- readable" form. However, the computer cannot accept "man - readable"
inputs and they must, therefore, be converted to
"computer - readable" form. This presents two new
problems: first, the auditor usually cannot "read"
the computer input document, and second, and
more important, the computer input document is
being replaced by source data that are initially
recorded in the form of electronic impulses on some
form of input device. Transaction authorizations
are, thus, accomplished not by signature but by the
use of a key to unlock the device, a plastic "credit
card," a symbolic recognition code, or a combination of electronic "authorizations."

Management Accounting Functions
If, as we have argued, the broadened role of the
accountant includes not only gathering information
for management decisions but also the considerably
higher level responsibility of participation with management in the making of business decisions, then
the conclusion emerges that he should: (1) upgrade
existing clerical systems, and (2) participate in the
design of higher level integrated information systems for decision - making. It is time for the accountant to advance from the firmly established
clerical base of collecting data to one of making
decisions on how operations of the organization
can be improved.
With regard to integrated information systems
for decision - making, we are now in the middle of
an accelerating trend in this direction; a trend that
has led to the integration of data How among business functions that have previously been considered
more or less separate from each other. As a consequence, accountants are finding it more and more
important that they be familiar not only with the
traditional financial areas of business but also with
the information needs and responsibilities of all
areas of a company's operations. The time has come
for the accountant to ask: "What are the decisions
that must be made ?" "How will they affect the
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Exhibit 2
THE INTEGRATED INFORMATION SYSTEM
AND THE AUDIT TRAIL

Search

The increased complexity of the internal control
function is due largely to the same considerations
that surrounded the discussion of auditing. In other
words, the control of documents and data, transactions, processes, and associated actions takes on a
new dimension because control must now be maintained around and through the computer.
From an information systems standpoint, internal
control can also be defined in terms of those duties
that must be added to a system to provide internal
control. These are: (1) supervision, (2) clerical
proof, (3) acknowledging performance, (4) transferring responsibility, (S) protective measures, (6)
review, and (7) verification and evaluation.
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overall results ?" And, "What information is pertinent to these decisions ?"

Opportunities for the Accountant

problem of designing systems for decision uses. The
manager doesn't understand the language of the
computer or the technician. The result is abdication.

Although the time for elimination of all paper
documents has not yet arrived, we are constantly Opportunity for the accountant
advancing the extent to which documentation is
Organize and implement management developelectronic. Files (personnel, inventory records, ment and educational programs to close the gap.
ledgers, etc.) are on magnetic tapes, disks, data
cells and other forms. Input transactions (receipts, LACK OF PLANNING
payments, vouchers) are increasingly being entered Cause of failure
through some type of source data automation or
The existing "patchwork" approach had resulted
direct input device. Output (reports, updated files, from a disproportionate emphasis on accounting and
etc.) in the form of non - hard -copy is growing. In clerical systems rather than management systems.
terms of the auditing function, this means that the This has been due almost solely to the lack of a
auditor must test electronic documents electronical- master plan or an organized approach to integrated
ly. It follows then that the computer must also be systems.
routinely used as a tool by the accountant.
However, as information systems become more Opportunity for the accountant
sophisticated —as we move away from clerical autoDevelop and utilize a master plan for systems
mation to integrated management systems, we find integration and design.
that computer based information systems have fallen
far below expectations. There are six basic reasons FAILURE TO IDENTIFY INFORMATION NEEDS
for failure. These are identified below, along with Cause of failure
some basic cures that present managerial opporMaay users expect the computer specialist or
tunities for the accountant:
systems analyst to design an information system
without making it clear what information is reLACK OF MANAGERIAL INVOLVEMENT
quired. The result is electronic bookkeeping or
Cause of failure
automation of an existing manual system.
Many manager -users abdicate their responsibility
to the technicians and do not participate in the Opportunity for the accountant
design of the systems. Moreover, some top manIdentify objectives, responsibilities and the
agers do not give information systems the necessary matching information needs.
support.
RELIANCE ON MANUFACTURER OR CONSULTANT

Opportunity for the accountant
The accountant can serve as the ombudsman or
"go- between." He can also encourage greater involvement by management.
TOO MUCH USELESS DATA

Cause of failure
The overwhelming majority of existing systems
are clerical and historical in nature and are of little
value to management for decision - making. The
technician tends to perpetuate this situation because
he measures his performance in terms of printout
and output.
Opportunity for the accountant
Upgrade historical, statistical, and clerical systems for managerial and operational use.
THE COMMUNICATIONS GAP

Cause of failure
The computer specialist doesn't understand the
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Cause of failure
Generally speaking, the entire job of design and
installation should not be left to a consultant. You
spend a lot of time educating him and, in general,
if you don't have the capable staff to design your
own systems, it is unlikely that the same staff can
operate it after its installation by a consultant.
Opportunity for the accountant
Assist in organizing and developing sufficient internal staff to design and operate the systems without over - reliance on outside help.

Conclusion
As mentioned above, the accountant is in an
excellent position to stand in the forefront of the information systems explosion that is now upon us.
Properly designed by accountants, and properly
utilized by accountants, financial and accounting information systems hold great promise for the future
of the profession.
F-1
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NEW COOKIE
DEVELOPMENT
After baking the prototype cookies, the new products manager
schedules an in -plant tasting test to determine if they will meet
the specified requirements for: appearance, texture, flavor, taste,
and quality.

By Dominic F. Pagano
The idea for a new product, such as a cookie, may
come from any one of a number of sources: homemakers, vendors, suppliers, salesmen, market research or even the competition. Whatever the
source, the marketing manager selects the best ideas
based on present and future needs. For example,
new products are introduced to meet the competition, to enhance sales or consumer demands, and to
replace present products which do not meet the
requirements for sales and profit margins.
Estimating Raw Material Costs
Raw material package weight allowed is the
"target" finished product package weight, which
includes moisture shrinkage and a built -in scrap
factor. These tolerances will enable the production
department to operate efficiently on high speed,
automated equipment and still maintain profit
margins.
Using a formula or recipe which lists all the
ingredients that are necessary to bake a prototype
cookie the cost accountant develops a raw material
cost estimate from Exhibit 1. The unit costs for
the ingredients listed in the Exhibit are obtained
from the purchasing department, and the costs are
extended for the amounts of each ingredient. The
cost accountant then adds up the total costs and
divides the total pounds to be manufactured into
the raw material costs to get the unit cost per
pound of dough (raw).
The cost accountant then calculates the baking
shrinkage or water loss from each ingredient, and
deducts this shrinkage from the gross dough weight.
A standard shrinkage factor is used for flour, powdered eggs and milk, oatmeal, raisins, invert syrup,
etc. To this net weight, he must add back the
desired moisture content for quality cookies. For
example:
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1974

Gross dough weight
Deduct baking water loss

Pounds
2,000
240

Net water loss weight
Add back three percent
moisture weight

1,760

Net baked weight

1,813
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Baking shrinkage is equal to:
2,000 —1,813 = 9.3 5 percent
2,000
Raw Material Cost per Package
To find the raw material cost per package, the
cost accountant multiplies the "target" finished
product package weight by the unit cost per pound
baked. For example:
Unit cost of one pound baked
Scrap factor
Adjusted unit cost
Raw material cost per ounce
Proposed package weight
Raw material cost per package

$.1100
1%
$.1111
$.00694
17 ozs.
$.118

At this stage, the cost accountant has completed
his requirements. He submits to the new products
manager the "target" finished product package
weight which indicates that the dough cost per
pound is favorable, and that it will be profitable to
manufacture a package weighing 17 ounces.
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submitted through the
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Formulated Kitchen Cookies
The new products manager now has all the information he needs to begin his prototype cookie.
He begins kitchen -test trials in order to develop a
cookie which is acceptable for: (1) appearance,
(2) texture, (3) taste, and (4) quality. The new
37
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products manager uses a recipe of five to ten
pounds, and bakes from 150 to 300 cookies.
Kitchen -test prototype cookies have the advantage
of being produced at much lower costs than would
be possible with a production test run. Yet, the net
results obtained from this process are quite similar
to those obtained with a production test run; and
equally important is the fact that valuable production time would not be lost due to changeovers
required to schedule small sample production runs.
During the forming and mixing stages, the new
products manager records the following information: (1) time for each sequence of mixing, (2)
dough "lay" time, (3) dough temperature, (4 )
weight and number of cookies before bake and after
being cooled, (5) the bake time and oven temperatures for each zone, (6) the parameters for the
length and width of six cookies, and (7) the stack
height of eight cookies in millimeters. Most important is the type of flour and its properties for:

manager
schedules
an in -plant
tasting
test . . . "

1. Ash content
2. Gluten- adhesive qualities
3. pH factor -acid content
In -Plant Tasting and Evaluation
After baking the prototype cookies, the new
products manager schedules an in -plant tasting test
to determine if they will meet the specified requirements for: appearance, texture, flavor, taste and
quality. If he does not receive a favorable report,
then he evaluates the comments and suggestions
that were recorded on the sample- tasting test form.
He may incorporate some of the suggestions when
reformulating the recipe. Later, if necessary, further
in -plant tasting tests will be held to get the green
light from top management. Upon acceptance, the
prototype cookie data is sent to the marketing man-

Exhibit 1
MIXING STANDARDS AND COSTS
Name of Item
Oatmeal Peanut Clusters 850.1(2)

Date Issued
June 9, 1973

Dept.
Equipment

Quantity
Lbs.
99
2
120
83
2
38
102
60

Mixer no.
Oven no.

Ingredients

Oz.
12

12
8
4

Granulated sugar
Salt
Quick oats
Shortening, votated
Vanilla 9134
Soda bicarbonate
Lecithin
Water 85°
Pastry flour, white
spear enriched
Peanut splits
Totals

38

Oven #1 -6 1/ 4 min. bake time
Regular Granada set -up
Unit
Cost
per
Lb.

Total
Cost

Moisture:
pH:

2.3%
9.7

16 cookies: 41/s oz.

Mix 1 minute
Mix 8 minutes
Mix 2 minutes
Lay 20 minutes

ager who will decide whether a production test run
is in order.
Production Test Run
At this time, the new products manager is quite
happy to transfer his new recipe to the production
manager who will manufacture the prototype cookie
on a 500 -pound production test run. The production manager has the responsibility of coordinating
the activities of several departments, the raw materials required to produce the "test run" and the
people concerned to accomplish a smooth and efficient operation. Production is a complex operation,
and it is very important that the production manager communicate effectively with the other departments in order to preclude improper setups and
malfunctions.
The mixing supervisor begins with the instructions listed in the formula. No deviations will be
made unless authorized by the new products manager. He is advised by the mixing supervisor whenever it is necessary to add flour or water. Water
absorption of flour is a variable that changes with
heat, humidity, storage and the gluten content
which are subject to change when going from one
bulk flour tank to another. Also, when going from
a kitchen formulated dough mix of ten pounds to a
production test run of 500 pounds, some other
variations may occur in equipment and machinery,
temperature, and ovens. These factors have a direct
effect on the prototype cookie; and to make certain
that these variations are observed and recorded, the
quality assurance manager is charged with the
responsibility of monitoring the test run.
The dough for the prototype cookie is mixed in
a 500 -pound horizontal mixer similar to the one
used for a full production run. After completing the
mixing stage, the dough is emptied into a small
dough trough and moved to the assigned forming
equipment and oven. Here the mixed dough must
"lay" for a set time before it is hand metered into
a gravity type dough feed hopper. When the dough
is ready for baking, the machine man sets up the
wire cutting machine to the standard strokes per
minute and begins testing the cut cookies for
standard size and weight in order to assure uniformity of product.
An oven man is in charge of a 300 -foot revolving
band oven which has five sections. He is given
temperature oven setting for each section and a
desired moisture content for quality cookies. If
these oven settings are not suitable, he has the
authority to adjust and record the corrected temperature settings by section.
To minimize costs, the finished prototype cookie
is packaged either in a kraft -type cello lined bag or
in a plastic tray over - wrapped with cellophane. The
production manager provides the vice president of
manufacturing with finished packages which will be
judged at a management meeting.
The quality assurance manager is responsible for
monitoring the whole production test run. He must
observe and record actual performance. Later he
must gather and collate all statistical information in
order to evaluate properly the production test run.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1974

"A progressive

The Final Decision
Inadequate market analyses, poor timing, product
defects, competition, development and production
costs which exceed pre -set standards could cause the
failure of a new product. Therefore, the marketing
manager will then decide to test - market the new
item in a limited marketing area, or to release the
product for general distribution. Since new products
are expensive, and the failure rate is extremely high,
management will be very selective about authorizing
a new product.

company
needs new
products to
stay alive in a
highly
competitive
industry."

Conclusion
A progressive company needs new products to
stay alive in a highly competitive industry. When
the new product is a cookie, it is extremely important that the formulation, appearance, taste,
flavor and texture be in proper balance. It is also
important that, throughout the development and
production processes, all costs be known and maintained at a reasonable level so that a profit can be
expected.
❑

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION WORKSHOP COSTS
Continued from page 21
cess itself. It can be argued, therefore, that all costs
ultimately are rehabilitation costs. This position has
not been followed throughout this article for the
reason noted before: the view that all costs are ultimately rehabilitation costs too often becomes an excuse for failure to control costs carefully. However,
the use of workshop cost standards is an approach
to the cost control problem. With that problem out
of the wav, the argument that all costs are rehabilitation costs is not unrealistic. An even better argument, however, is that all net costs (wherein dollar
revenues from product sales and services are treated
as recoveries of costs) are costs of social objectives.
The purpose of this article, therefore, has been to
question the need for separated vocational rehabili-

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1974

tation workshop costs. We have not argued with the
objectives of joint cost separation, or the decisions
to utilize separated costs. However, we believe
that some of those objectives can be realized without a separation of joint costs. We also believe that
in most cases: (1) pure costs of rehabilitation and
pure costs of production are either not necessary
or could not be used effectively for the purposes for
which they are intended, and (2) there are alternate
ways of achieving the objectives without a cost
separation. Only in the case of determining rehabilitation fees is a pure cost of rehabilitation
deemed necessary. And in that case, where the
parties involved are known and can be made aware
of the problems, the judgments, and the alternatives
available, allocations can be tailor -made for the
specific need.
❑
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HOW COMPANIES
ARE REPORTING
SOCIAL PERFORMANCE
A survey of 'Fortune 500' annual reports shows that a number of
corporations are experimenting with the reporting of their social
performance, but few make any attempt to quantify the social
costs and benefits.

"An objective of financial statements is to
report on those activities of the enterprise
affecting society which can be determined
and described or measured and which are
important to the role of the enterprise in its
social environment."
In this same vein, the NAA Committee on Accounting for Corporate Social Performance repeats
the AICPA objective stated above and states further
that social performance reports "... should meet
the qualitative characteristics of reporting stated by
(the AICPA) study group . . . namely relevance
and materiality, reliability, freedom from bias, comparability, consistency and understandability. "
VVhile present practice does not include social
measurement disclosures in financial statements,
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1974
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While social measurement (SM) is still in its infancy, a surprising number of corporations are already reporting on their social performance to one
degree or another. Following are a survey of some
of the initial disclosures and some conclusions
which may be drawn from the findings about the
future development of social measurement.
Unlike traditional measurements of economic
performance, measurements of social performance
are presently not included in audited financial
statements. This might be changed in the future,
however, if one of the recommendations of the
AICPA Report of the Study oil the Obiectives of
Financial Statements is adopted. In a chapter on
"The Relationship of Enterprise Goals to Social
Goals" the report states that "... our social and
economic system assumes that the pursuit of private
goals generally tends to fulfill the social ones." The
report further says:

the annual report to shareholders is still by far the
most popular vehicle for such disclosures by corporations. The methods of presenting these data
within annual reports are quite varied. Most commonly used at present are:
—A separate section of the annual report, usually
called a "social report" or the like;
—A separate section in the president's letter;
— Coverage of SM matters as part of other major
topics in the report.
As an example of the first of those approaches,
Eastern Gas and Fuel Associates included a separate
four -page insert in its 1972 annual report. This
insert is addressed to shareholders and is titled
"Toward Social Accounting." It covers the topics
of industrial safety, minority employment, charitable giving, and pensions. For each of these
categories, quantitative information is presented,
expressed as dollars, amounts, frequencies, or percentages. In most cases, the 1972 figures are compared to those for 1971 and 1970.
Another method of presenting a separate social
report was used by Scovill Manufacturing Company, which included in its 1972 annual report "A
Social Action Report." (See Exhibit A) This is a
narrative report using a balance -sheet format listing
social "assets" and "liabilities." The company states
that this method of presentation is used "because
it allows for brevity in highlighting strengths and
weaknesses in this area." Although it has the advantage of being in the familiar balance -sheet
format, it does not balance in the sense that financial statements do; but it does provide for greater
disclosure of the negative impacts on society.
The use of a separate section in the president's
letter is the most common method of making SM
disclosures at present. Sometimes, but not always,
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there will be a separate title for this section. Ex.
amples of titles under which the information ap.
pears are:
—Human resources
— Environmental programs
— Contemporary concerns
— Social responsibility
— Corporate citizenship
—A concern for products
— Safety
Disclosure of social responsibility as a section of
the president's letter gives less emphasis to SM
than does use of a separate section within the
annual report. Likewise, still less emphasis is given
when disclosures are included as part of other major
topics or are spread throughout the report. As a
general rule, the less emphasis given to SM, the
more positive the statements will be. In other
words, the less attention given to SM, the more
likely the disclosures will be limited to the corporation's "good works." One exception to this general rule is the disclosure of pollution controls.
The disclosure of environmental impacts by
many companies is of a basically negative character.
It is assumed that companies feel compelled to
make such disclosures as a result of unfavorable
publicity in the news media and a desire to set the
record straight.
SM Disclosures of 500
To determine the types of social actions which
are presently being measured and reported externally, the author has prepared an analysis of the
complete text of annual reports of the Fortune
500 industrial companies. This study focused on
the SM disclosures made in the 1971 and 1972
annual reports, with particular attention given to
the types of items discussed and the specific disclosure of dollar expenditures for social purposes.
The number of Fortune 500 companies which
made SM disclosures increased dramatically from
1971 to 1972. In 1971, 239 companies or about
48 percent made some SM disclosures, but in 1972
290, or 58 percent, did so. This is an increase of
51 companies, or 21 percent. The change from
1971 to 1972 is summarized as follows:
SM disclosures in 1971 . . . . . . . . . . . 239
Companies making initial SM disclosures in 1972 ## . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101
1

1

340
Companies deleting SM disclosures in
1972 after making them in 1971..

50

SM disclosures in 1972 . . . . . . . . . . .

290

The extent of disclosure, of course, varies greatly.
As mentioned previously, some companies included
a separate "social report." At the other extreme, in
many cases, disclosure of SM information was
limited to a few sentences in the president's message to shareholders.
For purposes of this survey, each type of SM
disclosure was assigned a description which was
then included in a general category. The individual
descriptions and the categories to which they were
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assigned are as follows:
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLSt

— Equipment and related operating costs to abate
pollution
— Improvement of products to reduce their pollutive effects
— Recycling of waste materials
MINORITY EMPLOYMENT

—Hard core minorities employment
— Training minorities for advancement
— Minority purchasing programs, including bank
deposits
RESPONSIBILITY TO PERSONNEL

— Personnel counseling (alcoholism, etc.)
— Assistance to displaced employees in locating
new employment
— Employee training
COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES

— Donation of cash or employee services to community welfare organizations
— Public health projects, including drug addiction
control
—Aid to education and the arts
PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT

—Safety
— Quality (nutritional value, etc.)
It is interesting that the major categories adopted
for this survey (which were chosen in 1971) generally correspond to the four major areas of social
performance identified in the NAA committee report as follows:
Annual Report Survey
NAA Committee Report
Environmental Controls Physical Resources and
Environmental
Contributions
Minority Employment
Responsibility to
Human Resources
Personnel
Community Activities
Community Involvement
Product Improvement
Product or Service
Contribution
The number of companies which included information in their annual reports in these categories is shown in the following table. The lists
total more than 290 and 239, respectively, because
many companies included SM disclosures in more
than one category.
1972 1971
Environmental Controls
214
197
Minority Employment
88
70
Responsibility to Personnel
64
43
Community Activities
75
57
Product Improvement
58
67
While SM disclosures are clearly on the rise,
most of the information provided is qualitative
(narrative) rather than quantitative. One of the
•" Includes nine companies which are newcomers to the Fortune
500 list and thus were not in the 1971 analysis.
t The survey excluded the disclosure of environmental control
products being manufactured. This is not considered a social
measurement disclosure in the sense of the other items listed above.
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leaders of the social measurement movement, the
late Eli Goldston, then President of Eastern Gas
and Fuel Associates, was quoted as saying, "Quantification is the guts of the problem because if you
can't measure it, you can't do anything about it."
At the other extreme is G. Robert Truex of The
Bank of America, who has said, "Too much concern
has been devoted to problems of precise quantification, whereas communication in relatively simple
terms can accomplish more faster."
Disclosure of SM Expenditures
At present most companies would probably agree
more with Mr. Truex, as the number of companies
including disclosure of expenditures for social purposes is still quite small. The number was 73 in
1972 and 53 in 1971. Nearly 90 percent of the

expenditure disclosures related to environmental
controls, with the remaining 10 percent relating
mainly to charitable contributions. None of the
other categories referred to above included any
significant number of companies which reported
their socially responsible actions in dollar amounts.
One exception was the Standard Oil Company of
Indiana, as witness this excerpt from its 1972 annual report:
"Using such methods, we increased our purchases from minority suppliers to $3.7 million, from more than 200 suppliers in 1972,
compared with a level of about $600,000 as
recently as 1970. We increased aggregate
short -term deposits in 72 minority owned
banking institutions from $19 million in
1971 to $30 million in 1972. An affirmative

"'Quantification is the
guts of the
problem...."

Exhibit A
A Social Action Report: This is an admittedly imperfect
attempt to report on our corporate social action. W e have
used the balance sheet method of reporting — not because
it is possible to attach monetary values to all of the things we
are doing or should be doing, but aren't — but because it
allows for brevity in highlighting strengths and weaknesses in
this area. W e will welcome comments on the contents and on
whether to continue this report.
Employment Opportunities
Assets

Liabilities

Company expansion has provided
approximately 10,000 new jobs
since 1963.

Fluctuating employment levels still
a problem at some plant locations.

One of first members of Plans for
Progress (3/17/64), a voluntary
program to provide more job
opportunities for minorities.
Minority employment has grown
from 6% in 1963 to 19% in 1972.
Women now constitute about 40%
of total employment.
Established National Alliance of
Businessmen training program
which resulted in hiring of 280
disadvantaged and 170 veterans in
last 18 months in Waterbury area,

Need more upgrading of minority
employees into higher labor grade
jobs.
Need more upgrading of women
employees into higher labor grade
jobs.
Closing of Waterbury work training
center after Scovill investment of
$33,000 State & Federal grants to
support it were terminated.

Community Involvement
Assets

Liabilities

Scovill charitable contributions
averaged 1.2% of company pre -tax
net income over past 5 years (1972
contributions were 8% of common
stock dividends)

Programs to provide more low
income housing have not been
productive enough for time and
money expended.

Local non - profit group to which
Scovill contributed $163,000 has
sponsored 174 units of subsidized
housing.
Scovill partnership with minority
businessman is rebuilding 12
vacant apartments and 4 storefronts
to demonstrate benefits of
rehabilitating deteriorating
neighborhoods.

Still much to be accomplished in
revitalizing core cities, controlling
drug addiction, extending
educational opportunities to the
disadvantaged, etc... .
Failure of programs to help youth
groups establish minority owned
businesses after Scovill investment
of $20,000.

Support other such community
projects as alcohol & drug control
centers, inner city parks, recreational
programs, public safety committees....
Employee participation in such
community activities as selectmen,
state representatives, school board
members ...
Scovill loaned executives to federal,
state and local governments in 1972.
Consumerism

Began first major pre - retirement
counseling program for employees
with U.A.W. in 1964.
Established one of first effective
alcoholism control programs for
employees in 1954 (now includes
drug control program)

Assets

Liabilities

Corporate programs utilizing more
effective quality control procedures
throughout the company have
upgraded product performance.

New and improved procedures to
upgrade quality and service to
insure customer satisfaction not
foolproof — problems still occur
and are corrected as soon as
possible.

Assets

Liabilities

"Dial NuTone" established —a
nationwide telephone network to
speed up service and customer
communications.

$3,500,000 Waterbury water
treatment plant completed Nov.
1972.

Problem of disposing of semi -solid
sludge from new Waterbury water
treatment plant still being
researched for a solution.

NuTone added over 100 authorized
service stations to its national
network in the past year — and
expanded its Parts & Service Dept.

$55,000 water treatment facility
for Canadian plant completed
March, 1972.

New brass chip dryer ($700.000)
installed one year ago to reduce air
pollution in Waterbury must be
modified to comply with new state
standards.

NuTone simplified its product
installation books and added a new
Consumer Assurance Laboratory.

$1,100,000 water treatment facility
70% completed at Clarkesv lle, Ga
plant.

New OSHA (Occupational Safety
and Health Act) standards may
require additional expenditures.

All 10 new plants added since 1959
were built with all necessary
pollution control equipment.

Intermittent nitrogen dioxide
emissions from Waterbury plant a
problem requiring further research.

Environmental Controls

$3,000,000 air filtering systems for
Waterbury mills 80% completed.

Not enough rehabilitation of inner
city neighborhoods.
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Improper use of products despite
more informative product tags and
installation instructions.
Pending or future legislation which
may impose more stringent
standards for quality and
performance.

Hamilton Beach made its product
tags more informative and simplified
and clarified its warranties.
Hamilton Beach established new
nationwide service organization —
trained factory personnel contact
independent service stations weekly
to insure warranties are enforced.
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"Measurement
of the
resulting
benefits to
society is
virtually
nonexistent."

action program to insure utilization of
minority construction workers on our new
headquarters building resulted in average
minority employment throughout the year
in excess of 30 percent. Minority dealers
selling our products increased to 850, and
thev, in turn, employed thousands of other
members of minority groups."
"Through a wholly owned minority enterprise small business investment company
( MESBIC), we invested $178,000 in nine
companies. This seed money generated additional funding by other lenders totaling
$1,080,000. In addition, we invested $145,000 in minority businesses outside the
MESBIC in 1972. Total investments in
minority enterprises at year -end stood at
$616,560."
Other Quantitative SM Data

concerned with programs which have existed for
years, or new programs which are budgeted for
many years into the future. Thus, dollar figures
presented are not necessarily subject to the usual
fiscal year or operating cycle restraints.
There also is a great deal of inconsistency in
the definition of social costs. For instance, one
company may consider costs of a voluntary pension
plan to be social costs while other companies may
view these as purely economic costs. As another
example, is there a social cost involved when installing pollution control equipment results in the
sale of scrap for more than the cost of the new
machinery?
Unfortunately, companies usually do not present a "statement of social measurement accounting policies" corresponding to the "generally accepted accounting principles" statement required
in financial disclosures. Therefore, it is usually
impossible to determine how social costs are calculated.

will

In addition to disclosure of dollar expenditures,
SM information may be quantified in terms of
number of occurrences, percentage relationships, Possible Future Trends
etc. A few examples from 1972 annual reports:
It is likely that the period of experimentation
Polaroid Corporation — "At present time, 10 per- with corporate SM disclosures will continue for
cent of all employees are taking advantage of the some time. This is desirable, as it allows comtuition refund program."
panies to try out different approaches and learn
"The Company is continuing its progress toward from their own and others' experiences. The degoals set for minority hiring and upward mobility velopment of principles of SM presentations will
for black and women employees. The minority evolve only after considerable trial and error.
population is currently 11.5 percent of total
Companies will probably devote more effort
domestic personnel and 6.5 percent of all salaried initially to internal SM reporting, as suggested by
employees."
the NAA Committee. After some refinement of
A. E. Staley Manufacturing Company — "In indus- the internal system during a few years' use, it is
trial health and safety, the Companv's accident possible that the results could be summarized and
frequency rate (3.05) in corn refining was once serve as the basis for an external social report to be
again far below comparative figures for all indus- included in the annual report to shareholders.
try (9.37) and for the corn wet milling industry
Improvements in SM reports have already ap(14.45) . It was the sixth straight year of decline peared. Further improvements will result from inin accident frequency."
creasing interest by shareholders, consumer groups,
Celanese Corporation — "Beginning in 1968, Cela- the press, government agencies, and other organinese has involved itself in programs to provide zations. The directions that future SM reports
low -rent housing for families with low and moder- take may include some or all of the following
ate income and for elderly citizens. As a result, a predicted lines.
total of eight apartment buildings, providing ap- 1. The method of disclosure
become more
proximately 1,000 living units, have been comstandardized— probably as a separate social repleted, primarily in depressed sections of the New
port.
York Metropolitan area."
2. The types of programs covered in social reports
will also become more standardized. All comThe Current Perspective
panies will, at a minimum, include their actions
Because of the voluntary status of SM informain respect to the environment, human resources,
tion and the lack of appropriate guidelines, most
community relationships and product quality.
present disclosures can be characterized as im- 3. As means of identifying social costs become
precise, verbal rather than quantitative, selective,
better known, there will be an increasing
non- normative and non - comparative. Substantially
amount of quantified information presented as
all socially responsible actions are being measured
opposed to only verbal descriptions.
in terms of the costs to the corporation. Measure- 4. As more explicit disclosures are made, such
ment, even in very imprecise terms, of the resultdata will be collected by private or governing benefits to society is virtually nonexistent.
mental organizations and norms will emerge.
There is little concern about matching costs 5. Corporations will begin presenting more comand benefits as in the traditional accounting model.
parisons, both with their own past experiences
Many of the disclosures currently being made are
and with industry norms.
11
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COBOHALL
Above, this was the scene as NAA members crowded into the
registration area and picked up their tickets at Annual
Conference. At right, SEC Chief Accountant John Burton
addresses the convention at Tuesday's technical session.

� i

IN DETROIT
Annual International Conference in Michigan draws big crowds
to technical sessions and other events.

It was the task of speaker Dick Gariepy to spark the
large crowd of NAA members gathered for the
opening session of the 1974 Annual International
Conference in Detroit last June and he proceeded
to do so.
Mr. Gariepy, president of Motivation Associates,
Inc., told the conference -goers that motivation is
self- motivation. "If we can understand other people
then maybe we can understand ourselves." Sprinkling his address with many anecdotes, he illustrated
how it is possible to motivate others and suggested
that "Recognition is the most important psychological tool you have."
After his free - wheeling address, President Robert
Chapman called the Annual Meeting to order in
spacious Cobo Hall. A number of awards were made
during the meeting (see following pages) and then
members voted into office a new president and 13
officers for 1974 -75. In addition, 50 directors were
elected to two -year terms.
At the keynote luncheon on Monday, Edgar R.
Fiedler, assistant secretary of the Treasury for Economic Policv, minced no words in his analysis of
inflation. He focused on some of the myths of inflation and then proceeded to demolish them. He
said that Americans have to get away from the idea
of a rollback to a price level of a prior period. Not
all prices were lower during earlier periods in this
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1974

century. Television sets, for example, weren't as
cheap in 1929 as they are today, he pointed out.
Inflation, he conceded, constitutes a serious
threat to our market - oriented economy. Inflation
concern may have even created a new folk saying:
"I never met a price that wasn't too high." He said
that the United States must maintain fiscal and
monetary discipline in order to overcome inflation
but cauti oned "It 's going to take a lot of time to
beat this inflation —years of time."
On Monday afternoon, three speakers discussed
new developments in the work of the Cost Accounting Standards Board. In addition to Arthur Schoen haut, executive secretary of the CASB, Donald Trawicki, partner, Touche, Ross & Co., and Paul W.
Holt, division vice president, Sikorsky Aircraft,
spoke. Later in the afternoon, Wallace E. Shrekgast
and Louis J. Brindisi, Jr., partners in Peat, Marwick,
Mitchell & Co., discussed the latest developments in
executive compensation.

FASB Report
Reactions were mixed when three speakers looked
at the first year record of the Financial Accounting
Standards Board on Tuesday. Arthur Litke, a member of the Board, said "I have no doubt about the
success of the FASB." T o date, he noted, four
public hearings have been held, three have been
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As a gesture of goodwill, Ernst K. Briner,
vice president of the Swiss Chapter,
carried the cowbell above all the way from
Zurich to present to President Robert
Chapman (left). Executive Director W. M.
Young, Jr., is at right.

Members and spouses try out the Super
Slide during family outing on Bob -Lo
Island.
scheduled, one exposure draft has been published,
and two interpretations, and one standard have
been issued.
An estimated $31/2 million was contributed during the first year of the Board's operations, according to Mr. Litke. He told the conference attendees
that some 5,000 NAA members had contributed to
the Board.
The real role of the FASB is primarily one of
education, Kenneth J. Johnson, partner, Coopers
& Lybrand, suggested. He said that he had had
reservations about the remoteness of the Board in
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the beginning but then learned that it had established a sort of early warning network composed of
people in practice in order to keep in touch. "The
Board must realize it is setting standards in an ever changing environment," he warned.
"We have actively supported and will continue to
support FASB," J. G. Underwood, president of
Harsco Corp., said. He added, "I don't think industry will cause the death or demise of the FASB."
The most vulnerable spot in the continued existence
of the Board is the Securities & Exchange Commission, Mr. Underwood said. "Recent actions of
the SEC seem to belie their public position" of support of the Board's work, he said.
Then he warned the conference -goers that "If the
FASB should fail, the next step will be direct government intervention." In a cautionary note directed at the FASB, he said, "Let's not start a chain
reaction explaining explanations." Mr. Underwood
is a past national NAA president.
Later on Tuesday, John C. Burton, chief accountant of the SEC, suggested it was fruitless to
argue whose turf rule - making in accounting belonged on. He said that this is a pluralistic society
and the pluralistic approach is a reasonable one. "I
believe that coordinated action will be in the best
interest of all."
He sees financial disclosure moving in two directions, toward greater summarization and greater detail. Management, he stressed, has an increasing responsibility to analyze results of the corporation's
activities. On forecasting, Mr. Burton indicated that
it seems to be in an evolving area. He suggested that
the agency at this time would not push or retard
the concept of forecasting financial results.
Also speaking on the topic of accounting disclosures and forecasts in financial reporting were
Richard Cheney, executive vice president, Hill and
Knowlton, and Raymond J. Groves, partner, Ernst
& Ernst.
At the technical program for spouses of members
on Tuesday, Dr. Lloyd B. Tepper, associate commissioner for science, Food and Drug Administration, reminded his listeners that no drug or food on
the market can be absolutely safe because there is
always some unknown factor or risk preventing the
attaching of such a label. "A substance is considered
safe when the benefits exceed the cost in terms of
risk. It's worth the risk if the benefits are worth the
risk."
Popular Production Line
In the Wednesday technical session five concurrent sessions were held in the morning and five
in the afternoon. Topics and speakers were: The Art
of Communication, Howard G. Peters, manager,
Community Relations, South Jersey Gas Co.; Capital Expenditures — Planning, Program and Pay -Out,
Dr. Hadley P. Schaefer, professor of business administration, University of Michigan, and Daniel
M. Bell, manager - facilities financial staff, Ford
Motor Co.; Management by Objectives, Dr. Kenton
E. Ross, professor of accounting, Oklahoma State
Continued on page 52
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Stevenson Trophy and first place banner are presented
to President Russell E. Partridge (above, left) of Muskegon
Chapter by Vice President Ed Kral (right). At right,
President Gerald 1. Cabral of Stockton Area accepts
Warner Trophy from Vice President Don Perry. NAA
President Robert Chapman is at center of both photos.

MUSKEGON WINS STEVENSON;
STOCKTON AREA TAKES
WARNER TROPHY
Raleigh- Durham Area captures Remington Rand Trophy;
Bangor - Waterville is winner of J. Lee Nicholson Award; Stuart
Cameron McLeod Society Trophy awarded to South Birmingham;
Massachusetts North Shore takes Carter Trophy, while Tucson
wins Keller Trophy.

Muskegon Chapter under the leadership of President Russell E. Partridge amassed enough points in
the 1973 -74 chapter competition to win the Stevenson Trophy for the first time.
Stockton Area led by Gerald J. Cabral won the
Warner Trophy, again another first, in the competition among the smaller chapters of the Association.
Continuing its astonishing record of accomplishment, Raleigh - Durham Area finished second in the
competition for the Stevenson Trophy, winning the
Remington Rand Trophy. The chapter, which won
the Stevenson Trophy last year, was led by President Nicholas M. Perry.
The J. Lee Nicholson Award was won by BangorMAN AG E M E N T AC C O U N T I NG / AU G U S T 1974

Waterville Chapter under the presidency of Lawrence D. Stanchfield, Jr.
South Birmingham Chapter continued its advance
in the competition from sixth place last year to
third place this year, winning the Stuart Cameron
McLeod Society Trophy. Raymond E. Burton led
the chapter during 1973 -74. The Carter Trophy,
which is awarded to the chapter making the most
improvement during the year, was won by Massachusetts North Shore. The chapter achieved 15th
place in the Stevenson division standings, advancing
121 places.
Moving up 63 places, Tucson Chapter was presented the Keller Trophy for making the most
progress in the Warner division.
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As President Chapman looks on, Vice President Carl
Koontz (right) presents Remington Rand Trophy to
Nicholas M. Perry, president of Raleigh- Durham Area.

lohn C. Kudzma, president of Massachusetts
North Shore, displays the Carter Trophy
his chapter won. President Chapman and
Vice President Art Rautio make the
presentation.

In the international chapter competition, Medellin
(Colombia) Chapter won the Arthur B. Gunnar son Award. It was a special triumph for the chapter
because last year it captured the Rawn Brinkley
Award, first prize for the smaller chapters in the
international competition. Alberto A. Arango
Puerta was president of the chapter during 1973 -74.
The vigorous, two -year -old Philippine Chapter
won the Rawn Brinkley Award for 1973 -74. The
chapter was led by Adriano C. Dy.

Third place Stuart Cameron McLeod Society Trophy is
awarded to President Raymond E. Burton of South
Birmingham (left). Vice President Vern Owens makes the
presentation.

Stevenson Trophy
1. Muskegon, Russell E. Partridge
2. Raleigh- Durham Area, Nicholas M. Perry
3. South Birmingham, Ravmond E. Burton
4. Louisville, Carl E. Weigel
5. West Los Angeles, Ronald R. Koch
6. Hawaii, George H. Lumsden
Houston, Claude J. Adkins
7. Columbia, James R. Edwards
8. Piedmont Greensboro, Donald E. Overman, Jr.
9. Akron, Robert B. Charlton
10. Wichita, Delno V. Peterson
11. Lima, Robert E. Kelleher
12. Western Carolinas, Michael B. Cook
13. San Jose, Jack Stednitz
14. San Antonio, William M. Schuh
15. Massachusetts North Shore, John C. Kutzma
16. Reading, Albert P. Castello
17. Evansville, Leonard E. Keller
18. Erie, Edmund W. Mehler

I
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1. Lee Nicholson Award and second place banner in
Warner competition go to President Lawrence D.
Stanchfield, Jr. (left) of Bangor - Waterville. Vice President
Art Rautio does the honors.

Pageantry in Cobo Hall
Trophies and banners were awarded to the chapters at the Annual Dinner in the Cobo Hall convention center in Detroit during the Annual Conference. Other awards for outstanding individual and
chapter performances were also presented during
the Association's Annual Conference. Following is a
list of the banner- winning chapters and their presidents.
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Flanking the Keller Trophy are, I. -r.
National Director Robert J. Borgmann,
representing Tucson Chapter, Vice
President Ken Sime, President Chapman
and Past National President 1. Wayne
Keller.

The chapters which won Membership Achievement
Awards sent this group of representatives to the Annual
Conference to accept the awards. Karen Schmitz, past
president of Raleigh- Durham Area, also accepted the
Round -up Award for the Chapter.

19. Piedmont Winston- Salem, Grady J. Reich
Racine - Kenosha, Robert A. Mech
20. Canton, Charles D. Stevenson
Olean- Bradford Area, Gordon M. Hallock
21. Dayton, Sherrill W. Hudson
22. Nashville, Tyrus M. Gainer
Rochester, Thomas E. Kick
23. Mohawk Valley, Terrence J. Nicholson
24. Cincinnati, Robert A. Stark
25. Memphis, Billy W. Miller

but Muskegon was not far behind with a 62% net
gain. Ponce Chapter, with a 59% net gain, led the
smaller chapters. The Membership Round -Up
Award went to Raleigh- Durham Area which netted
145 new members during the year. In the international competition, Lima, Peru, won the membership award with its record gain of 77% in membership.
❑

Warner Trophy
1. Stockton Area, Gerald J. Cabral
2. Bangor - Waterville, Lawrence D. Stanchfield, Jr
3. San Diego East County, Lyal E. Herzog, Jr.
4. Savannah, Robert M. Hickox
5. Williamsport, Rollin W. Tinsley
6. Sioux City, Donald A. Hartstack
7. Reno Area, Robert A. Dunlap
Washington Tri- Cities, Kurt K. Leeser
8. Oklahoma City, James Demaret
9. Waterloo -Cedar Falls, Leo D. Campbell
10. Johnstown, Louis P. Scansaroli

Public Relations Awards
Five chapters were presented awards for outstanding public relations activities during 1973 -74. The
chapters, their presidents, and public relations directors are: Canton, Charles D. Stevenson, J.C. Nelson;
Los Angeles, Burniel O. Swartzmiller, Luis E. Ruiz;
Milwaukee, Norbert D. Badciong, Curt G. Made;
Ohio Western Reserve, Carl L. Cornstubble,
Frederick Smith, and Reading, Albert P. Castello
and James R. Ulrich. The winning reports were
selected by members of the New York Chapter of
the Public Relations Society of America. .
❑

Membership Achievement
For outstanding membership achievement gains,
15 chapters in the Stevenson Trophy competition
and five in the Warner Trophy competition were
presented awards. Raleigh - Durham Area topped all
the chapters with a 64% net gain in membership,
M AN AG E M E N T AC CO UN TI NG / AU GU ST 19 74

Membership Achievement Awards
S TE V E N S O N C O M P E T I T I O N
C H A P TE R S

1. Raleigh- Durham
2. Muskegon
3. Chattanooga
4. Mass. North Shore
5. Western Carolinas
6. West Los Angeles
7. Fox River Valley
8. Northeast Suburban
Philadelphia
9. Houston
10. Piedmont - Greensboro
11. San Antonio
12. Memphis
13. Portland Willamette
14. Wichita
15. Calumet

VICE PR ES ID EN T
PRESIDENT

N.M. Perry
R.E. Partridge
B.W. Bryant
J.C. Kudzma
E.W. Goodwin
R.R. Koch
K.W. Sovereign

MEMBERSHIP

W. R. Casteen
R.M. Johnson
G.G. Haas
N.F. Stein
O.L. Spann
F.R. Meade
E.C. Donka

J.F. Whiteley
J.E. Clark, Jr.
H.R. Cunningham
C.J. Adkins
D.E. Overman, Jr. R.M. Schoolfield
W.M. Schuh
W. Brasington
L.F. Swords
B.W. Miller
W.A. Swift
R. Bergquist
D.E. Ferguson
D.V. Peterson
J.E. Treacy
J.W. Wylie

W A R N E R C O M P E T I T I O N C H A P TE R S

1. Ponce
Enrique Costas
2. Salinas Valley- Monterey A.D. Willey
3. Northwest Suburban
B.F. Billings
Chicago
4. Tucson
L.A. Brown
5. San Diego East County L.E. Herzog

Gonzalo Torres
G.H. Sweet, Jr.
D.F. Cada
R.M. Knuth
P.D. Robinson

BR I N K L E Y C O M P E T I T I O N C H A P TE R S

Lima, Peru

A.H. Gioffre Goya G.F. Sargent

M E M B E R S H I P R O U N D - UP A W A R D

Raleigh- Durham Area

N.M. Perry

W.R. Casteen
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LYBRAND
MEDAL WINNERS
Michael R. Skigen is presented Gold Medal; James C. Stephenson
wins Silver Medal, and Richard W. Swalley takes Bronze Medal
with first published article. 16 Certificates of Merit and 7
Certificates of Recognition winners named.
Michael R. Skigen of Washington Chapter was
awarded the Lybrand Gold Medal for the article,
"Human Resource Accounting: A Critical Evaluation." The article which was published in the
May 1974 issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
was co- authored with Roger Jauch, a nonmember.
James C. Stephenson of South Birmingham
Chapter won the Lybrand Silver Medal for "Marketing Information System," which is published
on page 11 of this issue. The article was written
with Harvey Smith as co- author. Because he is not
an NAA member, Mr. Smith was not eligible for
the award.
Richard W. Swalley of Reading Chapter won
the Bronze Medal for his article, "The Benefits
of Direct Costing." It will be published in the
September issue.
The Lybrand Award winners were selected from
the authors submitting the ten best manuscripts
during the year as determined by the grades given
each paper. A committee consisting of William
Hindman, Gardner M. Jones and Robert A. Lineberger selected the three top articles for 1973 -74.
The Lybrand Medals were established in 1949 -50
by the partners of Coopers and Lybrand ( then Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery) to honor William
M. Lybrand, a founder of the firm and a charter
member of NAA, as well as its second president.
The three medals are presented each year to the
NAA member - authors who place first, second and
third in the manuscript competition.
The Association also presents Certificates of
Merit to the authors of the 16 best articles, including ties, and Certificates of Recognition to the
authors of the short articles rated the highest six,
plus ties for sixth place.
In addition to the three Lybrand Award winners,
the following 13 authors were awarded Certificates
of Merit. The issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTNG In
which the winning article was published, or is tentatively scheduled to be published, is listed with the
name of the author and the chapter that submitted
the article.
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Certificates of Merit
ARTHUR B. BLAKE, Sangamon Valley, "The Asset

Disposal Decision — Sell ?, Sell Now ?, or Sell Later ?"
(To be published in October) .
RICHARD L. BOMBLATUS, Minneapolis Viking, "Decision- Making in Middle Management," (See p. 22) .
ROBERT E. FELLER, Tulsa, "Early Contributions to
Cost Accounting," (Published, December 1973) .
JOHN E. FINNEY, Cleveland, "Controlling Data Processing Costs Through Realistic Rate Setting,"
(Submitted through Atlanta North Chapter), (To

be published in October).
WILLIS R. GREER, JR., Eugene, "Sales Compensation: Conflict and Harmony," (Published, March
1974).
CHARLES B. HANDY, Des Moines, "The Conversion
Option: A Proposed Method of Valuation," (Published, June 1974).
JAMES B. HENRY, Columbia, "Leasing: Cost Measurement and Disclosure," (Published, May 1974).
L. KEITH LARIMORE, Joplin Tri- State, "Break -even
Analysis: An Administrative Tool for Performance
Appraisal or Resource Allocation for Higher Education," (To be published in September).
RAYMOND L. LARSON, Catawba Valley, "Decentralization in Real Life," (Published, March 1974).
SHu S. LIAO, Piedmont Greensboro, "Human As-

sets, Human Resources and Managerial Decisions,"
(To be published in November).
SATINDER K. MULLICK, Elmira Area, "Production
Decisions for New Products," Co- authored with
Donald P. Haussener (nonmember), ( See page 27) .
W . RICHARD PATTINSON, Orange County, "Excess
and Obsolete Inventory Control," (Submitted
through Long Beach), (Published, June 1974).
HENRY T. WEATHERS, Northeast Mississippi, "Managerial Profitability," (Published, July 1974).

Certificates of Recognition
FREDERICK D. S. CHOI, Hawaii, "Multinational Financing and Accounting Harmony," (Published,
March 1974).
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JOHN K. HARRIS, Omaha, "The First CMA Ex-

to be published in October.)

amination: A Content Analysis," Co- authored with
Jack L. Krogstad (nonmember), (To be published
in October).

DAVID M. STAMBAUGH, Chicago, "Imputed Opportunity Costs," (To be published in December).
JAMES F. TEMPLE, Hawaii, "Accounting for the

JOHN W. HOUGHTON, JR., Dayton, "Foreign Long Term Debt Translation," (T o be published in
Sept.) .
STANLEY M. HUNT, Minneapolis Viking, "Conducting the Initial `Social Inventory'," (Scheduled

Purchase of a Subsidiary's Warrants," (To be published in November) .
ROBERT W . WILLIAMSON, Michiana, "Measuring
Divisional Profitability," (To be published in December) .
❑

About the Lybrand Award Winners

Skigen, an Experienced Writer
For the 35- year -old co- author of the article which
won the Lybrand Gold Medal, this year will go
down as one of the most eventful in his life.
Not only did Michael Skigen win the top manuscript award in the NAA competition, he also published an article in the Wall Street Journal early
this year which received wide attention. Titled
"Second Guessing Mr. Nixon's 1040," the article
analyzed the President's tax return from a professional viewpoint. "I'm still getting comments on
that article," Mr. Skigen said.
For the last seven years he has taught accounting
at Georgetown University but Professor Skigen finds
the time to research and write books and articles.
He is the co-author of a book on cost accounting to
be published by Barnes & Noble in the College
Outline series and also helped write a book in print
on income taxes. He won a Certificate of Recognition for an article submitted in the NAA 1967 -68
manuscript competition.
His major interests in the field are taxation, cost
accounting and mergers and acquisitions. The critique on human resources accounting, the award winning article, grew out of an independent study

project undertaken by Roger Jauch, one of Mr.
Skigen's students. The article focuses on some glaring faults in the conceptual premises underlying the
development of human resource accounting.
Mr. Skigen, who holds an M.B.A. from New
York University and is working on a Ph.D. degree,
likes to play golf, tennis and bridge. He also gets in
a little fishing when not occupied with his wide ranging professional interests.
A CPA, he is a member of the American Accounting Assn.
❑

In and Out of Retirement
After a long career with Vulcan Materials Co., ul- tion system like the one detimately❑as❑assistant❑to❑the❑vice❑president❑—❑finance, scribed in the award - winning
James C. Stephenson, the Lybrand Silver Medal article so they did not have to
do much research. "We did
winner, retired this year.
Then he returned to work, joining the Moss - have a hard time getting together," he recalls.
Thornton Co., in Leeds, Ala., as vice president.
An unusually broad backFor those who know Mr. Stephenson it was a
typical action for this highly active NAA member. ground has helped him in his
Currently serving on the Insurance and Finance career. He holds degrees in
Committee of NAA, he has served as president of both accounting and law. The
Birmingham Chapter and as a national vice presi- law background was especially
useful when he was involved in
dent, 1970 -1971.
The South Birmingham Chapter, of which Mr. taxation at Vulcan.
For a number of years Mr.
Stephenson is a member, may have something of a
monopoly on Lybrand Award winners. John V. van Stephenson took the photoPelt, III, also a member of the chapter and retired graphs published in the Birfinancial vice president of Vulcan, has won two mingham and South Birmingham Chapter newsletters. He
Gold Medals for articles.
Mr. Stephenson said that his co- author, Harvey also fulfilled the same function
Smith, and he had developed a marketing informa- at the Vulcan Management
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Is NAA
membership
worthwhile?

Club, an American Management Association organization.
Does he believe his NAA membership has been
worthwhile? "Very much so," he says, enthusias-

tically. "If you can manage a chapter like Birmingham, you can run almost anything." The chapter
finished fourth when he served as president back in
the Sixties.

His First Article Wins Bronze Medal
The Lybrand Bronze Medal is a "first" in more
ways than one for Richard W. Swalley, supervisor
of cost and factory accounting, Firestone Plastics
Co., Pottstown, Pa. Not only was the manuscript
his first to be submitted to MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING,it was the only one he has ever written.
In his article, which will be published in September, Mr. Swalley sings the virtues of direct costing. The article grew out of a paper he wrote for
his M.B.A. degree. The NAA member notes that
he has gone to night school for 15 years in order
to get a B.S. degree in economics, cum laude, from
Albright College and master's degree in business
administration from Temple University where he
did most of his research.
He enjoys writing and with the NAA award as
an added incentive will continue to write.

IN DETROIT
Continued from page 46
University, and E. P. Bland, accounting manager,
Weyerhaeuser Co.; Standards and Budgeting for
Planning and Control, Arthur I. Schomer, partner,
S. D. Leidesdorf & Co., and A. Kenneth Benson,
project manager, NAA; The Management Accounting Function in a Diversified Multinational Company, Robert E. Patterson, vice president, K -D
Manufacturing Co., and Armando A. Pedroso, manager, IBM World Trade Corp.
Also: Cash Management, Alfred M. King, vice
president— finance, American Appraisal Associates,
Inc., and John Mattmiller, vice president — cashier,
the Northern Trust Co.; EDP Security Controls,
Gerald W. Devlin, manager, Burroughs Corp., and
Edward E. Gray, supervisor, Ernst & Ernst; Costs
for Decision Making, Darwin J. Casler, professor of
accounting, Northern Illinois University, and Carl
D. Crankshaw, staff executive, Bendix Corp.; Effective Inventory Management, Gordon E. Louvau,
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management consultant, and Thomas J. O'Reilly,
partner -in- charge, Coopers & Lybrand, Pittsburgh.
Conference Week for NAA families was jam packed with tours to famed Detroit area sites. The
tour of the automobile production line was one of
the most popular of any NAA programs. On Tuesday afternoon when conference -goers boarded the
boat for a cruise to Bob-Lo Island the weather was
fair and enthusiasm high. This Family Event was
taken by almost all of those at the Conference.
With a view of Detroit's international waterway
in the background, the Annual Dinner took place
in Cobo Hall. The traditional bagpipe band led in
the head table and chapter spirit again was manifest as the long - awaited presentations of trophies
and banners were made. President Chapman's wife,
Virginia, pulled the winning ticket for the Matador
and the final scene in the 1974 Annual Conference
was that of Carl W. Strobel of Rochester walking
to the podium to pick up the keys to the new
car.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO CMA
EXAMINATION WELCOMED
To encourage the submission of questions, the Institute of Management
Accounting will pay an honorarium for those used in examination.
Guidelines for submission of questions to CMA examination are listed below.
The Certificate in Management Accounting Examination is designed to measure attainment of knowledge important to the
management accountant. It tests the attainment of this knowledge and its application to situations in which management
accountants are likely to find themselves. The subject matter
on the examination is broad in areas such as economics, organization and behavior, finance and quantitative methods, and
deep in areas of accounting for control and decision - making.
The nature of the examination is such that questions are needed
from many sources to properly cover the subject matter and
situations pertinent to management accounting. Your interest
in this program is appreciated; your contributed questions will
be helpful to the program.

Honorarium for Questions Used
The Institute of Management Accounting pays an honorarium for submitted questions used on the examination. The
amount paid depends upon the type of questions submitted,
the length of examination time it represents and the amount of
revision necessary to make it suitable for a national examination.
The following schedule of fees is illustrative of the amounts
that will be paid for submitted questions, needing a minimum
of revision, that are used on the examination. Lower amounts
will be paid if substantial revision is necessary.
1. Multiple choice questions —$20 per item. Questions submitted should cover a single area of the subject matter. Not
less than 11 or 12 items on the same subject matter should
be submitted as a package.
2. Problems, discussion questions and combination problem,/
discussion questions —$150 for a major question ( 1/z to 3/ 4
hour in proposed examination time); $100 for shorter questions.

Topic Coverage
Questions are sought for each of the five examination parts.
1. Economics and Business Finance
2. Organization and Behavior, Including Ethical Considerations
3. Public Reporting Standards, Auditing and Taxes
4. Periodic Reporting for Internal and External Purposes
5. Decision Analysis, Including Modeling and Information
Systems
The examination is intended to provide evidence of exposure
to, and proficiency in, various areas of financial practice. It
recognizes that a management accountant requires high levels
of skill in connection with the subjects dealt with in Parts 4
and 5, while a reduced level of specialized knowledge is required
in the subjects dealt with in Parts 1, 2 and 3. These varying
levels of sophistication have been, and will be, given appropriate
consideration in the administration of the examination.
More detail on the examination content will be found in the
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CMA program Announcement and from the reading list
prepared by the Institute. They are available from the Institute
on request.

Nature of the Questions
The questions submitted should recognize that candidates
will be answering the questions out of the context in which the
preparer conceived of or observed the situation represented in
the question. The statement of the question situation and facts
should provide the candidate with an adequate sense of the
circumstances to permit a well reasoned answer. All questions
should be designed to have an answer which will contain a
limited number of relevant issues rather than one which would
encourage a vague and long- winded discussion of related but
unimportant issues.
The best questions are those which test the candidate's
ability to handle more than one of the following items:
a. Identify a problem situation
b. Choose an appropriate solution technique
c. Support the choice of the solution technique from among the
suitable alternatives
d. Apply the relevant facts to the solution technique
e. Specify the course of action indicated by the solution
f. Identify the limitations of the solution technique, the data
used with the technique and the answers given by the technique
g. Explain the results to a non - sophisticated third party, including the limitations
Questions and problems submitted can appropriately contain
irrelevant information, but the amount of such information
should be controlled so as not to unnecessarily obscure the
situation being presented.
Numerical data presented in a problem should be selected so
as to minimize cumbersome arithmetic calculations. Examinees
have a limited amount of time to spend on each question, and
it should not be wasted on long and cumbersome calculations.
If the problem requires a set of related calculations to reach a
final conclusion, the development of the answer requirements
for the problem should be designed to minimize the effect of
follow through errors (e.g. an arithmetic or conceptual error in
the first calculation causes incorrect answers from subsequent
calculations even though there are no further arithmetic or
conceptual errors) .
The estimated length of the examination time required of a
candidate to complete the problem will be a factor in selecting
problems and questions. As a general rule, combined problem discussion questions should not exceed 60 minutes in length.
Such questions requiring 30 -45 minutes of examination time are
most desirable. Discussion questions should normally require
approximately 30 minutes of examination.
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Efficient and equitable grading requires that the questions
have gradable answers, that is, answers which must be limited
to fairly specific concepts, issues and facts. The nature of facts
and situation in question will help, but of equal importance is
the specific instructions given the candidate. Instructions containing two or more requirements to be answered will help the
candidate organize his answer, will assure the likelihood that the
candidates will respond to issues desired and will result in a
more gradable answer.
Specific Format Requirements
1. Questions should be typed, double - spaced on plain, white
paper.

2. The contributor's .name, address and submission date should
appear on each page.
3. Suggested answers should be submitted along with the questions.
4. Supply references to appropriate source material in which
the answer is supported. (The references need not be restricted to those books appearing on the IMA reading list
and can include current periodicals.)
5. Submit one copy to:
Manager— Examination Development
Institute of Management Accounting
570 City Center Building
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108

MAP COMMITTEE DEFINES
TERMS
The Management Accounting Practices Committee took a
major step toward narrowing communication gaps in the language of accounting. By approval of its eighth Statement on
Management Accounting Practices, the committee authorized
publication of a glossary of terms used in its first six statements.
The recently released Statement No. 7 contains its own glossary,
as will all future statements.
Major credit for this work is due the Subcommittee on Accounting Terminology, under the chairmanship of MAP Committee member Norton M. Bedford. The subcommittee selected
the terms and was principal developer of the definitions. Other
subcommittee members are Charles D. Mecimore, Ralph W.
Newkirk, Jr., Robert E. Patterson, and Robert L. Shultis.
In somewhat unique fashion dual definitions are presented.
The first definition, titled Fundamental Concept, assumes a
broad context and accordingly relates each term to the broad
field of accounting as an information development process. This
is followed by a Specific Application definition, which focuses
more narrowly on the term's meaning in its particular context
within the MAP Statement. The definitions in both groups are
presented in a manner sufficiently descriptive to reduce to a
minimum the likelihood of misinterpretation.
In all, 79 terms are defined in the statement. Some are explained concisely, such as the expression, "economic sacrifice ":
Fundamental Concept —the utility of resources used, lost,
or consumed in the performance of an activity.
Application Definition —the market price of goods and services exchanged, lost, or used in a period of time or in performing some activity.
Others require greater depth in treatment, as for example,
"ideal cost ":
Fundamental —Ideal cost represents the cost that would result if all productive inputs combined to achieve an output level
at the maximum limit of the feasible range. Necessarily, ideal
cost is related to a high level of technological efficiency of
production. When the uncertainty of performance by human
and non -human factors is recognized, the concept of ideal cost
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is meaningful only in a relative and not an absolute sense.
Precisely, it is relative to the level of aspiration and is often
expressed in the form of a cost standard.
Application —Ideal cost represents a high performance standard or budget of what the cost of an action should be. It
is based on engineering estimates of the best feasible performance. For behavioral reasons, budgeted control cost standards
often do not reflect ideal cost since expected slack and inefficiency must be allowed for in the standard. The deviation of
measures of actual cost from the ideal cost therefore includes
both controllable and non - controllable items.
The definitions which are promulgated in this statement and
those appended to succeeding MAP Statements are part of a
two - pronged effort directed toward promoting better understanding in accounting communications. What the committee
refers to as the "long -term terminology project" is presently
in an early development stage. Research is being conducted at
the University of Illinois on a comprehensive glossary of accounting terms —an orderly, systematic series of definitions and
classifications of substantially all terms used in such communications and the various meanings of each term. Although
that project is at an early stage, the definitions herein presented
are consistent with the work done thus far on the comprehensive glossary.
Given the expanding scope of accounting, it must be assumed
that accounting definitions will change over time, particularly
until a broad framework is established as the field of accounting.
However, this set of definitions represents a significant clarification of certain accounting terms and will serve to guide and
improve accounting terminology until a comprehensive set of
detailed operational definitions of accounting terms is accepted.
Statement 8 should be of particular interest to NAA'ers who
have been troubled by lack of precision in communications.
Requests should be directed to Manager, MAP Development,
at the national office. One copy of the statement is furnished
without charge. From 2 -10 copies, the price is 750 each; 11 -50,
500 each; 51 -100, 400 each; more than 100 copies, 300 each. ❑
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Chapter/ Member News
Emeritus Life Associates
BARCLAY, M e m p h i s ,

W . A.

past

pr e s i -

dent.

E . WI L LI AM S C R I B A, B al ti m o re , has be e n

ap p o in t e d s e cr e t a ry- tr e a su r e r

elected

li an c e s , I n c .

executive

vice

N O RM AN BARRACLOUGH, M e r r i m a c k V a l -

WI LLI AM

H.

presi dent.

Past

1961 -62, a n d

BEADLE,

Lancas te r

nati on al
treas urer,

vice

past

presi dent,

1963 -66. S t u a r t

T.

COT HRA N ,

In c.

of

He

is v i c e

Pr i c e As-

presi dent

RELFE,

to

Birmingham,

accounting

of fi ce r o f

Birmingham,

promoted

to

tr e as u re r

past pre side nt. S C M S .

Donuts of America, Inc.

JOSE PH G . CO T T ON E , E a s t B e r g e n - R o c k -

RONALD

at

was
Ala-

was

E. CROSBY , L a n c a s t e r .
ROY AL C. E N G B E R G , C o l u m b u s .
M I C HA E L S. F A N E L L I , H a r t f o r d .
V E R N ON C. H O F F M A N , C i n c i n n a t i ,

Tobacco

HARRY

past

e l e ct e d

controller

of

re ce n t l y

Me t ropol i t an

Co.

MGIC

W.

I n v e s t m e n t C o r p . . . . RI CHARD

ST U M BO, JR., h a s b e e n e l e c t e d v i c e

president — finance of the Western Pacific

Esse x

Co.

L E R O Y R . SI M PSON , M i n n e a p o l i s N o r t h
St ar, h as b ee n app o in t ed co n trol l er of th e
ga s

turbi ne

di vi si on, T u r b o d y n e

Corp.,

St. C l o u d . H e is past p res id en t of Al bany

wa s ap p o i n t e d v i c e p r e s i d e n t — c o n t r o l l e r ,

Chapter.

operatio ns, at W o r t h e n B an k .
JAME S R . HAY S, Muskegon, w a s p r o mot ed to v ice p re si den t of Ke en e Cor p. —

JOHN J . I RW I N , P i t t s b u r g h .
KAROSEN,

Co... .

ROBE RT L . T R A M M E L , C e n t r a l A r k a n s a s ,

president. SCMS.

E.

named

DAVID E. M ASCHE is n o w d i r e c t o r o f
b u d g e t i n g a n d o p e rat i o n al au d i t i n g for

Railroad

land County.

M AU R I CE

N ORM AN J. G O L L E R , M i l w a u k e e , h a s
b e e n e l e c t e d vice p r e s i d e n t , m a n u f a c t u r ROBE RT J. KUCHARSKI h a s b e e n
con trol le r of I owa El ectric P ower

Dunkin'

B . SLAT E N , B r o o k l y n ,

B l o o d Al -

ing s erv ices , o f Gr ede F oun dr ie s, I n c. . . .

b a m a Fin an ci al G r o u p .

was

of

and

t he pare nt co m p an y.

P.

CHARLE S
promoted

Rowe

T.

RI CHARD N . HA R T , JR ., B o s t o n , r e c e n t l y

C a m e r o n M c L e o d S oci e t y.
WI LLI AM

sociate s,
tr e as u re r

OAK LE Y BAYLESS, M e m p h i s .

of

Ch ar le s Center Properties, I nc., a wholly o w n e d subs i di ary of

l e y.

pre si de nt

Kaydon

County;

Div.

H e is a p a s t c h a p t e r pr e s i -

dent.

Ne wark past pre sident. SCM S.

SAM U EL KLEI N , E s s e x C ount y.

LAVERN L. CELL, O m a h a , is n o w c o n t r o l l e r o f V i c k e r s Div., S p e r r y R a n d .

JACOB KOE CHLE I N , M o r r i s t o w n .

Two

GE O RG E KOL B, B r i d g e p o r t .

hav e be e n p r o m o t e d at Airco Spe er Car-

J. KI RA,

GE OR GE

DON ALD

Trenton.

E. LU HRSE N ,

HART

STUMBO

Bo st on

tan t controller an d

Mi l w a u k e e

T H O M A S L . B O RR E L L I , C h i c a g o , h a s b e e n

W I L L I A M H . M A S ON , A k ro n .
MOXLE Y, N orth T exas; Knox-

vi l l e pas t pre s ide nt .
FRANK

L.

M U N CY , S a n

G.

A.

BON FARDIN E,

Fran cis co,

past

n a m e d c o r p o r a t e c o n t r o l l e r of R a n d M c -

HAROLD E. H A L L , R e n o A r e a , is n o w
c o n t r o l l e r a t Av i a t i o n Se rvi ce s, I n c . . . .

Nally &

J . N . HAR PE R Is t h e c o n t r o l l e r o f K i n g s

presi dent.

Co.

KE N NE T H J . W O L T E R M A N N , C i n c i n n a t i ,
was

E. N A GL E , C e d a r
L. N E A D E R H O U S E R ,

membe rs

m a n a g e r , fi nancial p l a n n i n g .

SAM F . LU PARE LLO, S a b i n e .

S.

Northwest

b o n . DAVID A . BUSCH w a s n a m e d ass i s-

M o b i l e , p a s t pr e s i -

dent. SC M S .

RU SSELL

P e n ns yl v an i a

appointed

as s i st a n t

co rp orat e

trol le r fo r t h e S t e ar n s & F o s t e r

JOHN

Rapids.

G.

W as hi ngto n.

con-

Co.

Inn.
EDWARD D.
n a m e d chi e f

LAYDEN,

Savannah,

accountant

at

was

Transales

EDWARD FI SHM AN , C o l u m b u s , h a s b e e n

Corp.

E L WO OD A . OR I N G, C le ve la nd .

promoted

M A R Y L ou M OO D Y , Sc o t ts d al e , w a s n am e d

E D WARD PE RAGALLO, Worce st e r Are a,

Am e r i c a, Di v. , of S C O A I ndus t ri e s , I n c .

W I L L I AM F . RE V E S , Sa lt La ke Are a.

. . . CHARLE S R. V E E L E Y h a s b e e n a p po i n t e d di vi si on cont rol l e r, R o b e r t s h a w

RI CHARD M . RO B B , S a gi na w V al l e y.
JACK

H.

ROOKAIRD, O a k l a n d - E a s t

B ay,

to

controller, S h o e

Corp.

ROGE R

J.

Cedar Rap ids, past

PA U L

E.T H O M P S O N ,

M O R RO W ,

Des

Moines,

is n o w

Le tco,

Inc. She

is a p a s t

Co.

G a s Co.... D A V I D D E A N h a s b e e n n a m e d
as si st an t c o n t r o l l e r a t B r o w n G r o u p , I n c .

ROBE RT L . CH A P L I N , F o r t W a y n e , p a s t

. . . G . WARRE N OBE R w a s e l e c t e d tre a-

presi dent and p ast n atio nal v ice p resid ent,

s u r e r o f W a r n e r - J e n k i n s o n . . . . RALPH

is n o w c o n t r o l l e r a t N o r g e L a u n d r y

L o s A n ge l e s .

of

p r e s i d e n t of R o c k f o r d C h a p t e r .

ap po i nt e d man age r of accou nt i ng, Lacl ed e
controller, C o n c re t e Pi pe M ach i n e ry

pres ide nt.

controller

ROBE RT J . CARR OLL, JR., S t . L o u i s , w a s

Controls, Mi lford, C o n n .

past pre si de nt . S CM S .

L. S M I T H , D e t r o i t .
FLOY D E. T H O M P S O N ,

of

Div., OTTO

has be en elected

E.

tre asure r of t h e

JOSEPH M . ZLAT OPE R, C l e v e l a n d E a s t .

He r r i n ,

h i s d u t i e s a s v i c e p r e s i d e n t . . . . JOSE PH

Promotions and New Positions

JAM ES C. SAN NE R, G r e a t e r T o p e k a A r e a ,
h as b e e n n a m e d treasu re r at t h e H e n -

RA Y M O N D S P E L L S, J R . , A s h e v i l l e , w a s p r o -

ni n ge r F o u n d a t i o n .

care P harm acie s

moted

C.

to

as s is t an t

vice

president,

Wa-

cho via B an k an d T ru s t .
RA L P H

I.

promot ed

BRO WN ,
to

Au gu st a,

manage r,

count i ng, at Babcock

has

be e n

manageme nt

& Wilcox.
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ac-

Ill.

John Fabick Tractor

W I L L I A M SCHI CK,

Hartford, w a s

pro-

m o t e d t o vice p r e s i d e n t for f i n a n c e a n d
ad mi ni s t ra t i on , Unit e d Ai rcraft I nt e rn ational.
STEVEN

H.

JON ES, K n o x v i l l e ,

has

be e n

in ad di t io n to

Co.,

PL U M was n am e d con t r o ll e r o f t h e M e d i -

Div.,P e t ,

I nc.

West
Be r ge n - P as sa i c
L o u i s SciALLA,
C o u n t y , h a s b e e n p r o m o t e d t o tr e as u re r
of M o r r i s o n M a c h i n e

Co.

ROBE RT C. MASSEY, W e s t e r n M o n t a n a ,
h a s b e e n a p p o i n t e d vi c e p r e s i d e n t , fi55

nance, of Western Broadcasting Co.
BAKER, Wichita, is now controller, Frontier Oil Co.

RICHARD

Time Off

In Memoriam
JOHN L . BE GLI N , 4 8 ,

East Bergen -Rock-

land, 1967.
Roy N. BUSCH, 60, Louisville, 1969.
W A L T E R J . CASH M AN , 7 1 , P e o r i a , 1941.
Emeritus Life Associate.
O L I M P I O L . DI PAD OV A, 5 0 , Cleveland
East, 1963.

I1
Y

A. DUNLAP, 69, Reading, 1946.

JOHN

ELA.
CHARLE S

F.

FI SHBU RN ,

75,

Pittsburgh,

11,1x

1950. ELA.

!

'

WA L T E R P . L A N D I S ,
MONROE

63, Lancaster, 1950.
NASH, Hampton Roads, 1943.

ELA.
F. T. NORMAN, 72, Erie, past president.
Stuart Cameron McLeod Society. ELA.
HUGO

P O LTR O N IER I,

C̀

` t tlr

54, Essex County,

1951.
E U GE N E F.

P RI D E A U x ,

IR W IN

R ENTZ,

J.

2 9, Sa n

lose, 1970.

80, Reading, 1946.

ELA.
SYDNEY J . ROGERS,

79, Southern Maine,
1938. ELA.
E. E. ROWE, 46, Williamsport, 1971.

SOUTHERN
OPPORTUNITIES
W e are r e c r u i t i n g m an ag em en t- or ie nt ed
A c c o u n t i n g , Fi n a nc i a l a n d EDP per so nne l f o r t h e r a p i d l y g r o w i n g S o u t h e r n
M a r k e t . Im m e d i a t e ca r e e r o p p o r t u n i t i e s
for Controllers , Planning Manager , As s t.
Tr e a s ur e r , Fi n a nc i a l An a l ys t s , Ac c tg .
Ma n a g e r s , Cost A c c o u n t a n t s , Au d i t o r s ,
G e n . A c c t s „ S ys t e m s A n a l ys t s , Pr og r am m er / An al ys t, D P Ma n a g e r s a n d ot h er s .
Sal ari es t o $25, 000.

• C O N F ID EN T IAL SER VIC E
Your present position will in no way be
jeo pa rd ized . W e h a ve h a d o ve r 12 ye ar s
expe r ie nc e i n th e pl a c e m e n t o f pro fe ss i on al pe r so n ne l .

• OUR FEES ARE PAID BY
MANAGEMENT
Please send your resume with current
salary, or write for our Professional
Resume Kit.

CHARLES EDWARDS, CEC, Mgr
Accounting Division

A

LAt nt•r larMt

Em y l a r t n tn l S OW "

"As you all know, recently our stocks split. Unfortunately, so did our
treasurer!"

Strange Associations

NAA Kidd -er

The National Association of Accountants is only one of more than 12,000
active national membership organizations listed in the "Encyclopedia of
Associations," published by Gale Research Co. Sharing the same volume
with NAA are such organizations as
the "International Flat Earth Research

Here's how Chicago Chapter recently
introduced a technical program in its
newsletter:

Society ";

"S ho eshi ne

Boys

Founda-

tion"; "Wild Horse Organized Assistance" (also known as WHOA);
"Thoreau Quiet Desperation Society,"
and "Beer Can Collectors of America."

Of Cabbages and Kings . .
The Lord's Prayer has 56 words. Lincoln's Gettysburg Address has 266
words. The Ten Commandments have
297. The Declaration of Independence
has 300. A recent U.S. Government
order setting the price of cabbages
has 26,911 words.
— Philadelphia Bellringer

"On May 23, 1701, a certain free
enterprise system managed by one
Captain William Kidd was brought to
a conclusion. Captain Kidd was
hanged in London on that date for
piracy.
"T wo hundred and seventy -three
years later, the Chicago Chapter of
NAA will sponsor an examination of
the viability of another free enterprise
system. On May 23, 1974, at the
Furniture Club, Mr. Everitt A. Carter,
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
of Oak Industries, Inc., will talk on
'Capitalism Stinks! —The Big Failure
of the Free Enterprise System.' Any
pirates wishing to disagree with Mr.
Carter's conclusions are cordially invited to do so." The column is titled
"Kidd Suspended."

Where New Futures Begin
Box J -2000, Columbia, S.C. 29201
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Notice of
Amendments to the By -Laws
The amendment of several articles in the NAA By -Laws was
approved by the National Board of Directors at its meeting on
June 22, 1974, in Detroit. According to the procedure specified
in Article VII of the Constitution, Section 2(c), "Notice of
such adoption shall be published in the Official Bulletin."
Accordingly, the complete text of the proposed changes to
the By -Laws are published in this issue Of MANAGEMENT AcCOUNTING, the Official Bulletin of the Association, starting on
the following page. The purpose of each proposed change is
summarized below. In the text of the amendments, deletions
or changes are indicated by italics and additions are indicated by
boldface.

Article VI, Section 2
This section has been revised to tabulate the duties of the
Vice Presidents, eliminate the requirement of performing the
duties of the President in his absence or disability, and adding
the responsibility for contacts with members at meetings of the
Area Councils.
Article VI, Section 3
This article has been revised to tabulate the duties of the
Treasurer.

Article I, Section 4
This paragraph has been added to recognize the establishment
by the Association of a new category of membership for students.

Article VI, Section 4
This article as revised provides for a Chairman pro tern in the
absence of the President, and transfers the provisions for an
Executive Director pro tern to Article VIII, Section 1. It also
removes the words "appointed by a majority vote" for the
selection.

Article I, Section 5

Article VII

This paragraph has been reworded to remove the provision
that a resignation is not effective until accepted by the Board
of Directors.

Has been changed to authorize the Executive Committee to
fix the compensation of appointive officers. This has been the
practice for many years but was not so specified in the By -Laws.

Article II, Section 2
This change makes the payment of dues consistent with the
cycle billing procedure adopted by the Association on July 1,
1972.

Article VIII, Section 1
Has been changed to present the duties of the Executive
Director in tabular form and by deleting the wording, "for
carrying out the instructions of the elective officers" to "implementing the decisions of the Board of Directors and Executive Committee" and provides that he perform other duties
assigned by them. Provision has also been made for continuity
in the event of the disability of the Executive Director.

Article II, Section 3
This article has been modified to require the Board of Directors to establish a grace period during which a member shall
not be terminated for nonpayment of dues.
Article III
Three changes have been made here to eliminate inconsistencies. The requirement is added that all members of the Board
of Directors must be members in good standing; the term
"elected officer of the Association" has been eliminated from
sub - Section (a) since they are already members of the Executive
Committee, and sub - Section (d) has been supplemented to
provide that Past National Presidents of the Association, who
have elected to ELA status, may no longer serve as voting members of the Board of Directors.
Article V, Section 4 and 5
These sections have been supplemented to provide for continuity in the event of a disability of the President or other elective officer of the Association. The prior wording provided only
for continuity in the event of a vacancy in the office.
Article VI, Section 1
This section has been revised to tabulate the duties of the
President and to eliminate the word "frequently" as unnecessary
in reference to consultation with the Board of Directors. A
specific provision has been added that he designate annually,
subject to the Board's confirmation, the Chairmen of Standing
and Special Committees and the Chairman of the Board of Regents unless otherwise provided under these By -Laws.
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Article IX, Section 3
The By -Laws had provided that each Standing Committee
have a minimum number of members with terms of office of
two or three years. In addition, the President has customarily
appointed additional members for one -year terms as appropriate.
The wording of this section has been expanded to grant specific
authority to the President to appoint additional members to
Standing Committees to serve during his elected term of office.
Wording "for the year beginning July 1, 1969" has been removed as unnecessary. Provision was added that members appointed to committees may be removed by the President with
the concurrence of the Board of Directors.
The language covering the makeup and duties of the various
committees as specified in sub - Sections (a) through (j) has been
simplified and the duties of the committees have been tabulated
where feasible. In the committee description for the Committee
on Education (sub- Section (b) of Section 3), the provision
that the Technical Program Chairman for the International
Annual Conference be an ex- officio member of the committee
is eliminated. The committee description for the Committee on
New Chapter Formation, Section 3, sub - Section (d), has been
replaced by a new committee description titled, "Committee
on Chapter Development ", which includes the former responsibilities of the Committee on New Chapter Formation. In addition, it assigns to this committee the responsibility for a con Continued on page 64
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BY -LAWS
Article I— Membership
Section 1. Mem ber s: Subject to the provisions of the Constitu tion
a nd By -Laws, any, person interested in Accou nting ma y become a
memb er of the Associ a ti on.
Section 2. Applica tio ns for Me mbership: All a pplica ti ons for membership shall be ma de in writing to the Executive Director of the
Associa tion on application blanks fu rnished for that pu rpose. T he
Execu tive Director shall su bmit a ll a ppli ca tio ns for el ecti on by the
Boa rd of Directors or Execu tive Committee.
Section 3. Emeritu s Life Associa tes: A M em be r of t he Assoc ia ti on
ha ving retired from active business ma y be relieved of the obliga tions of a c tive member ship throu g h designa ti on a s a n Em eritu s Life
Associate. Such Associates ma y be relieved from the pa yment of
a l l o r a n y p o r ti o n of the annu al du es a nd ma y receive services of
the Associa tion in accordance with such rules a nd procedures as
shall be esta blished by the Boa rd of Directors. Emeritu s Li fe Associates shall not be entitled to vote or hold office.

Section 4. Resignation: Any Member may resign at any time, but
such resignation shall not become effective until accepted by the
Board of Directors and shall not relieve the resigning individual
from the payment of dues for the expired portion of the current
fiscal year or give any right to rebate of dues paid or any right to a
pro rata or other share of the assets of the Association. All resignations shall be made in writing to the Executive Director of the
Association.
Section 4. Student Membership: College students carrying a minimum of 12 equivalent hours per semester are eligible for election
as Stude nt Membe rs. Student Members will be entitled to all Member benefits, including affiliation with a chapter.
Section 5. Resignation: Any Member may resign at a ny ti ne , but
such resignation shall not relieve the resigning individual fro m the
payment of dues for the expired portion of the Member's current
cycle billing year or give any right to rebate of due s paid o r any
right to a pro r ata o r othe r shar e o f the asse ts o f the Assoc iation.
All resignations shall be made in writing to the Executive Director
of the Assoc iation.
Section 6. Expulsion: T he Bo a rd o f Dire ctors, a t a ny me eting, by a
two-t hirds vote of those present, ma y te rmi na t e t he me mbe rsh ip of
any Mem ber who in its ju dg ment ha s viola te d the C onstitu tion or
By -La ws or who ha s b een g u ilty of c ondu c t det rimen ta l t o the best
intere sts o f the Association. Su ch a ction by th e Bo a r d of D ir ec to rs
shall be final a nd shall cancel all rights, interests, or privileges of
su ch Mem ber in the serv ices or resou rc es of t he Assoc ia tion.
Section 7. Members in Go od Sta nding: All Mem ber s d u ly elected
by t he Boa rd of Dir ect or s who ma i nta in their memb ershi p by pa yme n t o f du e s as requ i red u nder the Constitu tion a nd By -La ws a nd
who otherwise qu a lify sha ll be con sider ed in good sta ndi ng a n d entitled to full privileges of membership.
Section S. Quorum: T wo hu ndred fifty Membe rs sha ll constitu te a
qu oru m at any meeting of the Members of the Association. If a
qu oru m sha ll not be present a t a ny such meeting or any a djou rnment
or a djou rnm ents thereo f, a ma jori ty of su ch Members a s a re present
a nd e ntit led to v ote ther ea t, or, in th e a bsenc e of a l l of su ch Me mbers, a ny officer entitled to preside a t, or to a ct a s secretary of, su ch
meeting, ma y adjourn such meeting from time to time, without
no ti ce o th e r th a n b y a nn ou nc em e nt a t th e meeting, u nt il a qu oru m
sha ll be pre sent. At a ny du ly a djou r ned me eting a t whi ch a q u oru m
shall be present any bu siness ma y be tra nsa ct ed whi ch mi ght ha ve
been tra nsacted a t the meeting a s origina lly ca lled.
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Article II— Initiation Fees and Dues
Section 1. Initia tion Fee: T he initia tion fee for Members sha ll be a s
determined by the Bo a r d o f D i r ec t o rs o n o r before Ju ly 1 of e a c h
year and shall accompa ny the application for membership. T h e
Boa rd of Directors ma y at its discretion suspend the initia tion fee
when in its j u dgment such su spension sha ll be i n t h e best interests
of the Association. All fu nds collected as initiation fees shall be
tra nsferred to the reser ve fu n d of t he Associa ti on. "

Section 2. Annual Dues: The annual dues of the Association shall
be determined by the Board of Directors prior to the beginning of
each fiscal year. Dues may be paid semi - annually or in such other
manner as may be established by the Board of Directors. A Member who is elected during any fiscal year shall be subject to dues
for only the unexpired portion of said fiscal year.
Section 2. Annual Dues: The annual due s of the Asso ciation shall
be determined by the Board of Directors which shall also determine
the method of payme nt and pe riod to be co vered by the dues.

Section 3. Termination for Non - Payment of Dues: When at the end
of any period in a fiscal year as determined by the Board of Directors, prior to the beginning of the year, the dues of any Member
(unless waived under provisions of these By -Laws) remain unpaid
for that period, his membership thereupon shall be terminated, and
he stall be so notified by the Executive Director.
Section 3. Termination for Non - Payment of Dues: The Board of
Directors shall establish a grace period during which a Member shall
not be terminated for non-payment of dues. If payment is no t r e ceived by the end o f the grace period (unless the dues have been
waived under other provisions of these By -Laws) the membership
shall be terminated and the Member shall be so notified by the
Executive Director.
Section 4. Reinsta tement: Any individual whose membership ha s
been t ermina ted fo r a ny rea son excep t expu lsion ma y be consi dered
for reinstatement upon su bm issi on o f a new a pplica tion fo r m e m bership, accompa nied by a reinsta tement fee a s de term ined by the
Board of Directors. Du es shall be cha rged from the da te of su c h
reinsta tement.
Section 5. Power to. Wa ive: T he B oa r d of Di re cto rs m a y ca nce l or
waive pa yment of any dues, assessments, or o t h e r indebtedness of
a Me mb er fo r a ny p e ri od .
Article III —Board of D irec tors
Section 1. Composition of the Board of Directors: T h e Board of
Directors sha ll consist of the following members in go od standing:
(a ) For terms of one year, the elected officers of the Association

and the members of the Executive Committee.
(a ) Fo r te r ms o f o ne year , the membe rs of the Exec utive Committee.
(b ) Fo r terms of two years, one hu ndred members so elected
that the terms of office of fifty.shall expire ea ch year.
(c) Fo r terms of two years, all immedia te pa st Vice Presidents
a nd the immediate past Trea su rer of the Associa tion upon the
completion of their respective terms of office.
(d) For con tinu in g term s, a ll Pa st P reside nts of the Associa tion,
except Emeritus Life Associates.
Section 2. Election: The Directors specified in Section 1 (b ) a bove
sha ll b e el ec te d by a pl u r a l it y of t he v ot es of t he M em be rs p re se nt
and voting a t the a nnu a l meeting. If, for a ny rea son, a ny su ch DirecMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1974

tors a re not elected at the a nnu a l meeting, the y m a y be el ect ed a s
otherwise provided in the Constitution.
Section 3. Term of Office of Directors: Ea ch Director shall take
office on the first da y of the fisca l y ea r following his election, or if
he is elected a fter the first da y of the fiscal year, then on the date of
his election. He (Each Director) shall hold office until the end of
his (the) term or until he (the Director) resigns or u ntil his (a) successor sha ll ha ve been duly chosen and qualified. A Director may
serv e for mor e th a n one te rm.
Section 4. Vacancies in Directorships: If t he office of a ny Di rec tor
shall for any cause become vacant, the unexpired portion of his
(the) term ma y be filled by the Boa rd of Directors.
Section S. Termination of Membership of Directors: If the membership of any Director shall for any rea son terminate, his (the)
office a s Director sha ll a u toma tica lly become vaca nt.
Section 6. Meetings of the Board of Directors: T he Boa rd of
Directors sha ll meet a t least semi - a nnua lly at such times and places
as it ma y elect. At su ch meetings fifty Directors present in person
sha ll constitu te a qu oru m. At a ll meetings of the Boa rd of Directors,
the President, if present, shall act as Cha irma n. In his (the President's) a bsence a Cha irm a n sha ll be designa ted a s provided in these
By -Laws. Notice of meetings of the Board of Directors shall be
given to ea ch Director by the Execu tive Dire ctor or as the Boa rd
ma y otherwise direct, but no failure in delivery of such notices
shall inva lida te the meeting or a ny proceedings tak en thereat.
Article IV— Executive Committee
Section 1. Execu tive Committee: T he Executive Commit tee of the
A s so c i a t i o n sha ll c o n si st o f (a ) t h e e l e c t i v e of fi c ers of t h e A sso c i a tion, (b ) six members of the Association, two of wh om are
a ppointed ea ch yea r a s provided in Article IX, Section 5 , of the ByLa ws, (c) th e ch a i rm a n o f ea ch of th e sta nding com mitte es de signa ted in Article IX, Sec tion 3 , of the By -La ws, (d ) the immediate
Pa st P re si de nt o f th e Asso ci a t i on for a t er m of t wo y ea rs, a n d (e)
all Past Presidents of the Association, ex- officio, bu t withou t vote,
for continuing terms.
Section 2 . Du ties of The Execu tive Committee: T he Execu tive Committee shall possess a nd ma y exercise all the powers o f t h e Board
of Directors between meetings of the Board, and in general shall
be responsible for the coordina tion, pla nning, a nd a dministra tion of
all Association activities and for such other specific duties a s ma y
fro m ti me t o t im e be a ssi gn ed t o it by t he B oa r d of D ir ect or s. T he
Execu tive Committee sha ll meet a t lea st fou r times a yea r a nd sha ll
report all actions taken by it to th e ne xt mee tin g o f t he Boa rd of
Directors. A ma jority of t h e me mb er s o f th e Executive Committee
at the time in office who are entitled to vote shall constitu te a
qu oru m.
Article V— Elective Officers
Section 1. Elective Officers: The elective officers sha ll be the President, the Vice Presidents a nd the T rea su rer.
Section 2. Election: T he officers set forth in this Article shall be
elected by a plu ra lity of the votes of the Members present a nd voting
a t the a nnu a l meeting. If, for a ny r ea so n, a ny su ch offi cers a re not
elected at the annu al meeting, they ma y be elected as otherwise
provided in the Constitu tion. Ea ch officer shall take office on the
first da y of the fisca l yea r following his election, or if he is elected
after the first da y of the fisca l yea r, then on the da te of his election.
He (Each officer) sha ll hold office u ntil the end of the fisca l yea r or
until he (the officer) resigns or until his (a) successor shall have
been du ly chosen a nd qu alified.
Section 3. Re- Election: Officers shall be eligible for re- election
except tha t the President shall not serve more tha n two su ccessive
terms.
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Section 4. Vacancy in Office of President: In case of a vacancy, for
any cause, in the office of President, the Executive Committee shall
elect a s uccessor who shall serve for the unexpired portion of the
term.
Section 4. Vacancy o r Disability in Office of President: In case of a
vacancy, fo r any cause , in the office of Pre side nt, or in the case of
disability of the President, the Executive Committee shall elect a
successor who shall ser ve for the unexpired portion of the term or,
in the case of disability, until the disability ceases.
Section S. Vacancies in Other Elective Offices: Should a vacancy,
for any cause, occ ur in the offic e of any Vice President or of the
Treasurer, such vacancies may be filled for the unexpired portion of
the term by the Executive Committee.
Section 5. Vacancies or Disabilities in Other Elective Offices: In
case of a vacancy, for any cause, in the offic e of any Vic e President
or of the Treasurer, or in the case of disability of any Vice President
or of the Treasurer, the Executive Committee shall elect a successor
who shall serve for the unexpired portion of the term or, in the case
of disability, until the disability ceases.
Section 6. Termination of M embership of Officers: If th e me m be r ship in the Association of any elected officer shall fo r a n y rea son
terminate, his (the) office sha ll a utoma tica lly become vacant.
Article VI— Duties of Elective Officers
Section 1. President: The President shall be the executive head of
the Association and when present shall pres ide at all meetings of
the Members of the Association, of the Board of Directors, and
of the Executive Committee. He shall be ex- officio a member of all
committees. He shall exercise a general supervision of the affairs
of the Association and shall see to the enforcement of the Constitution and By -Laws and to the carrying out of all orders and
resolutions of the Board of Direc tors and of the Executive Committee. He shall keep the Board of Directors fully informed and
shall frequently consult it concerning the business and activities of
the Association, and shall make on behalf of the Board an annual
report to the Members of the Association.
Section 1. President: The President shall be the executive head of
the Association, and shall:
(a ) preside at all meetings of the Members of the Association,
of the Board of Directors and of the Executive Committee;
(b) be ex- officio a member of all committees;
(c) exercise general supervision of the affairs of the Association;
(d) see to the enforcement of the Constitution and By -Laws;
(e ) see to the carrying out of all orders and resolutions of the
Board of Directors and of the Executive Committee;
(f) keep the Board of Directors fully informed and shall consult
it concerning the business and activities of the Association;
(g ) make on behalf of the Board an annual re po rt to the Me mbers of the Association;
(h) designate annually, subject to the confirmation of the Board
of Directors, the chairmen of the standing and special committees
and the Chairman of the Boar d of Re gents unless o therwise provided under these By -Laws; and
(i) perform such other duties as are set forth In the Constitution
or By -Laws or shall be assigned by the Board of Directors or the
Executive Committee.
Section 2. Vice Presidents: The Vice Presidents shall be responsible
for contacts with Members at conferences and at meetings of the
chapters and other operating units and at such other occasions as
the Board of Directors may designate. They may also be designated
to serve as official representatives of the Association, at meetings of
other groups. In case of the absence or disability of the President,
the Executive Committee shall designate one of the Vice Presidents
to perform his duties. Each Vice President shall have such other
powers and duties as may be prescribed by the Board of Directors.
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Section 2. Vice Presidents: The Vice Presidents:
(a ) shall be responsible for conta cts with members at conferences
and a t meetings of the cha pters, a rea cou ncils a nd other opera ting
units a n d a t such other occasions as the Board of Directors or
Executive Committee may designate;
(b) may also be designated to serve as official representatives of
the Association at the meetings of other groups; a nd
(c) shall have such other powers and duties as may be prescribed
by the Board of Directors or Executive Committee.
Section 3. Treasurer: Th e Trea surer shall h ave general supervision
of the financial affairs of the Association. He sha ll ha v e po we r to
disburse such funds of tine Association as shall be required in the
co nd u ct of its a ffa irs an d th e ca rry ing on of its a c tiv ities. He sha ll,
in g en eral, pe rform a ll the d utie s inc id en t to the o ffice o f Trea su re r
and such oth e r d u tie s a s ma y fro m time to time b e a ssig n e d to h im
by th e Bo a rd o f Directors or by tine Executive Co mmitte e . Unless
othe rwise o rd ere d b y resolu tio n a do pte d b y the Bo ard o f Dire cto rs,
lie may sign any che ck, draft or o the r orde r o f tine Asso ciatio n fo r
th e p a y me n t o f mo n e y . Th e Trea su re r sha ll mak e sta te me n ts to th e
Board of Directors a n d to th e Ex ec u tiv e Co mmitte e in such form
an d freq u en c y a s the y may direct. Sub jec t to such custody arrangeme n ts a s the Board of Direc tors may a pprov e, the Treasurer shall
pro vide fo r c ustod y and safe ke eping o f a ll se cu ritie s o f the Asso ciation. Th e Tre a su re r a n d a n y me mb e r o f th e Co mmitte e o n Fin a n c e
designated by th e Bo ard of Directors, actin g jo in tly, sh all ha ve the
right of access to such securities.
Section 3. Treasurer: The Treasurer shall have general supervision
of the financial affairs of the Association and shall:
(a ) perform all the duties incident to the office of Treasurer;
(b) have power to disburse such funds of the Association as shall
be requ ired in the condu ct of its a ffa irs a nd the carrying on of its
activities;
(c) have authority to sig n any check, draft o r other order of the
Association for the payme nt o f money, unless otherwise ordered
by resolution adopted by the Board of Directors;
(d) make financial statements to the Board of Directors and to
the Executive Committee in such form and frequency as they may
direct;
(e ) provide for custody and safekeeping of all securities of the
Association, subject to such custody arra ngements as the Board
of Directors may approve. The Treasurer and any member of the
Committee on Finance designated by the Board of Directors, acting jointly, shall have the right of access to such securities; and
(f) perform such other duties as may from time to time be assigne d to him by the Board of Directors or the Executive Committee.
Sec tion 4. Officers Pro Te m: If a t a n y meeting of th e Me mbe rs o f
the Assoc ia tio n, o f th e Boa rd o f Direc to rs, or of the Exec utiv e Co mmittee, the President is absent, a n d n o one authorized to perform
his d uties is p resen t, or if th e Exe c u tiv e Direc to r is a b se n t, a n d n o
one authorized to perform his ditties is present, then a Chairman
pro te nt o r a n Ex ec u tiv e Dire c tor pro te m, o r b o th a s the c ase ma y
require, shall be appointed by a majority vote of the me mbe rs
present.
Section 4. Officers Pro Tem: If at any meeting of the Members of
the Association, of the Board of Directors, or of the Executive
Committee, the President is absent, and no one authorized to perform the duties is present, then a Cha irma n pro tem sha ll be selected
by t he M embe rs p rese nt.
Article VII —Appointive Officers
Section 1. Appointive Officers: The appointive officers of the Association sha ll be the Executive Director a nd su ch other designa ted
appointive officers as the Board of Dir ectors may determine. Th ey
shall be appo inte d by the Board of Directo rs an d th eir comp ensa tion
fixed by the Executive Co mmitte e and approved by the Board of
Directors. (They shall be appointed by the Executive Committee
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with the a ppr ova l of t he B oa rd of D irec tors a nd their compensation
fixed by the Executive Committee.)
Section 2. T erms of Appo intm ent: T he term of office of ea ch a ppointive office shall be determined by the Boa rd of Directors, but
in no insta nce shall appointments be fo r a term of office in excess
of three yea rs.
Article VIII— Duties of Appointive Officers
Section 1. Th e Ex ec u tiv e Dire c to r: Th e Ex e c u tiv e Director, subject
to th e c o ntro l o f th e Bo a rd of Dire c tors a n d o f th e Ex e c utiv e Co mmitte e, shall be tine principal administrative officer of th e Asso ciation. Th e books and financial records of the Association shall be
kept tinder his supervision. All mo n e y s due and payable to the
Association front any source whatso ever shall be received by h im
an d d ep o sited by him to the cre dit o f the Assoc iation in su ch ba n ks,
tru st co mp anies or o the r dep osito ries as th e Boa rd of Dire ctors may
desig na te . He sh all be re sp on sible for k ee ping prop er a cco un t of a ll
such mo n ey s received and all mo n ey s disbursed on behalf of the
Association and of all reco rds in conn ectio n the rewith . He shall keep
th e ro ll o f th e me mb e rsh ip o f th e Asso c ia tio n ; g iv e n o tic e o f mee tin gs of th e Asso c ia tio n, of th e Bo ard o f Dire cto rs an d o f the Ex e cu tiv e Committee lie sh all ke ep the minutes of tin e p roc eed ing s a t such
meetings; h e sh all pre serv e co mmu nica tio ns p erta ining to file affa irs
of the Assoc iation ; and, he sh all ca rry ou t the instru ctions of elective
officers.
In tin e e ve nt of the temp ora ry disab ility of th e Exe cutive Dire cto r,
the Executive Co mmitte e shall designate an Acting Executive Direc tor to pe rfo rm the du tie s of the Ex ecu tiv e Dire cto r.
The Exe cutive Dire cto r shall ha ve g ene ral cha rge of the ope rating
activities of the Association. He shall emp loy and supervise and
determine tine compensation of tine emp loy ees of the Association.
He shall provide for divisions or departments for the effective
conduct of the Association's activities in accordance with the purpose
of the Associatio n.
Section 1. The Executive Director: The Executive Director, subject
to the control of the Board of Directors and of the Executiv e Committee, shall be the principal administrative officer of the Association
and shall:
(a) implement the decisions of the Board of Directors and Executive Committee;
(b) keep under supervision the books and financial records of the
Association;
(c) receive and deposit to the credit of the Associa tion all moneys
due and paya ble to the Association fr om a n y sou rce whatsoever
in such banks, trust companies or other depositories as the Board
of Directors may designate;
(d) keep proper account of all such moneys received and all
moneys disburse d on be half of the Association and of all records
in connection therewith;
(e ) keep the roll of the membership of the Association;
(f) give notice of meetings of the Association, of the Board of
Directors and of the Executive Committee;
(g) keep the minutes of the proceedings at such meetings;
(h) preserve communications pertaining to the affairs of the
Association;
(i) have general charge of the opera ting a ctivities of the Associa tion;
(j) employ and supervise and determine the compensation of the
employees of the Association;
(k ) provide for divisions or departments for the effective conduct
of the Associa tion's a ctivities in a ccorda nce wi th the pu rpo ses of
the Association; and
(1) perfor m su ch other du ties a s m a y be assigned by the Board
of Directors or Executive Committee.
In the event of the temporary disability of the Executive Director,
the Executive Committee shall designate an Acting Executive Director to perform the duties of the Executive Director. If at any
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tor s, or o f the E xec u t iv e C om mit te e, the Execu tive Director is a bsent, a nd no one a u thorized to perform the du ties is present, then a n
Executive Director pro tem shall be selected by the Memb ers
present.
Section 2 . Other Appointive Officers: Other appointive officers shall
be a ssigned responsibility for such a ctivities a s the Execu tive Director, with the a pprova l of the Execu tive Committee, ma y determine,
a nd the y sh a ll repor t to a nd b e re sponsible to th e Ex ecu ti ve Di rector.
Article IX— Committees
Section 1 . No mina ting Comm ittee: At ea ch a nnu a l mee ting a Nominating Committee which shall consist o f a cha irma n and fourteen
Members of the Association shall be elected by a plu ra lit y of the
vot es of th e M em ber s p re sen t a nd vo tin g. T h e c ha irm a n sh a ll ha ve
served on the Boa rd of Directors du ring the then cu rrent fisca l yea r.
T h e Nominating Committee shall nomina te candidates for election a t the next a nn u a l meet ing of the Members o f the Associa tion
as elective officers a nd directors of the Associa tion a nd a s cha irma n
a nd me mbers of t he Nom ina ti ng Co mmitte e for the following fisca l
year.
The Nomina ting Committee sha ll report to the Execu tive Director
o n o r before April 10 of e a c h year, stating the na me s of a ll su c h
candida tes. On or before Ma y first the Execu tive Director shall
publish in the Official Bulletin a complete list of such candida tes.
Any fifty concu rring Members ma y ma ke additional nominations
from the floor a t the a nnu a l meeting.
Se ctio n 2. Ma na ge me nt Ac co un ting Prac tice s Committee : This committee shall consist of not less than nine members with terms of
three years, with th e t erm s o f a ppo int ment pr ovi din g c ont inu ity of
membership.
It sha ll be composed of members oriented towa rd indu stry, pu blic
accounting and edu ca tion with a majority in the first ca tegory.
It sha ll ha ve the responsibility for issu ing a uthoritative statements
on accou nting principles and pra ctices by su ch mea ns and in such
media a s i t sha ll d etermine. It sh all (, and) esta blish policies in this
respect a nd su bmit su ch policies to the Execu tive Committee for
approval.
Se ctio n 3. S tan ding Committe es: Th e fo llo wing sta nd ing c ommittee s
sh a ll be ap p oin te d fo r terms as in dic ate d, with c o n tin u it y o f me mbership provided within each co mmitte e . For the year beginning
July 1, 1 969, app ointments to stan ding committe es shall be for terms
o f th re e , two o r o n e y e a r a s d e te rmin e d b y the appointing officers,
in ord er to p ro v id e fo r c o ntinu ity. Ea c h Co mmittee sh a ll re po rt its
findings and conclusion s to the Bo ard of Direc tors and th e Executive
Committee with suc h rec omme nd ation s fo r ac tio n as see m a pp ro priate.
(a ) A Co mmitte e o n Ch ap te r Op eratio ns o f no t le ss tha n twen ty
me mb ers with two -ye ar terms, with ten to b e app ointed an nua lly.
It sha ll have the responsibility for g enerating and imp lementing
me th od s an d p ro ce du res for th e mo st e ffe ctiv e o pe ra tion of e xisting chapters. It shall develop activities and opportunities at the
chapter lev el in all fac ets of the Assoc iation 's pro gra ms. It shall
provide for the coordin ation of ch apter activities with the regional
and interna tion al a ctiv itie s of the Asso ciatio n, a nd for a dh eren ce
by cha pters to po licies a nd proc ed ures of th e Asso cia tion as se t
forth in the Constitution and By -Laws. This sha ll be acc omplished
thro ugh guid ance in th e de ve lo pmen t of ch ap te r op eratio n workshop programs; of chapter visitations by officers, directors and
staff; and of chapter operating manuals.
Th e co mmittee sh all rec eive re co mme nd ation s fro m othe r c ommittees relative to chapte r trophies and a wards and establish rules
for in tercha pter c ompetition for tro phies and awards.
(b ) A Co mmitte e on Education of no t less than nine me mbe rs
with three -year te rms, with three to be ap pointe d ann ually which
shall be respo nsib le for d ev e lo ping a nd imp le me ntin g the edu cationa l ac tivities of the Associatio n. It sha ll also b e re sponsible for
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the direc tion of the development a nd opera tion of the International
Continuing Education Program, a n d fo r th o se phases of ch a pte r
and regional educational activities which are coordinated with
or are a pa rt of the Intern ation al Con tinuing Ed ucatio n Pro gram.
Th e technical program chairman for the Internatio nal Annu al
Conferen ce shall be an ex- officio member of this committee.
Section 3 . Standing Committees: T he following Sta nding Committees
shall be a p po int ed for te rm s a s in di ca t ed , wit h co nti nu it y o f me mbershi p prov ided within ea ch c ommit tee. Appoint ments to Sta nding
Committees sha ll be for t er m s of t hr e e , two or o n e ye a r a s d e t e r mined by the President in order to provide for continuity. The
Presi dent ma y a pp oint a ddi tion a l m embe rs t o Sta ndin g Co mmit tees
to serve during his elected term in office. Memb ers appointed to
com mit te es ma y b e r em ove d b y the Pr eside nt wi th th e c onc u r ren ce
of t he Boa rd of Dir ect ors. E a ch co mmi tte e sha l l r epo rt its fi ndi ngs
a nd c onc lu sio ns to t he Bo a rd o f Dir ec tor s a nd t he Ex ecu ti ve Co mmittee with su ch recommenda tions for a ction a s seem a ppropria te.
(a) A Comm itt ee on Cha pte r O per a ti ons of no t less tha n twenty
mem be rs wi th two yea r te rms with t en to be appointed a nnu a lly.
It sha ll ha ve the responsibility for:
(1) genera ting methods a nd procedu res for the most effective
opera tion of existing cha pters;
(2) developing activities a nd oppor tu nit ies a t the cha pter level
in a ll fa cets of the Associa tion's progra ms;
(3) coordina ting chapter a ctivities with the regiona l a nd i nternationa l activities of the Association;
(4) guiding the development of cha pter opera tions progra ms;
chapter visita tions by officers, directors and staff; a nd of chapter
operating ma nu als; a nd
(5) receiving recommenda tions from other committ ees rela tive
to ch a pter trop hies a nd a wa rds and establishing rules for intercha pter competition for trophies a nd a wa rds.
(b) A Committee on Education of not less than nine memb ers
with three yea r ter ms with th re e to be appointed annu ally. T he
Committee shall have the responsibility for:
(1) monitoring the development, implementation and operation
of the Association's educational activities; and
(2) advising and making recommendations to the Executive
Committee and Na tional Boa rd of Directors on proposed
changes in the educa tiona l activities and policies of the Associa tion.
(c) A Co mmitte e on Finance of not less than twelve members
plus the T rea su rer of the Association. T he twelve members are
to be appointed for three -year terms with fou r to be appointed
annua lly. It shall ha ve the responsibility for the fina ncia l pla nning
and policies of the Association's affairs including the short a nd
long -term budgets, the investment of fu nd s, the NAA Memoria l
Edu cational Fu nd a nd su ch other Association financial ma tters
as may be a ssigned to it fr om t im e to time, a s well a s the re la tionship of the Associa tion to the NAA Insu ra n ce T ru st a nd the
NAA E mp lo ye es Pensi on Pl a n T ru st. T hr ee of its memb ers sha ll
be na med trustees of the NAA Employees Pension Plan Trust,
three as the Insu ra nce Committee of t h e NAA Insu ra nce Trust,
three as trustees of the NAA Memoria l Education Fu nd, a nd
three as the Investment Committee. Such designations shall be
ma de so that at the beginning of ea ch Association year one
member of e a c h of t hese three grou ps shall be sta r tin g a three year term, one shall have two yea rs of his (the) term unexpired
a n d on e sha l l ha v e on e y ea r u ne xpi red , a s m emb ers of th e c ommittee. Ea ch of these grou ps sha ll ha ve one of its members designated as its cha irma n who shall report to the Executive Co mmittee a nd Boa rd of Directors throu gh the cha irma n of the
Fina nce C ommittee.
In its budgetary functions this committee sha ll a dminister the
development of cu rrent a nd long -term budgets of income a nd
expenditures of the Association, recommend such budgets for
a pp rov a l, re com me nd the ra te of du es, a n d r evi ew a n d r epo rt on
actual performa nce aga inst a pproved bu dgets. It sha ll a ssu re tha t
the a ccou nting records, procedu res a nd reports of the Associa tion
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are adequa te to ena ble this committee to effectively meet its
budgetary responsibilities.
In its investment functions, through its investment sub -committee it sha ll review a nd report on the performa nce of institu tions
selected to invest the Associa tion's Reserve Fu nd, recommend
cha nges in such selections when it deems they should be ma de,
a nd recomme nd the enga ging of in vestment a d visors. It sha ll a lso
advise on the short -term investment of su rplu s opera ting fu nds of
the Association.
Its responsibilities with respect to the NAA Employees Pension
Plan Tru st, NAA Insurance Trust, and any similar progra ms
which may be added, shall be those specified in the respective
documents.
No personal liability shall attach to any members of this Fina nce Committee, the Boa r d o f D irec tor s o r th e E xec u tiv e C ommittee for losses resu lti ng from the ex ercise of thei r ju dgm ent in
the pu rcha se or sa le of secu rities, or in the exercise of their ju dgment in a ny decisions affecting the fina nces of the Associa tion.
(d ) A Co mmitte e o n Ne w Ch a pte rs o f n o t le ss th an six me mb e rs
with three -year terms, with two to b e ap po in te d a nn ua lly. It sh all
have the responsibility for th e fo rmatio n of n ew c h ap te rs o f the
Association, both dome stic and international. It shall review applications for new chapters, study the existing and potential resources of the areas with respect to the strength of such new
chapters and rec omme nd approval or rejection of applications.
It shall also c ontinuo usly study th e p o te n tia l fo r n ew c ha p te rs in
areas not served b y existing chapters and for spin -offs front
existing chapters and re co mmen d those areas in which efforts
should be in itiate d to form such ne w chap ters.
(d) A Committee on Chapter Development of not less than six
members with three -year terms, with two to be appointed annually. It shall:
(1) be responsible for the formation of new chapters of the
Associa tion, both domestic a nd interna tional;
(2) review applications for new chapters, study the existing
and potential resources of the a rea s with respect to the strength
of such new chapters and recommend approval or rejection of
applications;
(3 ) study the potential for new chapters in areas not served
by existing chapters and recommend those areas in which efforts shou l d be initi a ted to fo rm su ch ne w cha pters; a nd
(4) review the sta tu s of existing cha pters a nd ma k e a ppropria te
recommendations to the Executive Committee and Board of
Directors.
(e ) A Co mmittee o n Me mb e rsh ip o f no t le ss th an e ig h t me mbe rs
with two -year terms, with fo ur to b e a pp o inte d a n nu a lly . It shall
have the responsibility for the continu ing gro wth in memb ership
of the Association both in the United States and in othe r coun tries.
It sh all examine a nd re port on a ll matters re latin g to , and dev elop
plans for maintaining and increasing the membe rsh ip o f, the
Association. It shall review and appraise the effectiveness of all
classes of material to be distributed to prospective me mb ers. It
shall be responsible for conformity to the Constitution a n d By La ws in the admission of me mb ers and in the maintenance of
their membe rship.
(e) A Com mitt ee o n Me mber ship of n ot l ess tha n eight members
with two -year terms, with four to be appointed annually. It shall:
(1) be responsible for the continuing growth in membership of
the Association, both in the United Sta tes and in other countries;
(2) examine and report on all matters relating to, and develop
plans for maintaining and increasing the membership of, the
Association;
(3) review and appraise the effectiveness of all classes of materia l to be distribu ted to prospective members; and
(4) be responsible for conformity to the Constitution and ByLaws in the admission of me mbers and in the maintenance of
their membership.
(f) A Co mmittee o n Pla n n in g of n ot le ss th a n n ine me mb ers with
three -year terms, with three to be appointed annually. It shall
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serve a s a n ad visory bod y to th e Preside nt. It sh all b e re spo nsib le
for the coordination of the annual and long -range plans developed
by oth er c ommittee s an d the sta ff, fo r plan ning staff orga niza tion
and Asso cia tion emplo yee rela tions a nd be nefit programs, an d for
long -range planning. In the latter function it shall develop and
reco mme nd p lan s a nd o bje ctives which will en able th e Assoc iation
to serve effectively a continually expanding me mb ersh ip both
numerically and geographically.
(f) A Committee on Planning of no t le ss t ha n nine members with
three -year terms, with three to be appointed annually. It shall:
(1) develop and recommend long -range objectives and plans
for their implementation which will enable the Association to
serve effectively a continua lly expanding membership both
numerically and geographically; and
(2) regularly review the Constitution and By -Laws and recommend revisions when appropriate.
(g ) A Co mmitte e o n Publica tio ns of n ot less than nine me mb ers
with three -year terms, with three to be appointed annually. It
shall have the respo nsibility for all pu blications of the Association.
It shall recommend and advise on the editorial policies, advertising
policies, format, cost of publication and advertising and subscription rates of the Official Bulletin. It shall re co mmen d the
me th od and format of publication or research reports, mo n o graphs and other publications of the Association and the
charges to b e ma d e to me mb e rs an d n o n- me mbe rs for su c h p ub lications.
(g) A Committe e on Publications of not less than nine members
with three -year terms, with three to be appointed annually. It
shall be responsible for:
(1) planning policy regarding all publications of the Association;
(2) recommending and advising on the editorial policies, advertising policies, forma t, cost of pu blica tion, ma nu script competition and other recognition of contribu tions to accounting
litera ture;
(3) advertising and subscription rates of the Official Bulletin;
and
(4) the method and forma t of all other publications and the
charges to be made to members and non - members for such
publications.
(h ) A Co mmitte e on Public Relations of not less than twe lve
me mb ers with two -year terms with s ix to be a ppointe d an nually.
It shall have the responsibility for developing and guiding the
imple menta tion of effective public info rmation and public relatio ns programs o f the Assoc ia tio n.
It sha ll fo ster the c ultiv ation of amic able relation ships be twe en
the Association and the press an d o the r communications media.
It sh a ll fo llo w the cu rrent activ ities o f a ll oth e r c o mmitte e s a n d
of the staff and promote information releases relative to such
activities.
It sh all d ev elo p an d rec ommen d programs for c re ating a fa vo rable an d dy na mic imag e of the Assoc ia tion in th e bu sine ss, fina ncial, professional and academic co mmun itie s and of mea ns of
cooperating with them in informin g Cite public re garding accounting and related activities.
Th e Association's representative on the Accounting Careers
Cou nc il sh all b e an ex - offic io me mb er of this c ommitte e.
(h) A Committee on Public Relations of not less than twelve
members having two -year terms, with six to be appointed annually. It shall be responsible for developing and recommending
plans for creating a dyna mic a n d fa vora ble ima ge of t he Associa tion, especially among selected audiences which are of special
importance to the Association.
(i ) A Co mmitte e on Re se arc h o f n o t less th a n e igh tee n me mbe rs
with three -year terms, with six me mbe rs to b e a ppo in ted an nu ally.
It sh all h ave the re sp onsib ility fo r the d ev elo pment a nd co ord in ation of all research activities of the Association, except the
publication of research reports. It shall determine areas or subjects
suitable for inquiry, the scope and me tho d s for conducting research projects and it shall review research results and reports
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as to their value for p ublic atio n. It sh a ll su b mit to th e Pu b lic a tion s Co mmitte e th ose re po rts wh ic h it rec omme nd s be p ub lish ed .
Th is co mmitte e shall also appoint the Grants -in -Aid Rev iew
Board, the chairman of which shall be a me mb e r of this co mmitte e .
(i) A Committee on Resear ch of not le ss than e ightee n members
with three -year terms, with six to be appointed annually. It shall
be responsible for:
(1) developing and coordinating all research activities of the
Association, except the publication of research reports;
(2) determining areas or subjects suitable for inquiry;
(3) establishing priorities for conducting research projects; and
(4) reviewing r esea rc h resu lts a nd re ports a s to their va lu e for
pu blica tion. It sha ll su bmit to the Pu blications Committee those
reports which it recommends to be pu blished.
(j) A Co mmitte e on Socio- Economic Programs of not less than
fourteen membe rs se le cted to represent geographical areas, with
two -y ea r terms and with no t le ss tha n se ve n to b e a pp ointe d an nually. It shall have the responsibility for rec ommen ding the
dev elopmen t, imple menta tion and management of programs designed to imp ro v e the Socio- economic conditions of the business
c o mmu n ity .
(j) A Committee on Socio - Economic Prog rams of not le ss than
fourteen members selected to represent geographical areas, with
two -year terms with seven to be appointed annually. It shall have
the responsibility for recommending the development, implementation and management of programs designed to improve the
Socio- economic conditions of the business community.
Section 4. Other Committees a nd Assignments: T he Boa rd of Directors or the Execu tive Committee ma y from time to time esta blish
ot he r co mm it te es for a ny p u r po se s de em ed desira ble and assign to
sta ndi ng or othe r com mitte es a n y a pp ropri a te su bjec t for stu d y a nd
action.
Section 5. Committee Appointments: T he President from time to
time in office shall have the authority to appoint, subject to the
confirmation of the Execu tive Commi ttee a nd the Boa rd of Directors, (a ) th e t wo me m be rs of th e Execu ti ve Com mittee refer red to
in Article 1V, Section 1 ( b ) , ea ch for a . term of three years, and
( b ) the c ha i rm en of th e sta nd ing c omm it tee s na m ed in Arti cl e I X,
Section 3.
Su bject to the Constitu tion a nd By -La ws the President sha ll ha ve
au thority to ma ke appointments to all other committees. Unless
otherwise stipu lated in the By -Laws or provided for by action of
the Boa rd of Directors, the ter ms of a ll committee members sha ll
expire a t the end of the fisca l yea r of a ppointment.
Article X— Affiliates
Section 1. Institute of Management Accounting: The governing body
of the Institute of Management Accounting shall consist of nine
Regents, who shall be known collectively as "Boar d of Reg ents of
the Institute of Management Accounting." The Regents will be
appointed by the President of the Association for three -year terms,
with three Regents being appointed each year. Regents appointed to
the Board of Regents may be removed by the President with the
concurrence of the Boar d o f Dire cto rs. All Re gents must be M embers in good standing of the Association.
The Board of Regents shall manage the affairs of the Institute
and shall have specific responsibility for establishing standards,
policies and procedures for:
(a) evaluating and validating applicants' credentials for the Certificate in Management Accou nting;
(b) the preparation, administration, grading of the examinations
and granting of the Certificates;
(c) determining and administering the professional development
requirements necessary for the ca ndid a tes to re ta in their Certificates in Management Accounting; and
(d) establishing conditions for membership in the Institute.
The Board of Rege nts shall be responsible to a nd sha ll report to
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the Association's Boa rd of Direc tors a nd between meetings of the
Board of Directors to the Executive Committee. The reports shall
be made at all regular meetings of both the Boar d of Dire ctors and
the Execu tive Committee a nd shall on a regular basis include reports relating to budget, operations and financial condition.
Article XI— General
Section 1. Au ditors: T he Boa r d of Di rect ors sha l l e a ch yea r designa te a firm of Certified Public Accou ntants to a c t a s au ditors for
the Associa tion for the cu rrent fisca l year.
Section 2. Fidelity Bond: Such elected officers a nd members of
co mm it te es a s ma y be determined by the Boa rd of Directo rs from
time to time, the Execu tive Director, a nd employees of the Associa tion who a re responsible for collection, disbu rsement, investment or
safekeeping of fu nds shall give bond for the faithful performa nce
of the ir du t ies, t he bon d t o b e i n su c h form a n d a mou nt a s sha ll be
prescrib ed b y t he E xecu tiv e Co mmit tee a nd a pp rove d b y th e Bo a rd
of Directors.
Section 3. Fisca l Yea r: The fisca l yea r of the Associa tion sha ll end
at the close of bu siness on the thirtieth da y of Ju ne ea ch yea r.
Section 4. Notices: Any notice to Members or to any Officer or
Director shall be deemed sufficiently given if mailed to the last
post office address furnished by h im to the Execu tive Director. All
not ice s g iv en by or on be ha l f of the Asso cia tio n sha ll be issu ed by
the Execu tive Director.
Section 5. Sea l: T he B oa rd of D ire ct or s ma y a do pt a co mmo n se a l
for the Association, to be in su ch form and to be used in su ch
ma nner a s the Boa rd shall direct.
Section 6. Officia l Bulletin: T he Associa tion shall publish a n Official
Bu lletin which sha ll be ma iled to a ll Members. All officia l a nd lega l
notices requ ired to be issu ed by t he Execu tive Dire ctor to the membership shall be considered as so issued when published in the
Official Bulletin.
Section 7 . Activities: With the object of rendering (performing)
service for the general benefit of its Members a nd othe rs, the Associa tion ma y u nderta k e such activities as in the sole discretion a nd
judgment of the Boa rd of Directors are designed to promote and
develop the Asso cia tion a nd to ca rry i nto effe ct the pu rposes sta ted
in the Constitu tion, including the esta blishment of divisions or sections to meet specia lized interests a nd needs, provided tha t the rights
and privileges of a ll Members are in no wa y restricted.
Section 8. Cha pters: Cha pters or o th e r opera ting units o f t h e Associa tion ma y be established by cha rter wherever the Boa rd of
Directors may approve, subject to such regula tions as to membership, organiza tion procedures, a nd financial relationship with the
Associ a tion a s th e Boa rd of Direc tors o r Con stitu t ion a nd By -la ws
may prescribe. N o regulations or restrictions shall be esta blished
by the Boa rd of D irectors or cha pt ers which sha ll r estrict a member
in electing to be affiliated with a cha pter or to elect to enjoy the
benefits of Associa tion membership withou t cha pter affilia tion.
Cha rters of chapters or other operating units may be revok ed
at a ny time in su ch ma nner a nd a fter such investiga tion a s the Boa rd
of Directors ma y deem necessary. Upon the revocation of a
charter, all fu nds in the cha pt er or oper a ting u nit trea su ry a nd a ll
cha pter or other operating unit records shall be delivered to the
Executive Director.
Section 9. Order of Bu sine ss a t Me e tin g : Th e o rde r o f business at
meetings of the Association, of the Board of Directors, of the
Ex e cu tiv e Co mmitte e a nd of oth er co mmitte e s sha ll b e suc h a s ma y
be pre scrib ed by the p resid ing officer; or if objectio n be made thereto, then by a majority vote of th ose presen t an d qualified to v o te
thereat. Robert's Rules of Order shall govern all meetings of the
Asso cia tion , o f the Bo ard o f Direc to rs, o f the Ex ec u tive Co mmittee ,
a n d o f a ll o th e r c o mmitte e s o n a n y p o in t n o t c o v e re d b y the Con63

stitution or By -Laws.

such director, officer, or employee may become inv olve d, by re ason
of such director, officer, or employee being or having been a director, officer, or employee of the Association, or any settlement thereof, whether or not such director, officer, or employee is a director,
officer, or employee at the time such expenses are incurred, except
in such cases wherein the director, officer, or employee is adjudged
guilty of willful misfeasance or malfeasance in the performance of
the duties of the office. Provided, however, that in the event of a
settlement the indemnification herein shall apply only when the
Board of Directors approves such settlement and reimbursement
as being for the best interests of the Association. The foregoing
right of indemnification shall be in addition to and not exc lusive of
all other rights to which such director, officer, or e mplo ye e may be
entitled.
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Section 9. Order of Business at Meeting: The latest edition of
Robert's Rule of Order shall govern all meetings of the Association,
of the Board of Directors, of the Executive Committee, and of all
other committees on any point not covered by the Constitution or
By -Laws.
Section 10. Indemnification of Officers, Directors and Staff: Every
director, officer, or employee of the Association shall be indemnified
by the Association against all expenses and liabilities, including
counsel fees, reasonably incurred or imposed upon such director,
officer, or employee in connection with any proceeding to which
such director, officer, or employee may be made a party, or in which

NOTICE OF AMENDMENTS TO THE BY -LAWS
Continued from page 57
tinning review of the viability of existing chapters and the
leaking of recommendations to the Executive Committee and
Board of Directors in those instances where chapter viability is
questionable. The committee description for the Committee
on Planning, sub- Section (f), has been changed to eliminate
the stipulation that it serve as an advisory body to the President.
In addition, the Planning Committee has been assigned specific
responsibility for a continuing review of the Constitution and
By -Laws of the Association. The committee description for the
Committee on Public Relations, Section 3, sub - Section (b), has
been simplified and references to the Accounting Careers Council have been eliminated.
In the committee description for the Committee on Research,
Section 3, sub - Section (1) , reference to the Grants -in -Aid Re-

view Board has been eliminated since NAA dropped this program several years ago.
Article X
Creates a new article and incorporates the Institute of Management Accounting within the By -Laws.
Article XI, Section 10
Is a new section which has been added to indemnify any director, officer, or employee of the Association against all expenses and liabilities, including legal fees, in connection with
any proceeding in which they are involved, except in such cases
as they are adjudged guilty of willful misfeasance or malfeasance
in the performance of their duties.
W. M. YOUNG,JR.
August 1, 1974
Executive Director

NAA LIFE INSURANCE TRUST

Members

REPORT FOR THE PERIOD JULY 1, 1968 TO JANUARY 1, 1974

Dependent s

Contract Premium ............................ . ................ .
$3,637,398
$672,100
Less Cumulative Discounts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
587,053
106,364
Contributions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$3,050,345
$565,736
Pa idC la ims . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$1,579,200
$435,400
Pending T ota l Permanent Disabil ity .... .... ... .... .... .... .... ...
$ 82,500
Accru ed C l a i m L i a b i l i t y
$ 110,205
$ 19,754
C o n v e r s i o n C h a r g e s. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... .. . .. .. .. .. ....... .. .. .. .. .. .. ....... .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... .. .. .. ..
$
2,301
$ 1,294
Incurred Claims . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .
$1,774,206
$456,448
Cu mula tive Expense Charge
Spe ci a l Fu nd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
...................
Adva nceDiscounts .................................................. ...............................
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1.
2.
3.

Per cent

100.00
16.09
83.91

51.76
10.25
21.90
16.09
100.00

PLAN IMPROVEMENTS INITIATED SINCE JANUARY 1, 1974
The a mou nt of Life Insu rance ava ilable to members under age 6 5 has been increased 5 0% to a ma ximum of $ 4 5,0 00 .
This yea r, beca u se of the ou tsta nding cla ims experience, the NAA Insu ra nce T ru st decla red a premiu m contribu tion mora toriu m for those
members insured on or before Ju ly 1, 1 9 73 in amount equ al to the semia nnu al pa yment du e July 1 , 19 74 .
New members ma y now a pply for covera ge within 6 0 da ys following the date they become a member in good sta nding.

George D. Gee, Cha irma n
Robert W. Arnold

64

Total

$4,309,498
693,417
$3,616,081
$2,014,600
$ 82,500
$ 129,959
$
3,595
$2,230,654
$ 441,687
$ 943,740
$ 693,417
$4,309,498

INSURANCE COMMITTEE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ACCOUNTANTS INSURANCE TRUST
Russell W. Hardy, Secretary
Ja m es C. S te phe nson
Wade B. Salisbury

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST

1974

RONALD

booksfor accountants .. .

ACCOUNTANTS'
DBOOK
FIFTH

EDITION

Editorial Consultants: Rufus Wixon, University of
Pennsylvania; Walter G. Kell, University of Michigan; and Norton M. Bedford, University of Illinois;
with a Board of 47 Contributing and Consulting
Editors. This definitive reference includes 28
major Sections of practical help and authoritative
opinion across the entire field of commercial and
financial accounting. Many exclusive working features. 5th Ed., 1970. 1,596 pp.
$24.50

HOTEL ACCOUNTING
Ernest B. Horwath, CPA: Louis Toth, CPA, and
John D. Lesure, CPA. Definitive source of help in
handling accounting for hotels and motels of all
sizes — including food and beverage control, payroll, forecasting and budgeting. 3rd. Ed., with
revised Appendix C, 1970. 513 pp.
$14.95

THE REPURCHASE OF
COMMON STOCK
Charles D. Ellis, Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette,
Inc.; and Allan E. Young, Syracuse University.
Examines corporations' repurchase of their common stock, and spells out advantages and disadvantages of this practice. 1971.212 pp. $13.50

ACQUISITIONS
AND MERGERS
George D. McCarthy, Partner, Price Waterhouse
& Co. Standard guide covers every step in working
out profitable business combinations. Many case
studies and examples. 1963. 353 pp.
$17.50

INVENTORIES
CONTROL, COSTING, AND
EFFECT UPON INCOME AND TAXES
Raymond A. Hoffman, CPA'and Henry Gunders,
CPA, Partners of Price, Waterhouse & Co. Explains
proven procedures for optimum inventory man agement, not only presenting principles and
theory but also describing specific applications,
showing how each may be judged and utilized.
2nd Ed., 1971. 444 pp.
$17.50

PROFITABILITY
ACCOUNTING
Robert Beyer, CPA and Donald J. Trawicki, CPA —
Partners, Touche Ross & Co. Here is a guide to
improved methods designed to integrate all accounting operations into one dynamic information
system — simplifying the task of gathering and reporting data on every factor that influences profits. 2nd Ed., 1972. 403 pp.
$14.95

BUSINESS BUDGETING
AND CONTROL
J. Brooks Heckert, CPA, The Ohio State University; and James D. Willson, CPA, Northrop Corporation. 32 sections of working information supply
complete coverage of budget preparation and
operation — including all needed forms. 3rd. Ed.,
1967. 590 pp.
$13.95

HOW TO FIND THE
INFORMATION YOU NEED...
For years, the Ronald Catalog
has been the key to any professional library. It helps you immediately identify needed
sources of working information
in every area of business op
s. Your complimentary
copy i s available upon request.

00000

INTRODUCTION TO
MODERN ACCOUNTING

TO ORDER or request descriptive
information, write to Dept. 108 . . .

Norton M. Bedford, University of Illinois. Fully
current in approach, this book views accounting
as a dynamic information system for measuring
and communicating financial and economic data
for planning and control purposes. 1968. 744 pp.
$11.95

The Ronald Press
Company
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Serving the profession for over seventy _yarr

Wer know
the
o p e s
al and EDP Occupations.
InFinancial
Assuring you the right person f or the job and the right job
for t he perso n.

We have specialized in Financial and Data Processing employment for over a quarter of a century, and frankly, we're good at it
A L E X A ND RI A
5001 Seminar y Rd,
17031931 - 3600

DAL LAS
2001 Br y an Tower
( 21 4) 74 291 71

LO S AN GE LE S
3600 W i lshi re Blvd.
12 1 31 3 66 6 80 5

OR AN G E, C A .
500 South Main St.
17141835 - 4103

S E A TTL E
1215 Four th Ave.
12061624 -91700

A L L E N TO W N
Hotel Tr ay lor Bui ldi ng
12151 439 1506

D E NV E R
1612 Court Piece
13031 244 2925

L OUI S V I L L E
680 South 4th St.

15021589-6657

PH I L A D E L P H I A
2 Penn C enter Plaza
12151 56 . 4580

S TA M F O R D , C T.
111 Prospect Si.
12031 325- 4758

ATL A NTA
3379 Peac htree Rd. N.E.
14041233 - 2416
B A L TI M O R E

D E TR O I T
670 Honey well C enter
Southf i eld
13131559 - 1212

MEM PH I S
12 South Mai n St.
(901) 523 -8950
MI A M I

PH OE NI X
1517 D el W ebb TowneHouse
(602) 279 1688
PI TTS B U R G H

TA M P A
1311 N. W estshor e Blvd.
18 13 18 76 41 91
W AS HI N GTON, D . C .

The 0uadrangle — Cross Keys
13011 3237770
BO S TO N

HA RT F OR D
111 Pearl St.
12 03 12 7 87 17 0

1190 N. E. 163 St.
Nor th Mi ami Beac h
13 05 19 4 70 68 4

Gateway Tower s
14121 4715946
P O RT L A ND , O R.

7316 W isconsin Ave. N. W .
13017 652 1960
W I L M I N G TO N

140 Feder al St.
16171 4 236440
C H A R L O T TE
4801 E. Independenc e Blvd.
17 0 4 15 3 5 33 7 0
CHI C A GO

H O U S TO N
1200 C entr al Nat' l. Bank Bldg.
( 713 ) 2 2 8 0 0 5 6
I ND I A NA P OL I S
9 Nor th I lli noi s St.
(317 ) 6 3 6 5 4 4 1

MI L W A UK E E
777 East W i xonsto Ave.
14141 2719380
MI N N E A P O L I S
80 South Bth St.
16 1 21 3 36 8 63 6

610 S. W . Alder St.
15031 2 229778
PR OV I D E NC E
400 Tur ks Head Bldg.
14 0 11 2 74 6 70 0
ST. L OUI S

1102 W est St.
13021 6523244

333 N. Mi c hi gan Ave.
13121 7828930
C I N C I N N A TI

KAN SA S C I TY, M O.
127 W esi 1011, St.
18161 4744583

NE W A RK
1780 Ray mond Blvd.
12011 6233661

7733 For sy th Blvd.
C lay ton
13141 7271535

TORO NTO, C an ada
15 7or onr o St.
14161868 1314

606 Ter r ac e H i t—
15131 621 -7711
C L E V E L A ND

L A N C A S TE R
8 N orth Oueen St.
17 17 12 9 95 62 1

NE W Y O R K
330 Madi son Ave.
12121986 - 1300

SA N F RA NC I SC O
111 Pi ne St.
(415) 434

VA N C OU V E R, B C
535 Thur lo w St.
(6D4) 68B 7726

7367 E. 6th St.

L ONG I S L A ND
420 J er i c ho Tur npi ke
Jer ic ho
(516) 822 - 8080

OM A H A
7101 Mer c y Rd.
14021 3978107

SAN J OSE
675 Nor th Fi r st St.
14081 2939040

(216) 621 0670

PROFESSIONALS FOR FINANCIAL & EDP PERSONNEL EXCLUSIVELY

i

LOND ON E C 2, England
17 Finsbury Squar e
01- 638 -4394
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